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EDITORIAL NOTE

The Association of Retired Flag Rank Officers (ARFRO) in Sri Lanka.

I-o our inaugural volume which was published in the first quarter of 1998, we expressed the
hope that the Association's journal would be published annually. We are happy that the
second issue is being published in the first quarter of 1999.

The worldwide body to which ARFRO is affiliated is now called Worldwide Consultative
Association of Retired Generals and Admirals (WCARGA). Given below is a 'Chronology of
WCARGA. Air Marshals are categorised as Generals in many countries.

Chronologyof theWorldwide ConsultativeAssociationof Retired C,enerals andAdmirals

The Association came into being at a meeting of retired Generals and Admfuals held in London
in 1993. It grew from a group of NAIO and WTO officers who met regularly between 1984 and

1989 to develop the concept of co-operation rather than confrontation between East and West
in Europe. In 1990, with the structural changes in the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the
Warsaw Pact, it was decided to discontinue these meetings and instead seek to create a World-
u'ide Consultative Association. This took two years to implement.

To-day, the Association has forty direct members, though some countries have created affiliated
groups. In all, twenty-four countries are presently involved. Members mostly have been top-
ranking officers in their national armed forces and still exercise an influence in matters affecting
security and stability which gives them access to the decision-makers in their various countries.

The Association's focus is on the prevention of armed conflict and the enhancement of stability
and security through means other than military. Therefore it acts in any situation or circumstance
when peace and security are seen to be in danger or are already endangered. In consultation
among its members, the Association will agree on an opinion and make a proposal which can

then be communicated to the respective Heads of State of the Association's members.

The Association is growing all the time and is in the process of developing a global structure
in which National Chapters will form and, in time, create their own sub-regional entities, with an

international office acting as a co-ordinator. In concept it has been described as a military
PUGWASH.

From the 3rd to the 6th of March 98, WCARGA met at ARUSHA, TAIIZAIW{. The President
of ARFRO and Air Vice Marshal Duncan Dissanayake represented ARFRO at this meeting.
The ARUSHA DECLARAIION for PEACE and SECURITY was signed by those attending
and it is reproduced in this journal,

It was decided at this meeting to hold its next meeting in the year 2000 in South Asia and Sri
Lanka is the most likely venue with the concurence of India and Pakistan.

ARFROActivity

Throughout the year various eminent persons addressed ARFRO and senior serving officers
on a variety of topics. Their addresses are reproduced in this journal.

The subject study for the year was 'Procurement of Military Hardware and recommended
procedures'. Emphasis was on ways and means of elimination of comrption. This paper was
submitted to government and the opposition and is reproduced in this journal under the
caption 'Procurement of Defence Equipment and other necessities for the Armed Forces'.



The Organisation of Professional Associations (OPA) admitted ARFRO as its 33rd member

from December '98. This is a progressive step, as in Sri Lanka the profession of arms was

hitherto not generally recognised as a profession per se'

In December 
,98, ARFRO sponsored a meeting of representatives of the Armed Forces, their

medical services, the Ex Services Association, the Psychiatrists Association and various

other interested parties to formulate an action plan to counsel "Widows and Orphans" of

those killed in the ongoing conflict. A committee with Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke

Vice President of ARFRO as Chairman was appointed to u'ork out details.

ARFRO held two very successful social events where members. their spouses and guests

enjoyed evenings of fellowship, dancing and di-nner. The hrst such function was held on 26

Uarct, 98 at the Army Headquarters Mess and the second u'as held on 15 August 98 at the

Navy Officers Wardroom. The Service Commanders very graciously provided all facilities and

graced the functions with their ladies'

The Commander of the Army has permitted ARFRO to hold their meetings, lectures, seminars

etc at 4 Sri Lanka Engineer Regiment premises in KiriJlapone and the Commanding Officer and

staff of that unit have been very helpful in makine arrangements as and when required'

ARFRO trusts that this joumal is informatir.e and of value to all those interested in the

"Profession of Arms"
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Procurement of Military Equipment and other necessities
For the Armed Forces

[|lETroG

. Large sums of money have been spent in recent
moes to procure defence equipment. There has been
n:despread criticism of the 'ad hocism' in these
purchases and allegations of comrption have also
'hwn made.

*m

I The aim of this paper is to make recommendations
screamlining the steps to be taken and the procedure
t,r be adopted in making purchases of defence
equipment and other necessities for the Armed
F'$rc€s. In times of conflict or in an emergency
irruation, very urgent action is of essence. The
i'' stems adopted have therefore to be simple,
straight forward and speedy.

Ffficl Planning

: The government, with the advice of the Service
Commanders and others must lay down a Defence
Fr--rliqy 6.rc6 on the perceived threats to National
Security. Based on this policy the Service
Commanders mustjointly workout strategies to be
adopted in different scenarios. Long termplanning
based on these perceptions of threat and assigned
ia-sks should be the basis on which requirements
are projected by the Armed Forces. The schedules
,rf equipment required for training and for
,]Ferations in these circumstances must then be
prepared both in the long term (3 - 5 years) and in
the short term (1 -2 years). Some equipment, it must
be realised, have long gestation periods, particularly
r*s Sri Lanka does not hr ' . a ae i,nce industry and
rs mainly dependent on imports rn this respect.

frilr*irn

.{ consultative committee (an advisory body of
rmou'ledgeable persons appointed by the Minister
;or Defence) which should be chaired by the
Secretary to the Ministry of Defence must then
eramine the Service Commanders' proposals with
"r. r'iew to rationalising equipment needs. The
p,resence of Service Commanders at these committee
meetings should be mandatory and due weightage
gir.en to their recommendations. The proji:cted
;rpenditure for such equipment must also be
presented by the Service Commanders at this
;ommittee's meetings.

This committee's recommendations should then be
included in the estimates and budgetary provision
>ought for their purchase, in two categories viz.

common user items and specialist items. The items
should also be prioritised so that if adequate funds
are not allocated, those on a higher priority should
be obtained and the remainder carried over for
subsequent purchase.

Procurement Procedure

7.

A Defence Procurement Cell (DPC) Comprising
Treasury representatives, Ministry officials and
Qualified officers of the Defence Forces should be
established at the Ministry of Defence. This cell
should be equipped with a computer "Data Base"
of all defence equipment available worldwide (Based
on Janes' catalogues and other sources of
information). The staff of this cell must evaluate
tbe pros and cons of the equipment available
worldwide and make a studied analysis to Technical
Evaluation Committees, Consultative Committees,
Tender Boards, etc. Ths staffofthis cell should be
persons of high integrity, knowledgeable and
capable of independent thinking. They must be
drawn from multi disciplines competent to monitor
the "procurement process" of order specifications,
awards and contract documentation, shipment and
final acceptance. A frequent tumaround of these
persons may be desirable to prevent their becoming
susceptible to pressures from various quarters
including their own service. An axiom to be
remembered is that a product of procurement is as
good as the procurement persons.

Financial Regulations and Treasury Circulars/
Instructions must be strictly adhered to and those
items which require Ministry Tender Board approval
should not be split up to enable individual services
to obtain them short circuiting laid down
procedures. Crisis purchases should not be
permitted except extremely rarely.

Recommendations of Agents' and Suppliers,
representatives should not be tolerated.

Tender documents, Technical Evaluation Reports
and Tenders should be monitored and
recommendations made by the Consultative
Committee along with the Service Commanders and
Ministry offtcials to the Ministry Tender Board or
Cabinet appointed Tender Board as applicable.

Once approval is obtained from the Ministry Tender
Board or the Cabinet appointed Tender Board as

the case may be the DPC should follow up action
expeditiously. The functions of the DpC may be
summarised as follows:-

6.

10.



a) Analysing and presenting the pros and cons of
items, their suppliers and other relevant information

gathered from the data base.

b) Procurement of all common items of stores/rations

for the Armed Forces.

c) Procurement of those items/equipment/stores
which are beyond the individual service's financial

limits, but are within tbe financial limits of the

Ministry of Defence.

d) Preparation of procurement action for equipment/

stores/items beyond the Financial Limits of tbe

Ministry of Defence and expeditious follow up

action once approval is received.

UnplannedPurchases

11. There is a tendency, due to the ongoing conflict,

for the Armed Forces to ask for equipment in an 'ad

hoc' manner and label them as "crisis" purchases'

This should not be so if there is proper planning' A
study should be made of systems obtaining in otber

countries (whether tbey be manufacturing
countries or otherwise) and how they obtain their

equipment in a war or conflict situation'

Planning and Co-ordination

12. The Directorates of Planning in each service must

be tasked to co-ordinate all the requirement of the

individual service. There should be periodical co-

ordination between the Planning Directorates of
the three armed forces to ensure that duplication

and triplication as it now happens does not occur'

In-process and acceptance Inspection

13. The DPC must ensure that items purchased are

inspected and tested "in-process" where applicable

and at "acceptance", to ensure that they meet the

quality and quantity provisions of the order/

contract.

Such inspection could be carried out by accredited

Inspection organisations or under "In Service"

arangements and where applicable with specialist

assistance.

Contracts/orri::r: placed must include Inspection/

Acceptance clauses.

Recommendations

14. It is strongly recommended tbat Joint Planning be

resorted to as early as possible to prevent 'ad

hocism', duplication and triplication of defence

needs.

15. It is recommended that the streamlined procedures

enumerated above be adopted as early as possible'

l6.It is recommended that each Armed Force should also

follow tbese procedures in outline in the purchases

made by them within their procurement limits and

absolute transparency be adopted.

10



WORLDWIDE CONSULTATIYE
ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
GENERALS AND ADMIRALS

ARUSHA DECLARATION OF 1998

We, the undersigned Generals, Admirals and

Air Marshals,

who have held commanding rank in the

armed forces of our countries, following in a

traditional role charged by our countries to

defend them against aggression,

and who now have witnessed, during our

own service career, the rapid evolution of the

role of the military commander, to encompass

a rarrge of decision making from, on the one

hand, the deployment of weapons of mass

destruction to, on the other hand, the tactical

placement of anti-personnel mines, all bringing

serious consequences to our global community,

have travelled to Arusha,Tanzania from all

five continents to discuss paths to peace and

security on the continent of Africa,

and, among discussing other issues' were

briefed by His Honour Judge Laity Khama,

President of the Intemational Criminal Tribunal

for Rwanda, taking place in an adjacent building

and the importance of which has concentrated

our minds on the challenges that stiil confront

our global communitY'

pause to consider, following retirement from

active service, that, although our national
cultures differ greatly, we have acquired a

common culture that enable us to understand

each other and to develop an informed knowl-

edge network, and consider also how our col-

lective skills may be deployed for the maximum

benefit to the global communitY,

therefore alert the international community

to the need for early warning systems which

identify tensions and areas of political crisis,

and we resolve to:

search for peaceful settlement of disputes;

x encourage new thinking and new concepts

of global security which go beyond purely

rnilitary considerations but embrace also

economic. humanitarian, social, ethnic and

environmental considerations;

* support the initiatives of the United Nations

and those organisations associated with it
globally, regionally and nationally, working

towards a more stable communitY;

* strengthen the membership of our

Association in all parts of the world;

* endorse the establishment of a secretariat

with necessary funding;

* agree opinions and make proposals ideally
through consensus;

* seek participation in existing and future pro-

cesses in the pursuit of peace in which we

believe we can provide informed advice;

* authorise the translation of this Declaration

into the six official languages of the United

Nations and to work for its wide circulation;

* to reconvene in South Asia in the year 2000.

This declaration was signed by all the

participants representing the countries from all
the continents.

L
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-FilHUMAN RIGHTS AND ARMED CONFLICT

(H<tN Llrsnr,m,N KqornecAMan, p.C., M.p.)
Minister ol Foreign Affairs

::-: Address was given by Lt. Gen. J.E.D. Pereravsv D. Litt. FBIM presidentARFRO

... .: . t-.r. cooperation in solving interna-
. . I :fl r-.cooomic, social, cultural or hu-

. ' .-r:, t-rr is n'randated in tenns of Article I of
:,!. Lnited Nations which also recog-

" ' t. :ti)n and encouragement of respect for
' - - . -::-.'r rundamental freedoms as one of the

- r -..i iS of the United Nations. Increasing
r r.:-nrion to the promotion and protec-

, -:. ,-,ihts has brought about greater concern
- ' r:d the treatment of nationals within the

,. crei_en State. It is argued that where the
. : te s own nationals assumes such cruel

- :t:ritute mass and flagrant violations of
' - -i" r:l a scale which shock the conscience of
, ; -r-.arter ceases to be the sole concern of the

. . r.rlirr,. This is a very imporlant principle
. -:,.-1] accepted. No longer can a State say
. .. .*.:hts violations within its border are a matter

' .:rrr State alone; no longer can a State say
.. J.i roncerning the violations of human rights
-, r J.rs. citizens of other States, or other States

. - . :-rIe no right to voice concern. lt follows
,"- -ii:re has to be deeply conscious of the way
. . ::rars its own citizens if it wants to capture

-:", L- the respect of the international commu-
. - r..,r qard off intefvention in various forms,

:tr- ind ultimately even by force on the part of
::.

l'- . -ncreasing concern for the rights of the indi-
-, -iJ be viewed and appreciated against the

. . : : i a series of measures adopted both within

. , . -r ihe United Nations fora for the protection
, -- -shts. The adoption of the Universal Decla-

. H:man Rights by the United Nations General
. -.:. on 10 December 1948. when the United Na-' :: still young, constituted a landmark in the
. ' r, :e cognition of human rights. The General As-

::,-.claimed the Universal Declaration of Hu-
.' : r..s as "a common standard of achievement for
. :-i\ and all nations, to the end that every indi-

. . - .rd every organ ofsociety, keeping this declara-' - :::antly in mind, shall strive by teaching and
-. . *:. to promote respect for these righ'ts and
. - r-.: nnd by progressive measures, national and
; - :'.r lil. to secure their universal and effective rec-' :. -rnd obseryance both among the peoples and
--- J: -Sieres themselves and among the peoples of* : :: under their jurisdiction."

.re L niversal Declaration, however, was only a

first step in the creation of an international legal frame-
work for the promotion and protection of human rights.
In other words, for breach of the Declaration n2o reme-
dial action can be taken against the recalcitrant State. It
was not a treaty of a legally binding character by which
States would be obtiged to give effect to fundamental
human rights. lt also lacked enforcement machinery;
yet, it was a significant step forwar<I in the evolutionary
process of creating such a legal framework. Its impor_
tance lies in the fact that the international community
of nations had made a moral commitment through the
Declaration to respect human rights and fundamental
freedoms.

The two Intemational Covenants. the lntema-
tional Covenant on Civil and political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cul-
tural Rights which followed the adoprion of the Uni-
versal Declaration were adopted in response to the need
to formulate legally binding instruments on human
rights.

The common thread which binds these two im-
portant Covenants is the theme of the .indivisibility of
human rights'. The generalAssembly Resolution, which
mandated the Economic and Social Council to engage
in the initiative of formulating the two Covenants, de-
clared that "the enjoyment of civic and political
freedoms and economic, social and cultural rights are
interconnected and inter-dependent,, and that ..when

deprived of economic, social and cultural rights, man
does not represent the human person whom the Univer-
sal Declaration regards as the ideal of the free man.,,

This pronouncement is an unequivocal expres-
sion of the indivisibility of human rights - that civil
and political rights alone cannot be dealt with in a
vacuum. The guaranteeing of economic, social and cul_
tural rights, along with civil and political rights, is in_
extricably interlinked in the enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms to the fullest.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the two Covenants constitute together, the core of the
international legal framework for the promotion and
protection of human rights. These principles were fur-
ther reinforced and elaborated in the Declaration and
Programme of Action on Human Rights adopted by the

"World Conference on Human Rights held in Vienna in
1993. The central message of the World Conference on
Human Rights was that rights should not only be en-
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shrined in constitutions, international treaties and in

other legal and administrative documents but more im-

portantl, be made realisable by every human being'

br". tiO sovereign nations, members of the United

Nations and some 7000 participants including repre-

sentatives from a variety of governmentaf inter-gov-

ernmental and non- governmental organisations agreed

to a consensus that deliberate violations of human rights

and fundamental freedoms cannot be justified under

any circumstances even in a situation of grave national

or international crisis. Professional men and women of

the armed forces have the supreme duty of safeguard-

ing the security and wellbeing of nations and their peo-

plJs. They theiefore have a crucial and indeed an indis-

pensable role to play particularly in time of conflict

und *ar in protecting the human rights of the non com-

batant civiiians. This is a most important considera-

tion. While it is universally recognised that the armed

forces of a State have a duty to protect and assert the

sovereignty of the State, to fight the battles of the State'

they dJo huu" u duty to protect the human rights of

non-combatant civilians. The line between combatants

and non-combatants is clearly drawn in international

1aw.

The efforts of the international community in

the field of human rights have also been directed to-

wards formulating legal instruments dealing with spe-

cific aspects of human rights' The results of these initia-

tives have been the formulation and adoption of the

Intemational Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination, the International Con-

vention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime

of Apartheid, the Convention against Torture' the Con-

vention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime

of Genocide, the Convention on the Rights of the Child'

the Convention against Elimination of Discrimination

against Women urd th" convention on the Protection

oi ,t 
" 

Righ,, of Migrant Workers' These Conventions

constitutJ a collective response to a range of human

rights concems which have engaged the attention of

th-e intemational community over a period of time'

The early attempts to codify the principles of

international humanitarian law commenced with the

Geneva Convention signed in 1864' However' the legal

achievement of historic importance was the adoption

by the Diplomatic Conference of 1949 of the Four Ge-

n"ru Conu"ntions, including the Geneva Convention

relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of

War.

The adoption of a set of rules for the protection

of the civilian population in the conduct of hostilities

represent a major step forward in the development of

intemational humanitarian law' Article 3 common [o

the Geneva Conventions seeks to protect persons tak-

ing no active part in hostilities, i'e' civilians' by ac-

cording humane treatment without any adverse distinc-

tion. Towards this end, the Geneva Conventions pro-

hibit the commission of a series of acts at any time and

in any place whatsoever with respect to civilian per-

sons. These include, violence to life and person' in par-

ticular. murder of all kinds; mutilation; cruel treatment

and torlure; taking ofhostages; outrages upon personal

dignity; in particular humiliating and degrading treat-

mJnt and the passing of sentences and carrying out of

executions without previous judgement pronounced by

a regularly constituted Court.

The international legal framework for the pro-

tection of civilians in atmed conflict received further

impetus it 1977 with the adoption of the two Addi-

tional Protocols I and II dealing with international amed

conflict and non-international armed conflict respec-

tively. The reason for supplementing the existing rules

of international humanitarian law was the emergence

of new types of conflict often involving guerilla war-

fare and ih" ur" of sophisticated and indiscriminate

weapons which hardly make a distinction between a

combatant and non-combatant' The recourse to gue-

rilla warfare by irregular armed groups often compelled

civilians to accept combatants in their midst who thus

became vulnerable in conflict situations' They often

became subjects of forced displacement by such groups

and were used by them for the achievement of military

objectives.

The legal regime of the Geneva Conventions

reiterate the principle that the civilian population and

individual civilians shall enjoy general protection

against the dangers arising from military operations'

fho*" sufeguards cover protection of objects indispen-

sable to the survival of the civilian population' protec-

tion of works and installations containing dangerous

forces, protection of cultural objects and places of wor-

ship and the prohibition of forced movement of civil-

ians as Part of military strategy'

These principles, given their underlying hu-

manitarian content, are so fundamental that they have

L4

I turn now to some basic principles of Humam-

tarian Law applicabte in armed conflicts' The interna-

tional legal norms which have emerged as intemational

humanit"arian law applicable in armed conflict' is a body

of law which for humanitarian reasons limits the right

of parties to a conflict to use the methods and means of

**far" of their choice and'seeks to protect persons and

property that may be affected by conflict' If war is in-

eviiable, international humanitarian law attempts to

humanise the conduct of hostilities' As was well stated

by one writer on humanitarian law: " The law of armed

conflict is without doubt no substituJe for peace' As the

sparks of violence fly and passions flare.' it does' how-

ever constitute one last bulwark of sanity and human

values. one final statement of human fellowship'"
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., ' . -: :-.:rtiance of the international
..,', : :----red anexistenceoftheirown

---:i:L :umeniiarian law quite inde-
.' : .r; :. -it:ritcter. That is to say even if a

. :"r rilc legislation eovering these
, r: hcld accountable by the inter-

' ' 
- - , :.'r violations of the kind which

:rr-.:'c conflict is inevitable, the right
- " - :-I-li.t to choose methods or means

- - .l-:ruted and all persons who do not
: ,:-: : :rtrstilities should be protected and

- ' . i:. .irhL-r words, no State can say with
-.--lri:l1Cu- by the international colnmu-

. ) ,:,- ;[)oe u,ill decide how it is going to
' - r ;';roflS it will use, what military means

-- : -: -\ fullv conscious of and committed
- 

- 
"i1:rL- ueatment of civilian personnel in

- : . - . situations. The statement of the rep-
:: j Secretary - General of the United Na-

-. ,,,i-r Dispiaced Persons in his report to
; ::.ts Commission underlines this fact in
:, ..rt le terms:

:i-.rr preseflts the unusual situation of a
-:n:].'nt providing relief to persons under

- tre main opposition group. In a world
: ,":mples of Governments and rebel groups
:. r \\'c&poll against civilian populations,

-r. Sri Lanka is one that deserves closer
:. : nlore publicity as an important prec-

' :--ters to a fact which is not sufficiently well
- ,:i.rnally, that Sri Lanka has for many years
- 

_: rnd tending our own civilians in the North
r. ru,ch they are largely under the control of
:r_rhting the State. That is the remarkable

.-..r: is referred to in the statement of the Sec-

-:::.1 ol the United Nations. It is something
rrtitlably proud of. The clear distinction
..1 qroups r;-i!riircd in conflict and the ci-

,,r.1 r irtuaily hostages of these groups must
'- .:'.,irntirined. This has been the underlying

:--' rchabilitation efforts of the Government
- : rrLrins conflict i;:: the North and the East.

--''. :.rncluded "Ci;cratiln Riviresa" stands
.. .,1 pr.cedent. Our ibrces naintained through-
,r.r.i1on this important distinction between
.,r:i the civilian. The forces displayed a high
,.:ir hv giving advance warning to civilians

-: ::!'cautions to avoid destruction of objects
rnd cultural value, despite the ploys used

:n ,:S[ group to make use of such places for
- .1--: Ibrces, inviting possible retaliatory at-
.-, : :!rr.es. Similar protection was given to pro-

tected zones such as hospitals during these operations.

Thus our forces have in these recent operations
demonstrated a remarkable degree of care in adopting,
to the maximum extent possible, measures for the pro-
tection ofthe civilian population and thereby ensuring
the highest respect for the principles of humanitarian
law. lt is this element of care and understanding for the
civilian population that is the hallmark of a well disci-
plined force and which distinguishes its actions from
the wanton acts of sheer brutality of terrorist groups to
whom civilians are mere pawns considered "legitimate
targets" in their campaign of unbridled terror. The Sri
Lankan armed forces are fully aware of the fact that a

war waged wantonly and won by recourse to ruthless
means most certainly results in a lost peace or a fragile
peace so heavily compromised that it carries within it
the bitter seeds of future war.

It is also heartening to note thar out forces are
engaged in a continuing process of instructing its mem-
bers on upholding norms of international humanitarian
law in all military activities through various courses
and seminars conducted fbr commanding officers as well
asjunior officers and through them the soldiers who are
battling on the forward defence lines. The Kotalawela
Defence Academy could perform an invaluable role in
facilitating the widest possible dissemination of inter-
national humanitarian law It is a matter of considerable
satisfaction that the UN guidelines which are aimed at
promoting wider appreciation and adherence at the na-
tional level to principles of humanitarian law in armed
conflict have been widely disseminated in all languages
among our forces.

The Government also took a series of measures
aimed at the humane fteatment of persons arrested in
conflict situations. We have gained much intemational
credit for that. The Human Rights Task Force (HKIF)
which has been established under t}re emergency regu-
Iations has a vital task to perform in this area. Her Ex-
cellency the President took the initiative to issue direc-
tives under the HRTF regulations which were designed
to ensure the humane treatment of persons arrested and
to guarantee their fundamental rights. Under these di-
rectives a person making any arrest or detention under
the Emergency or PfA is required to issue to the next of
kin an arrest receipt acknowledging the fact of arrest.
The name and the rank of the arresting off,cer, the time
and date of arrest and the place at which the person was
detained are also required to be specified. Every officer
making an arrest or order of detention is also required
"forthwith and in any case not later than forty eight
hours from the time of such arrest or detention" to in-
form either the HRTF or a Regional Coordinator of the
*IRTF or any person especially au&orised by the HRTF,
of such iurest or detention and the place at which the
person is being held in custody or detention.
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These provisions are designed to eliminate ex-

trajudicial executions, disappearances, torture and ar-

bitrary arrests. Sri Lanka ratified the UN Convention

against Torture and enacted the Convention against

Torture Act in November 1994 with enhanced penalties

which would strengthen the legal safeguards against

the practice of torture.

The United Nations has identified Sri Lanka as

one of those countries in the Asian region which is tak-

ing decisive measures to establish national institutions

for the promotion and protection of human rights' One

of the most important legislative measures being taken

by the Government is now before Parliament and will
be debated on the 22nd of this month; that is, the estab-

lishment of a National Human Rights Commission -

another milestone in our effort to establish a permanent

and stable human rights regime in our country. The bill
provides for the establishment of a Commission with

an effective and independent mandate with investiga-

tive and remedial powers. The functions of the Com-

mission are wide ranging and would include monitor-

ing functions in respect of executive and administra-

tive practices and procedures, investigative functions

to inquire into complaints regarding infringement or

imminent infringement of fundamental rights and to

provide for their resolution by mediation and concilia-

tion. The Commission would also be vested with advi
sory and other functions which would empower the

Commission to make recommendations to the Govern-

ment to ensure that national laws and administrative

practices are in accordance with international human

rights norms and standards' The proposed legislation

contains several innovative features. It could investi-

gate an allegation of an infringement or imminent in-

fringement of fundamental rights either by executive

or administrative action or those violations of human

rights committed by any person which would be tanta-

mount to an act of terrorism under our law. This latter

element brings to the surface the question whether in-

dividuals or groups could be permitted to evade re-

sponsibility for massive violations of human rights of-

ten brutally targeting innocent civilians through indis-

criminate attacks as we have recently seen. Could these

groups be considered to be outside the pale of the norms

of conduct set out by international humanitarian law?

This is an issue which is being widely discussed ir in-

ternational fora and we have thought it fit that the Com-

mission should also be mandated to go into such grave

violations of human rights by.private individuals and

groups resorting to shock, intimidation and terror as a

means of achieving their narrow political objectives'

The Commission is also empowered to entertain com-

plaints of violations of human rights not only by indi-

viduals but also by groups or those acting on behalf of

affected persons. This provision would enable public

interest groups such as non-govemmental organisations

to invoke the machinery provided under this law'

The proposed constitutional reforms also seek

to enhance the national legal framework for the protec-

tion of human rights by bringing the fundamental rights

provisions of the Constitution into line with those of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, in particular by the inclusion of the right to life,
liberty and security of person. It is also proposed that

existing rights under criminal law, such as those guar-

anteeing freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention and

punishment would be transformed into constitutional
guarantees through their incorporation into the Consti-

tution.

My final plea is this. In times of war within a

State of the kind that we are experiencing now, and

have been for a decade or more, strains on the armed

services are very considerable. I understand these strains

- to fight effectively, to fight a ruthless enemy, to frght

an enemy that is difficult to find, to fight an enemy who

is inextricably mixed up with a civilian population, to

fight an enemy in a battle that is not frontal. AII these

are complex and difficult questions that the armed serv-

ices have to face on a day to day basis on the battle

front. But in addition the armed forces have to make an

effort - an almost super human effort - to observe the

distinction - the difficult line - between combatants and

non-combatants. We are fighting not merely to van-

quish an enemy, we are fighting ultimately to build a
lasting peace in our country that can only come about

by welding the communities together, not driving them

apart, by seeing to it that the war does not leave pefina-

nent scars on the psyche of its innocent victims. When

the day comes, and I believe it will come, for the armed

forces to lay down their arms because they have done

their duty and won their battles, the peace that is going

to be constructed basically by civilians will be ren-

dered possible only if the armed forces have seen to it
that in fighting the war they also respected and had

regard for and wherever possible looked after, cared for
and tended the civilians who in those difficult times

were geographically on the side of the enemy. That is a

difficult task but a task profoundly worthy of your best

attention, your unflinching attention at all times bear-

ing in mind the supreme responsibility you have not

only for seeing to it that the country remains whole, but

that the country ultimately remains united.

Air Yice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke Vice President
ARFRO proposed the vote of thanks.
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1I( I\ ER\\IENTAL PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES
AND PURCHASING ETHICS

(MnSAPRuensrNue)

' : .- --.-.rn br Arn Vrcp Me,nsuer- WD H S GooNErrr-r-prp Vice President ARFRO

'"". btiore we get down to the introduction of our speaker today, let us just reflect on the

, ::,;,; ir defence budget of 14.9 billion for this year which last week in Parliament was up by
: r luking it to over 53 billion which is the highest in the history of this conflict in I5 years.

. -,;.':lr trorn '83 it's just going up all the while. This 53 or 54 billion (with the supplementary
. .:: ''..iirl) 30Vo of the total Government expenditurefor the country. So you can see the amount

: .'. : \pent on the deknce requirements. In fact my rough calculation is we are spending about
'..' ntirtute on the war, or 145 million rupees a day or 4.4 billion a month. So that is the cost oJ

.. ', il.ir o.f the cost of the war there is a lacuna, there is a gap in our provisioning. So much so that
. :'t t\(ts a committee appointed by Her Ercellency the President with regard to one of the

'-- :'tro shortcomings and make recommendations. As if thctt **as not enough and didn't go far
. .;,;r-,rlter committee appointed also, the last committee had three Ex Service Chiefs in that
: trtd committee is like afollow up on the first committee and it also has a Ex Seruice Chief. And
'' i.t! that one was a recommendation made by that first committee, that where things seemed to

. , I jrlt business of crisis purchases which prevails in the Military today. Of course all that is being
i i.rr€' oJ exigencies of the Service, no doubt it is expected, and this is what the committee also said
' :t cart't Jollow proper procedures in wa4 but there must be checks and balances. The committee
' '.:: uttd it is being investigated. And in fact arising from proposals from our Association to Her' . ! "r ticlent and the three Service Chiefs, again retired Sentice Chiefs have been appointed as sort

' , tri cut odvisory capacity in the procurement field to try and close these gaps so to speak. So we
- ' . .t,-,ntebody to speak on this vast and very important aspect of procurement and we now know that

' :):t person and he is here today with us. Ladies and Gentlemen, it is my privilege to introduce Mr
'.. Let me just give you very briefly his CV or Bio Data. He has a Diploma in Purchasing and Supply,

.,'.,r i-r a Fellow of the Institute of Supply and Materials Management, a Founder President of the' 
, t','rrl ond Materials Management, Sri Lankt. He was the Directo4 Government Supplies Department
.' t-5. and Visiting Lecturer at the Vidhyodhaya University from 1975 to 1976. He was a Consultant
.,i.'tlt Ftmd for Technical Co-operation to the Government of Malaysia from 1976 to 1979, Consult-

.':,,rtarional Labour Organisation, 1985, Consultant to the World Health Organisation in 1986,
' \tt:ir;dgement and Training to the Tyre Corporation in 1987, Consultant to the Management & Train-
". Derelopment Boctrd in 1988 and finally a Consultant, Sri Lctnka Institute of Development Adminis-

- ' ' :,, !991. I asked him as he came here what he has been doing since 1991, and like most of us at the
, ;:. -i rrlscr in blissful retirement. Of course he gives a few lectures now and again I am told. I think that
' .i::ritd the Agenda he is going to speak on. An item in that Agenda that interests me was No.B, which
' t-l risnnas gifis and hampers; I'd like to hear that part of it, and of course there is much more that he
..:, totr. Without further ado I will now invite Mr Rupasinhe to speak to us.

-:r,: i LrLr. Air Vice Marshal, Harry Goonetilleke.
- i.,:r. othcr Members atthe HeadTable, Ladies

' - r-rn. It gives m:r t-lfnt pleasure to speak a

' . . :'. ihis vast sub jc; ,. !'.il-, r, let me thank Lt Gen

- 
- ,:,: :r'rd also Maj Gen Sivashanmugam for ask-

- rrrL- and lecturc here on this day, and it is a
- i me to speak to this distinguished gather-

J :i:rLr\\'. we spend about 35 to 407o of the an-

; ]-Il]e flt expenditure, on supplies, materials and
i:.. \o\\' the thing is how we purchase these

,: . rilS out of course as I said the 50 odd billion
,.r likc slores and equipment.

The Five Rights of Purchasing

There are certain rights which are cofilmon to both
the Private sector and the Public sector. You would have
heard of them. What are called the right quality, right
quantity, right source of supply, right time to purchase
and the right price. Now these five Rights sum up the
basic philosophy of purchasing whether in the Public
sector or the private sector. But there is a difference in
that the policies and procedures followed in the Public

"sector are vastly different from those followed in the
private sector. The policies and procedures followed in
the Government sector or Public sector are all laid down
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in the Financial Regulations. That covers practically eve-

rything, all expenditure, but as somebody said here there

are loop holes. But I am not going to speak about the

loop holes lest you take.advantage of them, so I'll stick

to the orthodox procedures that have to be followed'

Now the FR (Financial Regulations) also covers other

aspects of purchasing, BOI purchases etc etc' This is

something found in the latest addition to the Financial

Regulations. These are what are called the "Guidelines

for Procurement in the Government Sector" under the

hand of the President herself. I don't know if you had

the occasion of knowing that, but it really reviewed and

revised certain regulations in the Financial Regulations

and gives more power to purchasing people to buy and

also there are certain time limits and time frames which

have been reduced so that we can get through these

Tender Board procedures etc quickly. As you know it
takes a long time when you invite tenders to get a thing

done. As said in the copy ofthese revised regulations,

which I will read out and explain to you. What the proce-

dures say: Earlier it used to take three to four years to

get a thing done if you follow the Tender procedure' But

I don't think it is so bad. But anyway I can say with my

own experience that even in normal times, even without

the war here, we take about lO - 12 months to get our

supplies because of the lead time involved in purchas-

ing. You get what is called the administrative lead time,

the supplies lead time and the shipping lead time' These

take about lO - 12 months' -More than what it takes to

produce a babyl- So long. Which means that we have to

carry large stocks of items to cover that lead time period'

Now the purpose of the regulations is to expedite most

of these things and to have shorter time frames to pur-

chase.

Now before I come to the rules and regulations that

we have to follow in Government, I like to speak a little

briefly on the frve rights of purchasing I mentioned ear-

lier. The First is the right to right quality. Now what is the

right quality? Right quatity may be defined as thatqual-

ity that satisfies the function economically' That is ihe

right quality. So the right quality is always defined by

means of a specification. There are all sorts of specifrca-

tions, you get thousands and thousands of specifica-

tions for all the items. Standard specifrcations which are

all Internationally recognised. And we have the ISO

specihcations etc. Now the thing is that in Government,

and I don'tknow whether it's in the Services too, it may

be the same, that we have not been drafting our specifi-

cations correctly. Now if we follow standard specifica-

tions which are recognised Internationally then there is

no difficulty. But we sometimes write a specifrcation

around a certain make. I remember long years back, a

certain department wanted to get a large number of trac-

tors so as usual they had to invite world-wide tenders'

Then what happened? They invited the tenders and then

there was a big protest from practically every tenderer

except one. All those tenderers, Allis Charmers' Intema-

tional Harvester, Komatsu all these firms sent cables to

the Tender Board saying that the specifications have

been written around the Caterpillartractor. Now this was

a very bad thing. That's really unethical and irregular'

What happened was, there was an inquiry and the ten-

der was cancelled and we had to call for a fresh tender

on a very general specification. That kind ofthing hap-

pens. Even now it may be happening in the depafiments

as well as in the Services I don't know. But from what I
read in the papers, it is quite possible that these things

happen everywhere.

The other aspect of right quality is the control of
quality. Now we're wondering whether we get our things

quality controlled properly at various points. Recently I
read in the paper we have got a supply of urea, alarge

tonnage of urea which was not to specification, all be-

cause there has not been an efficient control of the ship-

ment when it was received here. In fact the control should

have taken place at that end, at the porl there, or at the

warehouse or the go down of the manufacturer or the

supplier. That had not been done. With the result, we

have got the urea without a certain ingredient so the

value of the urea is lost. It may be that even in the Serv-

ices we have this where we have got things which have

not been controlled. We have got outdated equipment

and things like that, this is what I read in the papers' I
don't know. I have not seen this but this is what the

papers say. If you read through the Sunday Leader, or

the Sunday Times, they sort of specialise in writing about

the various irregularities and unethical things that hap-

pen in the Services. I don't know how far it is true, but

this is according to what they are reporting on these

matters. The layman is led to believe that there is lot of
comrption everywhere.

Now the next aspect of it is the right quantity. What

is the right quantity to buy? If you go through these

various Government departments and Services you get

lots of articles which have been lying in the warehouses

and stores for long periods without any movement. This

is a non movement of supplies. Non moving items. Now

what happens to these items? After some time they be-

come obsolescent. A little later they become obsolete

and finally they become scrap. At the end we are con-

fronted with a situation where a lot of space is occupied

unnecessarily because we are still keeping these things,

I don't know why, they are not disposed. That's another

aspect of quality this is something which is quite topi-

cal. t think you would have read the circular letter issued

by the Secretary to the Ministry of Defence about the

Army, Airforce and the Navy keeping quantities or pur-

chases within 5 million you see, just to keep within the

limits of the head of the department. Now by doing so I
think it is a wrong thing we do. In fact, the Secretary has

been rather critical about that and he has cautioned all

the Commanders to be careful with regard to this break-

ing up of orders. One thing is that if you break up orders
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.:.. rist discounts etc.. as for a
:.-:

".: , -; '. ::a tilat that we are not really
- --- .. :: trnd phasing the quantities
,, . -. - :.qu1rements.Nowhowisa

..-.. .i rrne of the things that I ob-
:- :1 .'. .r.hen I was in Govemment
:. .: I '.i.:l tt hen I worked even in Ma-
- :: :.:i:. rds of forecasting which we

. -.. .:.3 a\ erage method or the mov-
' ,- : "1. rai ls called the Exponential
,- . i :.:r r no time to explain this, but

- I i ::.:-tJ \\ avs of finding out the re-

' .:.'rt should be phased. Now that is
: .-.; , r- '.0 keep in mind.

. .:.. :rrurce of supply. Now what is the

-::i', I Of course if you are placing
':., :rrtrut Rs.50,000 or Rs.60,000 we

:r-.-ih about the right source of sup-

been frustrated. As you know we didn't get the 30 odd
thousand mortar bombs which never came to Sri Lanka.
Now I happened to read the report made by the Solicitor
General on this and he has made some very severe criti-
cism about the choice of Zimbabwe Industries, because
they never made these bombs, the bombs really came
from Bulgaria. You see he says that after our experience
with Zimbabwe with regard to earlier shipments, delays
etc, we should not have placed an order for these bombs.
Well if that is so that means we have not made any in-
quiries about the production capability of this Firm,
whether they are making these bombs there. So that is
another aspect we have to be careful about - choosing
the supplier. In fact we get into difficulties because we
don't choose the right supplier. Now it is a requirement
of the Financial Regulations that we should be sure that
the supplier we choose is capable of carrying out the
contract. Now these are basic requirements but we don't
really pursue these things corectly. Sometimes even the
Tender Boards are rather remiss on these things. Now
with regard to that asphalt for instance, the Tender Board
should have found out whether the suppiier Mitsubishi
Company Singapore was a reliable supplier and have
the capabilities of doing anything. So we have got to be
careful with this because we can't afford to repeat mis-
takes of this nature leading to difficulties and losses.

The next thing is the right time to purchase. Now
the right time to purchase as you would know would be
when your stocks come down to re-order levels or when
the prices are low or when we have stores accommoda-
tion or when we have the finances. Now do we purchase
things to reach us earlier than is required? See the right
time to deliver. Do we get our things much earlier than
the right time to use it, say about three or four months
earlier? What will happen is that we are losing so much
of capital in the meantime. Capital is held up, clogged up
in the supplies, then deterioration comes if there are shelf
life items, then there can be losses, etc, etc. So that may
not be the correct thing to do. What we have got to do is
to get the supplies as close as possible to the required
date. Similarly if you don't get it in time there can be
difficulties we may not have enough stocks, there may
be a shortage. So then it is a case of planning and con-
trol of the supply, when it should be received and when
is it going to be used. So there is that gap that should be
as short as possible.

Last is the right price. Now what is the right price?
Right price may be defined as a fair and reasonable price
which gives a supplier a reasonable margin of profit.
Now the difficulty is about our conception of the rea-
sonable margin of profit. That will be the difficult rhing
to do. But then of course we know from certain articles
the profit levels or the profit margin is l\Vo for some
items,l5Vo for other items. For say all these cereals things
like rice it can be just 10% because the turnover is so
Iarge. But for other items like tea, it can be 30-40Vo that

i]il,ii
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il r,Lr r: . _ .:: placing orders for millions of ru-
r'r'1 : -.-: . ..[r] about the right source of supply.
r r ' .' -:- i rri supply has to fulfil cerlain capa-
) ': -r:.:r-:tjr-s are, production capability, the

. :: r - .:-,. :he tinancial capability and the man-
.r:-..-.... PIus of course track record, per-

.,. e have -sot to be careful about this. I
' : - r'i . ,rne classic case really, of an order for
' ' : :::halt placed by the Petroleum Corpo-

' : i: :::.l.-um Corporation used to supply as-
:-- :: rhe Highway Department. The High-
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i '- r.- -.;r.i il one time wanted a very large quan-
, : '.,..: .:.J the Petroleum Corporation was not

r r, r -: : , :L:t as it is a bi-product really of petro-
l; .' , , .rr ited world-wide tenders for asphalt.
:. , ': -.::l:ned? Tenders were invited and the

, LL.. , : I i:-rrr * as a firm called Mitsubishi & Com-
u; i r:, ::. \ou this Mitsubishi & Company Sin-
ili ' r- : . ..-.:ns ro do with the Mitsubishi Company
.ii ,,,. -': -:t::-: organisation in Japan. So order was
,,Lrn, - :-t : :: -]Su&l once you place the order you have

'r : r :::.:::f credit,theletterof creditwasopened.
. - *i-.i: ,r as approved by the Tender Board, the

r . ,. I:: ::: Board atthattime, andtheletterof credit
* l,r ,:"r::.: :3 t-irm Mitsubishi & Company got the
I r' r : :. ri bankbutnotanounceof asphaltreached
" -,r!'.li,j - :..ppened to hear about this when I was in

. ..:' :; :: r..1t rtme and I went to see the Commercial
:..i1, r : , -: :rpresentative there and he was telling me,
'r " nr , " -: peopie are doing. They want to find out

r , I : , ;: r shi & Company of Singapore there is no
iil. :r::r.i :_s \{itsubishi & Company. You see how
i .'r'--*r-9 hadbeenorganised.Themoneywasdrawn
, r: :. :,ruments andtheygotawaywithit. Wedid

i : ri - rr]]Je of asphalt. Now of course the other
;,r, I-:-,b,abue Defence Industries supply having
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you can't help. But of course we have got to be careful

about that. We have to see that the price is right. I know
of many cases in Government, and in fact the Auditor

General has been reporting all these cases repeatedly

where it has been found that we have been paying prices

which are higher than the market prices in some cases'

The tendered, accepted, or contracted prices are higher

than the market prices which shows that we have not

analysed the price. Realty for big purchases we have to

analyse the price either by means of a price analysis or

the cost analysis or both. Because that is an important

thing to do otherwise we may not buy some things at

the right price or the purchase price may not be realistic.

I think I have touched upon the five rights, now I
will come to the regulations in the Government Sector.

One method is the tender method where we call for what

are called open tenders and the second method under

the same thing is called the selective method.

Now the open tender method is where we advertise

irthe gazette, in the papers etc and then call for tenders

from everywhere. But in the case of the selective method

what we do is select the suppliers, good suppliers on

the basis of their capabilities I mentioned and restrict

our tenders to those suppliers only. After that of course

the tender process will go through as usual.

Then the next one is negotiation. Now negotiation

I think is a dirty word but you can't do without negotia-

tion. Today Government to Govemment purchases or

buying from say a sole source, one source only or where

there are monopolistic tendencies in the market or where

something is required very urgently, well we have no

time for tenders because as you know it takes such a

long time 9 - 10 months (as I said in my experience) even

more. So.that we have to resort to negotiation' But you

can't help it. The thing is negotiation leaves so much of
room it can lead to comrption but this is something we

have got to be careful about. I was impressed to read

recently something about the negotiation method of
purchase in the Department of Defence, USA' Accord-

ing to that 8O7o of supplies obtained by the Services is

by negotiation, so that only 20Vo are caught up in ten-

ders. That is because they are getting these things, so-

phisticated equipment etc according to their own speci-

fications. As a result they have to negotiate' Of course

they also refer to the fact that negotiations can lead to a

lot of abuse. Because for one thing the suppliers are

better off or better informed. The buyers would not know

the cost of production etc, with the result that the sup-

pliers are in a position to sort of hoodwink buyers and

get the price they want. Now to have negotiation, peo-

ple say it should be 50/50 - 50Vo fot the buyer and 507o

for the supplier, that never happens. Mostly it is really

757o to the supplier and257o for the buyer, well that is

how things happen. So negotiation is a dirty word as I

said, people don't like negotiation, but negotiation is

allowed according to even the regulations here. You can't
help it. Negotiations have to be there, otherwise you

can't do business. So this negotiation method is the

second method used and the third method used is of
course for small purchases etc, purchases of small value.

We need not go very far we can very well get it from any

stockist some suitable supplier. In the Private Sector most

supplies are obtained by negotiation. They don't have

tender systems etc. What they do is they get at a known

supplier and negotiate with them and get what they want.

Now small orders we have in Govemment, I estimated at

one time when I was in Government Supplies, that about

807o of number of orders placed are for orders of small

value. They are not caught up with Tender Board limits.
So the orders are placed on suppliers, 807o ofthe orders

but the total expenditure on it was only about 10% of the

aggregate expenditure on supplies - 107o. AndZ}Vo of
the orders are placed after inviting tenders, after con-

cluding tenders and of course the value of that comes to

about 907o of the supply of the total expenditure. So

these are the things that are caught up in the tender

process.

Now this tender process, I mentioned, the three

methods of buying, the tender process, we will find out

what the benefits are of this process. One, is giving all
persons equal oppotlunity to obtain Govemment busi-

ness. As the President says the level playing field for
everybody. Two, preventing favouritism and fraud in
the letting of contracts. Well I used the word prevent-

ing, but I'd be wiser after I wrote this word preventing,

because you can't prevent Human nature being what it
is, you can't prevent favouritism and fraud. We have to

look at it practically. I should say minimising. You can't

prevent. Prevention is the ideal situation, but I think it is

very difficult to attain the ideal with human nature being

so imperfect and systems are imperfect. So if we can

very well minimise to a minimum favouritism and fraud in
the letting of contracts, then of course we have achieved

an obiective. The third one securing for the Govemment

the benefits arising from competition. I didn't labour on

it because so many people are competing so that you

can get the best prices. Ofcourse there are possibilities

whatever it is even in tenders there can be some rings

being formed where the tenderers get together and then

quote high prices. That can happen. That is why I say

that price analysis is important and cost analysis is im-
portant So that we would be able to find out those cases.

It has happened in so many cases. Then the next is se-

curing transparency in procurement.

Now this is the word transparency and account-

ability. This whole tender system is transparent. The

next is protecting the Public Purchasing Officer from
unfair criticism. Now this is also there' Because once

you have a Tender Board and tenders are decided by a

Tender Board, the Purchasing Officer is not exposed to

criticism. He is rarely exposed. But on the other hand if
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'ttr, r- : * i'.: i..ns vears back when I was the Director
i ' * r: . S.r:r.lies. Mr Rajendra phoned me, he was

I ' ; ;-, r: lhe Ministry of Transport and Works
ri , : -:-:. "\lr Rupasinhe there is a problem here,
llL r' :.," . , "i.f anese jokers who have come here, they
r ': , , . -i.:-l --amera and they are taking photographs

' r''r :,::: ' I said "that cannot be allowed". "Who
i.: "Lrere is a regulation." He was not aware

r, I '.,r r read through such and such a regula-
- , 1. ::r-,d that tenderers have no business to go

":: ,,: s:ecifications etc. They can only see the
" "r, i.:. f.i more than that to be satisfied with the
" : ;: hare sottobecareful,ifthetenderersask

'--:,r .- . ] Lrn rhese kind of things. These two Japa-
1:r r ; i :-ia come and thev were scated in this room.

' ' r...: : ::_i !\1.\'n tvithout tenders what
'. ,. -.: :: ;riticised. If the Tender

' :., : ::.r Purchasing Officer will not
" - .i 11,,.1e Face butif hehangs atall

.:.:: :cop1e like the Secretary to
: .' : - : .r:-rrlan of the Tender Board and

-::. ,,r someone like that. So that
" : - r. -n that. but if you do it alone,

- , : .r;i it. So these are the benefits.
-: .--.rrri rc'netlts you have to comply

- - r: i-:r.t!. The requirements are adver-
- -...-iintl\ in advance of the opening
..". ' r'jinond. Which means that we

- - - ..l.r :rrr tenderers to respond to ten-
', -:r :-Srr be some abuse of this. Some
' . -:.i -rr' of these tenders much earlier
' rl . i:rr\cd because some Officers in

- r..rrre d give information to some of
- : :-nder like this will be called very

.: - ,:;: :e.ldv u,ith it", while others don't
' .: -.:rrrfls ] The tenderers, the genuine

. :. .Lit thev don't have time to tender.
,-.::rl is reduced too much. Now this is

: :: .n Ihe se Revised Guidelines, that we

- -.-r r: time to tenderers to tender. "Con-
- i .rnder of any tenderer who has not
': :,: rendering". Now debarred from ten-
r : I - : io sa1, people who have been black-
: . :. irom countries other than those pre-

- -:.:r:r countries when they give loans or
, ' , - i3rers should be confined to our coun-
." - --l,B .oans for instance, they say tenderers
. - . ::: to countries which are in the ADB.

' ,.- : I . r,rrrr tendering. I think we are aware of
' - : :::-i;rs are closed they have to be opened
"'. i .re tenderers, they can come and take
--:. :.-. .\erything they want. And besides
: :r.t tlr they can very well scrutinise any
.: :--.. :.c:mrssion of the Secretary of the tender
-r - : -:::. But scrutiny doesn't mean that the
.:- i. ii]Iough the specifications etc, etc., it
r- . --rii ', ou can see what price has been quoted.
-' :,' :h3n that. Scrutiny doesn't go beyond

and then having a small camera been taking photographs
of all the specifications, which is not allowed. No tenderer
would like his specifications being seen by anybody
else, his genius etc which he has incorporated in the
offer, nobody likes to show. So we have got to be careful
of that.

"Definition of the article or service by objective
specifications." Now what does this mean - objective
specifications? That is, they should be general. Now
there is no point in calling upon tenderers for the tractor
with a specification written around a particular make,
that is not going to help anybody. That is a big farce. If
you want to buy a Caterpillar tractor for reasons of stand-
ardisation you have to make up a case for it, put it up to
the Secretary of the Ministry and get his approval. And
he will not give his approval easily as you know. Next is
"Award of the contract to the tenderer offering the ten-
der most advantageous to Govemment." Now what does
that mean? You are not going to accept the lowest price
even if the tenderer is quite qualified and he has con-
formed to the conditions, and his price is the lowest.
Because there can be an offer which is higher than the
lowest price, which is a better proposition. It can hap-
pen that way. So that is why it is worded that way.
"Awarding of the contract to the tenderer offering the
tender most advantageous to Government."

Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, as I mentioned, regu-
lations are quite flexible. They are regulations, the pur-
chases can be done to suit any situation. You can very
well deviate from tender procedure. Now that is there.
Now I remember one case where I made use of a provi-
sion in the very introduction to the Financial Regula-
tions which read something like this on the first page of
the Financial Regulations, "authority". You see it says
that you can deviate from tender procedure and make a

purchase if the public interest is involved. The key word
is "public interest". Public interest should be there. Now
it happened this way, there was a shortage of cement
when I was in Government Supplies there was only one
supplier who had a large stock of this cement, Portland
Cement. Cement was not an item I had to supply to the
various departments, it was an item which had to be
supplied by the Cement Corporation, but the Cement
Corporation had a breakdown and they did not produce
cement for sometime. So what happened was, the Minis-
ters and the MPs appealed to me and said "Mr Rupasinhe
you had better supply this cement somehow". I got
about 40 to 50 letters from MPs etc saying that their
situation is very bad, work in their districts, in their elec-
torates, is all held up therefore please supply this ce-
ment. So I went through the Customs records to find
that there was one supplier who had got a supply of
cement which he had not disposed of. He was having
"about 4,000 tons in his go-down. So I phoned the Man-
aging Director of that Firm and told him "I want that
cement, you have so much of cement, I want it." He said
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"no we can't give it because we want to sell it". I said

"no you are not going to sell it, you must sell it to me." I
said "Otherwise there can be problems for you." In other

words, it was sort of a veiled threat that there can be a

requisition. I didn't want to say that, but he got the

message. And then I told him "I want the cement." So he

said "okay. Price?" I said "price we'll negotiate later"' So

we took the cement and supplied to the various depart-

ments etc and we were able to avoid a crisis, and so

prevented breakdown of works etc. Now the FR says in

such situation you have to make a report to the Auditor

General and the Ministry of Finance' So I made a repofi

to the Auditor General. The Auditor General just kept

quiet and I found he had put this paragraph in one of the

audit paragraphs in the Annual Report, saying that I '

have purchased so much of cement worlh a few millions

without any tender procedures etc, etc. So I was sum-

moned by the Public Accounts Committee. When I went

there the Members were there with long faces, rather

severe and serious, as if I have committed a serious,

crime. They said "you have purchased this?" I said -

Yes". So they were discussing about the circumstances

under which I bought the cement and how I interpreted

"public interest". So I told them "this is the case, work

would have been held up, and there would have been

trouble, that is why I had to do this." So for about 15

minutes they were arguing this way, that way, among

the members, (you get about seven or eight members in

the Public Accounts Committee, all MPs of course) and

Mr Bernard Soysa presided. It happened that W

Dahanayake, MP for Galle was one of the members of

the Public Accounts Committee. In his most inimitable

style, he said "Mr Rupasinhe, I like to see your file"' So

I gave him the file. His letter was also there which I had

flagged, I didn't know that he would see that' Ahout 50

MPs had written to me and I had flagged all the letters

and gave the file to him. "So Mr Rupasinhe, you have

got love letters from MPs." Then he went through the

letters very carefully and he saw his own letter' "I re-

member this case" he said, "I think public interest has

been involved" he told the other members' "Only one

thing I have to ask Mr Rupasinhe, are you satisfied with

the price?" I said "Yes, I am satisfied' I am paying a price

which is lower than the market price which prevailed

before the shortage." He asked me "how?"' I said "I got

a discount, I have bought the whole thing therefore I
wanted a discount, so the Firm most reluctantly gave me

a small discount. So the price was lower than the market

price prevailing before that." So he said "Gentlemen, I
don't think we need pursue this matter, we'11 pass it" So

that was the end of it. The thing is, so long as you are

honest, and you do the correct thing, you need not worry'

The thing is the documentation, t had the documents to

prove, the letters etc all flagged. Now that is what is

important in Govemment Departments, I think in the Serv-

icei too we have to have these things dbcumented prop-

erly so that there would be no query later on' Even if
there is a query you can very well meet the query be-

cause there is documentation. Good documentation.

Have the files, have them ready. So the advice I would

give you is to have the documentation so that nobody

can make any allegations once the documentation is

there.

I don't think I can say anything more about these

procedures. They are alllaid down there in the Financial

Regulations. I told you of some things, I gave you an

outline, what precautions we should take about the price

etc, choice of the supplier, buy the correct quantities,

buy the right quality etc, etc. And of course I also dealt

with the Tender system, which as I said is the common

law of public purchasing in all countries' It is not some-

thing confined to Sri Lanka. Whether it is in England or

USA or anywhere, it is a common law of public purchas-

ing. the Tender system.

The Ethics of Purchasing

Now, I come to the second part of my talk which is

on the ethics of purchasing. As you know Purchasing

Officers are subject to a lot of temptation dealing as they

do with a lot of purchasing power. Temptations come

from every side. "Procurement tasks involve consider-

able responsibility for ensuring that the highest stand-

ards ofbusiness practice, morals and ethics are applied

in all facets of the procurement function." In this con-

nection it has to be mentioned that ethical codes of con-

duct for Purchasing Officers have been laid down by

professional Bodies such as The National Association

of Purchasing Management, USA, Chartered Institute

ofPurchasing and Supply, London, The Indian Institute

of Purchasing and Materials Management and our own

Institute of Supply and Materials Management of which

our present President is Maj. Gen. Sivashanmugam. The

Institute code is as follows - well, this is a code which is

based on the codes which I just mentioned of the above

Associations. "To consider first and foremost the inter-

est of the organisation in which one is employed in all

transactions and carry out its established policies. To

buy without prejudice, seeking to obtain at all times the

maximum ultimate value for money." Without prejudice'

Now this is impoftant I happened to read an article on

this thing recently about without prejudice, about a cer-

tain man (not in Sri Lanka anyway), was prejudiced about

a salesman's gaudy tie and his mannerisms. So he did

not place an order with him. I don't think we will go so

far as that, but this kind of thing can happen, were we to

be prejudiced against certain salesmen and certain sup-

pliers. Well we can't do business like that, we have to

overlook those and have a broader mind and perhaps

not have those prejudices. Three, "To subscribe and to

work for the maintenance of integrity in buying and sell-

ing and to work against all forms and manifestations of
commercial malpractices. To be prompt and courteous

to all who call on legitimate business. To restrict one's

obligations to oneself and to one's organisation con-
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' . . . :r-:-'ti.e . To ar oid sharp prac-
.. -,rnduct." Now sharp prac-

- :-,nrial tendcrers are given
' : -. :r.l:Sc is taken of a very low
: - -: , r,,'r-3tl b1, a tenderer, which is

' '- - ::. - i. bccause we are really go-
. - - : r::irupt. If the price is unfair,
' : 'r: '. \-l .an very well reject the
. i: - rr th.rn accepting it, itwill place

-:. r. Sharp practices are there. Or
' :' ::rra1supplieronyourtableto
, .-::-r:r uho comes to see you on
- - : - rurse he will have a look at the

- - i-r,rtr something lower than that
. 
- 

- --. : : .harp practice' which is wrong.
.-r- practices. "To advise and as-

. . ,,ld materials management per-
rr-.:r-.Cr of their duties." Now these

- .. Lnrt rr e should follow in our pur-
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' - . *r: ,l--::: kinds of bribe-takers. There are
- - . .1--:i it is not wrong to take a present

-:- rr'eri done or after a contract has
, . ' : present, not a bribe. So there are

',,. L,r go on that basis, they take a bribe
'- - . .- r\ er. They think that is not a bribe,

- .. , - ,,- some goodwill or something like
" . '- .: :he other class of bribe takers who
' , :-.-'r r.re there and all that, well we don't
. . :- - r i . these are umeasonable, so we don't

,,. Irose rules and those directives. We
, : ::rrk is correct." The third type of bribe-
' *r ',i ro savs that certain fringe benefits are

- .Lrd thus they are entitled to the bribe.
. - -.-i. Ihc'third one. there was a seniorpur-

., 
- 

-irr' irm. Sears Roebuck & Company Ltd
- -:rJ oI this organisation. it is a mam-

: . I \\ ith department stores everywhere
.., .i.:3 *as a seniorbuyerin that organisa-

-: r-. the basis that he is entitled to fringe
. , ih: time of the inquiry into the bribes

- - i:..-man, he trrad more than 2'7 bank ac-
, ,nc billion dollars in the banks and he
,. i.i-rnan welfare state, in the sense that

. : .. lr ro tccd him, another supplier to clothe
. .::.:,.\. another supplier to take his mother

' :-,-:riallr,cvery er.cning to dinner and an-
. - - . ,' push his grandfather's wheelchair, so

.:.r He mustered a lot of wealth. And of
' . .::r had no other alternative but to dismiss
. - - !,rnd ofthing happens, so there are three
-: ^ r'-r:-lkers as I said, and I hope that we would
- .:1, of these categories. A Public Purchas-

, r :': irr a -eoldfish bowl and all his actions are

::,. :rublic gaze. The Public Purchasing Of-
' : - l be only ethical and fair in his dealings

-.1 :cim to be fair. There should not be any

room for suspicion. There is a nice Chinese saying "when
you pass through your neighbour's melon plot, do not
stoop down to tie your shoe laces". Because he will be
suspecting that you are trying to pick the melon. So you
see that kind ofthing is there and the best thing for you
is for you to be careful. This reminded me of one of my
experiences when I was in Government Supplies. A cer-
tain Englishman, he was of course a Marketing man, had
gone to the Treasury and wanted to know how we do
business - Government business. So the Director of Fi-
nance thought that the ideal man to explain this would
be myself, so he sent this man over [o me and I took
about one hour of my time to explain how we go about
these things, how the Tender Boards determine the
awards etc, etc, the type of things we get, what Govem-
ment gets, Irrigation Department, Education, Agricul-
ture etc, etc, and at the end of it he thanked me very
much and he phoned me from the Galle Face Hotel and
told me "Mr Rupasinhe, if you don't mind would you
come and have a little lunch with me tomorrow?" So I
went through my diary to find that I was not occupied
that day, and I went for lunch, and I told him I'11 be there
from one to two O' clock and that I must be back in my
Office by two O'clock. He says okay. I went there, and
had a hearty lunch, I did not drink of course, and I came
back and forgot about the whole thing. Three days later,
my Secretary to the Ministry of Finance, Jinadasa
Samarakkodiy phoned and said "I say Mr Rupasinhe
you were at the Galle Face Hotel three days back?" I said
"yes". And "were you having lunch with an English-
man?" I said "yes". "Who is this chap'/" I said "he is a

man who was sent to me by your Director of Finance to
give information about how we call tenders and how we
do business." He had a hearty laugh he said "I say,
Rupasinhe you have got to be careful. Somebody has
seen you with this man, he must have thought that fel-
low was a supplier, that's why I said "No, not a sup-
plier." "But anyway Rupasinhe, in future when you have
lunches like that just tell me befbrehand that's all, noth-
ing else." So I got the message. I thought better not to
go. After that I have refused lunches and so many things,
because I don't want to be caught in this suspicion, that
I am helping suppliers or potential suppliers. Tempta-
tions can originate from various quafiers. With large sums
of commissions not only the suppliers who enrich the
buyers in this way, but even Governments. There is an-
other experience of mine, I hope I am not boring you.
There was a time when we had to buy a large tonnage of
steel from an East European country. So we bought the
steel, which came to about 10 or 15 million rupees worth
ofsteel ofvarious categories etc, and the deal was on a

Government to Govemment basis but of course the Colo-
nel, being the Commercial Attache of Foreign Affairs in
that organisation of that Embassy, I had dealings used
to see about straightening various problems etc, etc. So

"two months after that contract was over, he came to me
and said "Mr Rupasinhe, I want to tell you something.
You are entitled to 5% commission." I said "What! Why
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should I be entitled to 57o commission?" "No, no, no,

you are entitled." I said "That should be passed on to

my Government, not to me. I am not entitled to it." 'No,

that is not the practice in our country, Mr Rupasinhe, we

give the buyer. You are the buyer of the steel therefore

we are giving this to you. Where do you want this money

placed? In some secret bank account anywhere?" I said

"No I don't want this money, because I am not entitled

to it." So he was very disappointed. He was trying to

persuade me in various ways to take this money. So he

said "Others have got this money there is no difficulty,

why can't you take it? We pay other people, why don't

you want to take it?" I said "No, I am not going to take it
" and thereafter he left. I phoned my Permanent Secre-

tary, Mr Jinadasa Samarakkody and told him "Sir, this is

what has happened, a certain man from this Embassy

came and offered me so much of money on this contract

and he said that I am entitled to it, so I told him to pass it
on to the Government. He is not willing to do it." Then

he said "Well forget about it, that's all." So about three

or four months after this incident this Embassy had their

National Day celebrations and I happened to go there

with my wife and this Colonel came to me and said "Mr
Rupasinhe, I'd like to see you, just after the other peo-

ple leave." So I was wondering what it was. So I said "I'll
wart". Anyway, my wife and myself went to this Colonel

and I was introduced to the ambassador in his language,

I don't know his language, and he said so many things

about me, and the ambassador shook hands with me

and looked at me as if to say "you are a bloody fool".
Well, this is the kind of thing that happens, not only

among individuals and flrms, even Government to Gov-

ernment basis these transactions and malpractices are

there. So we have got to be careful about this. I don't

know, I hope you have had no experience like this' "A
Purchasing Officer should have the following attributes,

honesty, integrity, dependability, fairness, impartiality,

frm character, truthfulness, non-mortificant. (That means

not to harm anybody)" not to harm the supplier' "and he

should also observe the obligations to the organisation

and also obligations to his supplier." Now why have

they mentioned about the supplier? Suppliers are some-

times reluctant to supply certain departments because

payments are delayed' Now this is something not pecu-

liar to Sri Lanka, when I was in Malaysia I had the same

experience. Millions and millions of Ringit (that is Malay

Currency) is not paid to suppliers of fertilisers and chemi-

cals. Payrnent as you know, people who have gone

through the stores etc, and how purchases are made,

and how vital vouchers are prepared and perfected' The

Receiving Officer, or the Stor6keeper whoever it may be,

has to perfect what is called a Goods Received Note and

send to the voucher section or the Accounts section

where the vouchers are attended to and married to other

documents. It is only on that Goods Received Note that

a supplier can be paid. Supplier may have supplied, but

without the GRN (Goods Received Note) no payment

can be made. That has got to be there' Now what hap-

pens is, storekeepers at that level, or even the staff offic-
ers who are just higher above them, want to get some

money from these suppliers. That's why they delay the

GRN for no reason at all. GRN has to be submitted within
24 hours of the supply. Now that is not being done.

When I was in Malaysia, it was the same problem, I had

to look into it, to find that the rules and regulations there

had also laid down that GRN's should be sent to the

Finance Division within 24 hours of the completion of
the delivery. But this is not being done, Now this again

is an unethical thing. You have to be fair by the suppli-

ers, not to harm them that way. Even some big firms are

reluctant to supply when they know payments are get-

ting delayed, or where they quote a higher price to take

the risk they run of the delays. So that is another aspect

of it which we have to keep in mind.

Conflict of Interest

Now lastly, conflict of interest. Now what is con-

flict of interest? It is where your loyalty to your firm, is at

variance with your loyalty to your friends or to some

firm etc, is conflict of interest. That happens this way'

you see, you are buying from your friend or relative, it's
not so bad, you can buy from your friend or relative,

provided of course you gQt a good price and the whole

thing is documented as to the choice of the supplier as

well as the price, that is what is wanted. You can't just

leave out your friends and relatives simply because they

are your friends and relatives, ifthey quote a good and

favourable price you buy from them. But at the same

time if you have a few shares in a firm well there is no

conflict of interest, but if you have a large number of
shares in a firm and you buy from that firm, then you

have got to be careful. Because there is always the chance

that people will think that you are giving orders to that

firm because of your large number of shares in that firm.

The best thing for the Purchasing Officer to do is to
inform the management about this and get his direction

on this matter. Because otherwise there can be a lot of
trouble on this. So the conflict of interest is there. Or
you sometimes have your own business, and you buy

from that business. That also happens. That's also con-

flict ofinterest.

Christmas Gifts

The last one is Christmas gifts. Now I don't know if
I can touch on this, except that I read in the papers that

during Christmas time 2,500bumperhampers were citcu-

lated around costing some 20 odd million rupees and

only about four officers had retumed these hampers.

Others were all consumed. How far that is true I don't

know, but this is what appeared in the papers. Now there

is a ruling on this. There is reatly a ruling both in private

flrms and in Government offices that you cannot accept

anything more than a calendar, it may be of questionable

taste that doesn't matter, a diary or a pen or something
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ilJhlilfuuu I fr )m l, ,r*r:r; -r rr. .h.it rs complimentary. But to get
fumqnnr,nr fl t(ti *t!, - .,r:.ri rhing to do. A clearcutpolicy
frffiir]llttdl'ttrr* i.ur{,i .i r-- :'. the organisation on this matter.
'fllfitffiu,tltilulu,*' Irr*u'l i Ei:a: Hoover. He was the Director of
Iililff l,lir.rclirurlLr ] .r:.:r,- , : Inr esti_eation, USA. He came on
Tllt iuttttttrrull 'irrr( i, ! r rr.:i thrs question by the compere,..Mr
,ltllttrrtrlnrtrrlrrr .",ir, ,- i:_1 us something about the state of
*r*xlllxfiltrr :t t]r. ; -r:rtn l" He thought for a while and he
{tiltn|it " trri,r --r , i :*:et ',\.orking in various places, I have
ilhltiliflrrrt rr j Tu:1 i: : ,r ,rking in shops, in factories, in hos-
llllilllllflxlillil, 11 ufu . el.. etc. practically in every activity
rillilli ' ,iri]r[:r ,r '-tr l ] j ir of people are honest in this coun-
flr'rrL .": i r -: : :r. rple are dishonest. But, regarding the
ttnfliltlltrmLrr"r, r t, :r - .u*. ::rable to say whether they are honest
rri illrilr:r1,, rr'Li-r. :,1: :f remptation is put in their way they
rr{fi ririi[ir "u,.- :,: :rshonest." which means that 75%o of
lllrfl ittrfl r j . r: tr,:, rrtential dishonest people. Tempta_
rirLrtfl I r, i: _:,: ,r .i \\ ould mean that we don't have any
rlfllillllllltili, ,i:j ,> :nd balances, we don't have regula_
ifl illIllr :rr'. ;,rrt fraud. those are the temptations. So if
lllllurl,l,ttr,r .tlrTr:,1,r:- _'t) are not there even that 507o canbe_
rjr]lultllulit tL i"t(jrjl \.]i\ it is true thatit is necessary that all
ilqlfl]flm. ,"u. rt . :ilrtuld have some sort of rules and regu-
rll{lrt I rfl]il ,r, .: r-: I a_rd to this aspect of the matter.

r.r : ,. me measures which I suggest to combat
ilililil 1r[r]l ,,.-t, :r'.lLL--L-s in procurement activities. Forrespon_
,r,ilrllllilrr :1".r"-:.I)InI posts, select honest and conscientious
rllilfl ll)i ilu h :: r J-lSh degree of integrity and fum character.
'Il ii,uir r :: -ir:. Establish a proper ethical code to be
i"Lr:i ir.*:a,rd by purchasing officers. Now this is
ili l1 u .: ::iti ln other countries. I don,t know whether
lrlirrL .ir ::r-:3. but there is an ethical code given to
'. 'l'' ::rr;. . i ee u ho comes in, an ethical code to follow.
rr i,,,rJ I j{'r.i:1:rental instructions and procedures which
r 1,, *:l:r-r. :nproper behaviour. Issue instructions to
" '..,,;Lr ::ierers and suppliers how to conduct busi-
rL i,* ,*r. ri '. .lnd expeditiously with the organisation. I
rri r,,:, ", . :ircularletterwrittenbyViceAdmiralCecil
' r;'i-i- : :"-rtential tenderers and suppliers recently,

'r1 r''i !,' L.r: explained how to do business with the*'":, :' e good thing, if you can follow those in-
' J, ; ," : :: ',,, ill mean that you are cautioning the sup-

r'' - r Sood thing if the other departments and
,, i' i": -, l..s too can have a circular sent out like that,
, ,1. -t i : long way to minimise comrption. Lastly it
- ':'- : - e:tablish a management audit of a few ran-
- . ',:.;'c l3d purchases of high value to veri$ whether
!'.:::i procedures and rules have been followed

,, - ; rji.rl>ilctions have been properly documented.
i.-:rr must be carried out periodically. Well, that is

.,iL t:r': jrng that can be done. As I said, everything
.i; :'. ,J,-cumented, we can have a management audit
' '- . rir have the three Commanders getting together

r ,. :l , ti:n lng some of the purchases or something like
',-.L i:r 'rou can very well have a standing Manage-

''' r:' \ r.1I to go into this. Of course you have to have
r..r i , nd people who can't be influenced by others

and who can detect any faults or irregularities which
can be highlighted and prevent things happening in the
future. Lastly, my advice to you is, honesty and ethical
behaviour is the best policy in Government purchasing.

Thank you very much.

The Chairman; Thank you, Mr Rupasinhe for a very elu-
cidating and absorbing talk in the field of logistics and
supplies, laced with yourpersonal experiences and your
anecdotes. I think the point that you were trying to get
across was the relationship that has to be developed
between the supplier and the purchasing agent. you gave
us some very useful points on that, ofcourse, this is for
the audience to appreciate. No% Mr Rupasinhe has
kindly agreed to answer any questions for about 15
minutes. So the subject of his talk today is open for
discussion by the audience.

Discussion

Major General Mike Silva; I have about two or three
questions on the Mitsubishi fictitious firm which you
referred to, from Singapore. You mentioned a fictitious
firm Mitsubishi, Singapore on whom Sri Lanka had
opened a letter of credit, now did they cash it?

The Lecturer: Yes, they did.

Major General Mike Silva; Now a letter of credit
can be under two conditions. One, the items purchased,
a letter of credit is cashable once it is put on board the
ship in the port of embarkation or on delivery in Co-
lombo. Now if that Sri Lankan Officer who authorised
the letter of credit put in that condition, how do they
cash it? If the firm was fictitious and the goods were nof
put onto the ship. In other words Mr Rupasinhe, that
Officer had deliberately left out the condition.

The Lecturer: No, really the documents were all
forged. All the documents were forged by that supplier
and presented to the Bank.

Major General Mike Silva; No, my question is nor
whether he deliberately forged it, but our Officer raised a
letter ofcredit, it is his responsibiliry, from our side and
the supplier, the fraudulent supplier cannot cash it un-
less I opened a proper letter of credit allowing him the
condition to cash it without the bill of lading or anything
by the ship owner that the goods arrived. Now if the
goods arrived on the ship, then there is no fraud. We
have got the goods onto the ship and the ship owner
takes the responsibility. But obviously we have raised
the letter of credit from our side without those condi-
tions enabling that dishonest person in Singapore to
cdsh it, and he cashed it. Now my question is, the fraud
was initiated from Sri Lanka by raising a letter of credit
like that. What action is there today, that is my main
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question, what action is there here in Sri Lanka to pre-

vent or to take disciplinary action against an obviously

dishonest or obviously irresponsible act of negligence?

The Lecturer: Well, it is a very good question. As I
mentioned, I couldn't give the details of this, I will give

them now Really, the letter of credit was opened on the

basis that the supplier will have to present documents

including the bill of lading, certificates of quality and

quantity, invoices, packing lists etc to the Bank. Now

the Bank thought that they were genuine documents

and they paid on that. That's how it happened. They

thought they were genuine documents including the bill
of lading, and the bank paid. The bill of lading was also

there. That was also forged.

Major Mike Silva; In other words, the ship owner'

the fictitious supplier and our Sri Lankan Officer all three

in collusion carried out this?

The Lecturer. I don't think our man had any part in

this, but the ship owners might have had a part in it- But

even then, you could very well get a bill of lading form

and fill it up and then get it stamped. That can be done.

That has happened, that's how it works. It was well done,

that nobody was able to detect it and we in fact asked

the bank there, Bank of Singapore, why they paid on

this letter of credit. They said "we are not CID people.

We took them as genuine and we paid". So we asked the

Attorney General and he said that is the end of it. You

can't go for a Bank. The whole thing has been all be-

cause we did not find out about the supplier's creden-

tials. We have not looked into his capabilities. That's

whathappened. So when I met our Commercial Attache

who was telling me, well we have been asked to find out

about the supplier who is no longer exists. They have

taken the money and run awaY.

Major General Mike Silva: One general question on

that particular subject, as you stated Mr Rupasinhe there

are considerable loop holes in our tender system and a

considerable amount of public money spent as well as

useless and obsolete items being purchased, now is there

any measures here in Sri Lanka where it is proved that

the Tender Board has deliberately been at least negli-

gent, we 'll rule out dishonestly, at least negligent, gross

negligence, is there any form ofdisciplinary action which

is a preventive for future Tender Boards?

The Lecturer: Well, in this.very case as I mentioned,

disciplinary action should have been taken against the

Tender Board. But it was not done. Because they should

have found out about the supplier that is a part of their
job. That was not done. That should have been done'

You know, when it comes to high levels, at these levels,

as you know the Secretary of the Ministry, the Chairman

of the Tender Board and the Head of the department is

one of the members, and there is a Treasury representa-

tive like that, people in high places. Well, I am saying

this, don't quote me, it happens that they are able to

keep these things quiet. They will not allow these things

to go further. They would prevent disciplinary action

being taken.

Chairman: Mike, you must give the others a chance.

Major General Mike Silva: My last question, be-

cause it is very interesting there is a loop hole. You have

not stated that there is a system to take action against

the Tender Board so far. Now if any crime is committed,

even the slightest offence is committed in Sri Lanka,

automatically there is the police or the courls of law or

some disciplinary organisation immediately acts and that

particular person is subject to inquiry, legal procedures,

punishments etc. Now my question is, here in the Ten-

der procedure, Tender Board, when an act ofnegligence
is proved or dishonesty is proved, isn't some form of
disciplinary action commenced? From our discussion

and answers you gave obviously that system is not

there. That the Chairman of the Tender Board is guilty of
a gross negligence, or even dishonesty, you mean to

say there is no follow up action immediately by the

Government?

Lecturer: You are right. I agree with you.

Chairman: Right, any others from the audience

please? If you don't like to come up here, if you can

come up half way and use the microphone' I'm sure

there are a lot of Logistics Officers here from the Army,

Navy and Airforce.

Commander M PemathilIake : Can you kindly tell us

about the registration of suppliers? Because there are

some people who have only the table and the telephone

without a factory or anything.

The Lecturer: I'll tell you my experience on this. It
is a very humorous episode. When I was on probation

at Government Supplies, there was another person who

was working with me at another profession, we had

graduated, but we knew nothing about business. So one

day my predecessor, my superintendent of the stores at

that time, there was no director, he called us and said "I
say, Rupasinhe and Perera we are going to inspect this

firm, find out what they have, and what they want regis-

tered, go to Third Cross Street Pettah find out. The name

of the firm was "Hydro Power & Construction Corpora-

tion Ltd" (I think that was the name). So the following
moming Perera and myself took the vehicle went to Third

Cross Street and we were looking for a high-rise build-
ing because the very term suggested that it was a big

organisation Hydro Power & Construction Corporation.

Of course the number was there but we didn't want to

look at the number we wanted to see if there was a big

building. So we went and couldn't trace this place so we
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LffilII ill|ilflI ' ']

finfilllll llJllililri

: ..-::r "nd asked can you tell us

: . - ,i :ii. it to us. It was just a 10 x
Brigadier J P A Jayawardena: Yes, The Ministry

confines the list and says we are restricted to call from
only them; so if we call from somebody outside people
complain and say we have called from unregistered peo-
ple.

The Lecturer: No. No. You are hoisting yourself
with your own petard if you ask me that way. You restrict
yourself to that then you can't get the benefit of other
suppliers.

Commander M Pemathillake: If you are calling from
those not registered. It is an open tender then you go for
the newspaper adveftisement or the gazette. So can you
do that when you are restricting tenders? That means

according to the register you are calling, but if you find
out one person from outside the register then some-
body can say that is an interest offer, Therefore you
should go for the open tender so I think Sir the coffect
thing is to go for the register if you are going for the
restricted tender. Otherwise somebody can say that the

third party you have called may be an interested party,
so in that case we should go for an open tender.

The Lecturer: You know what I would advise you
about registration is, now that you have spoken about
registration, registration is something that must be done
very carefully. The big shops of course you need not
visit but small people you must visit and see whether
they have the various requirements you want them to
comply with. Two, when you call for quotations you
would have experienced that some suppliers don't even
care to return the quotation form. Correct? There are
people like that. So why don't you have a register to
show a response to your quotations, people who have
responded and others who don't respond. Or other firms
who may just say no stocks, no stocks, no stocks regu-
larly. Why should you have those firms in your list?

Commander M Pemathillake: We don't have quota-
tions, because once we send the quotation once or twice,
and if they don't respond we just disregard because they
are not interested in that. But at the time of calling for
registrations we ask all the details like company details,
board of directors, financial statements, certificate of
registration, their office, staff and the skrlled people
whom we should contact. We have all this information.
So in that case, the register is the best when we are
going for the restricted tender. Sir, the other problem I
am facing is the letter of credit (LC) payment, We can
safeguard our interests if we can appoint an inspector at
the port of export and the LC conditions like 507o at the
time of shipment against documents and lU%o at the ar-
rival of goods etc but for that, now we call for intema-
tional tenders without indicating those conditions. We
just say payment - letter of credit. Once we ask for those
conditions, they ask for extra money so when we tly to
convince that at the Tender Board they say why, this is

lllllllmurr[ltunt ruurLr,, :. -.: -,t:p readingtheDailyNews
flil lllfllilllr.p r, r, ,-- :]:t;]i ,glass and another fellow
{Sr!fijtflrllililt ii . - ".]- ::L1:erships.youhavesleeping
r[![]llftllfirrll1rl 1 r , ,. ::r;r: i,J m1 self askedcertainques-
illl$ltlfltr r,,r rflfl ], 1....-.- r-, _t I3{i:ttation. etc, etc. and at
ttilr illtriltLrilLi rL ii1, ; .' . , .. .,, " the tlrm had been registered
{r! llilLti ,ir . -.- - . r:::ires only six months earlier.
,fn ,il,ilii, r " . -:t I :ee vOUr IaSt balanCe Sheet?"

',]ilfit ,trlrttrlrtmlr, .. ir ': , *.:: ..r:i "l sav, from where did you
rnorilllurx I rr' . , :. .i. :h,rt balance sheets can be pre-

ruttlrtitttll, r ". 
'' " : . :::t one yeaf 'S business? We have

lit!fll'ilI1| I I l

lilril .t f

- , :-r :1-\ months." I said "yes, yes".
: . :rpletelv. So my friend asked him

rlfl i n _ :.:-..- \oul stores? You say you can
r{il1l]lltflrlr" i - - *..-:1 goods, hardware, etc, etc?" He
{tilllilI , ,, ' - r., ;" :iole S. you place an order and we
,,!r,,rrrl 'rr - :: -.-.1 :azaar and give you". So you get
rililrlLllir L - . r - r.: .i-.:t. Be careful. Really, you should
rrlrflii r, r . r:-tl:rired. if he has a telephone, this is
ililI]illil" Jr' .." . - :, ::.-I3 he carries his stocks. look at the

'r}lrl r]rrilill" ,1.r . :. * ltose are the things you have to look
r ' 'r - : rJ. an order. You get so many suppli-
': i " : :i-trther firm I know of Perera & Com-
rr,ilr r -: : -- I i -k].u\\'a at Kotahena but he had been
,Luullilt0r'' i,. ;: :".:-r- goods to a ceftain corporation. I
1ri ,,r ,, "' I : . :l:e atTairs of that Corporation to find,
rllill r "':-,-. :':.::-supplying.Hegetsinformationfrom
il i1 r ,1.*.:: :r. iit:i in ten days quotation will be sent
,r ."' : t:i-i He corners all the table fans and he's
r r - ,i ,r h--- is able to supply. You see how things

llilLlr I ' | ' , -.1^', ',\ e have tO be CarefUl, you haVe tO gO

LLr ri ri .': :.r-r. \bu don't just go by the letter itself.
r r .,; : :rd have a look at the place and satisfy

r ru ,. ." i ":-i.. have all the requirements to be con-
lnrirLL "'r ' :: -::::ration, i.e. that he has the Capability tO

,rLil'i .1 : : ..."js tor rvhich he seeks registration.

I' .r- :: i P A Jayawardena: Sothere areregis-
r " . . : : ::: nat have been given to the departments
,r ,--' : :1": r'ear at the beginning of the year but
r I r r : r, " ; ;:,,,ther people who have not regiStered whO
,1 ": .:: ::ducts. So are we to restrict ourselves
rn . :. -i.i lio[1 the registered suppliers or can we
,,,i1 - : ,.:.::s *ho have better products that are ad-
' ,r - :' :e fapefS?

: : ,:;:urer: No, not at all. You know when you
ri'. ". . . : reSistration of suppliers you always have a

,, - ,r'- ,:r i L-rur letter that you are not going to restrict

' ' : ' r-:.istered suppliers but that you could get it
,.- :, ,1i else. You have that power so that if you

" : r "i srfplier who has better products, you can
.'' r * : . :3sister. The list must be dynamic not static.

. : . ,: .r.card the people who are unable to supply
,iL 1., "' rJ1 suppliers who can meet with your speci-

L : , ), nal this must be a dynamic list that is im-
"rrr l,: rou cail fornew lists every year?
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extra money. So what I propose is, since you are in the

Advisory Body to the Government, why don't you put a

limit ceiling, say if you are opening an LC worlh more

than 5 million rupees or so have this type of payment

condition - say 5O7o at the time of export, or for a special

case to appoint Inspector ofLloyds or somebody. Such

advice then we can give as guidelines or something.

Now these recent guidelines can cover a lot of problems

that we have faced earlier. Ministry says we are spend-

ing a lot of money on inspectors and the other condi-

tions which do not serve any purpose according to them'

The Lecturer: You know, there is nothing prevent-

ing you from putting your own requirements on your

letter of credit The standard documents are there. But if
you want anything extra to be done, as in this case tak-

ing 5OVo only at the time of shipment and the balance

after the things come here, there is nothing that can

prevent you from putting that; you can very well have

that requirement, but suppliers may not agree.

In which case you will have to say in your tender

documents that this is the method of payment, 507o is

being paid at the time you ship and 507o when the goods

are received and tested here and accepted. You can put

it that way so then they know the conditions. Then of
course they can't protest we must have that condition

beforehand. Tenders, as the lawyers say there mustbe a

meeting of minds between the supplier and the buyer

that is important at every stage. Otherwise the things

fall apart. So you have to put that condition at the time

you call for tenders, you have to put that condition as

one thing that has to be complied with so that tenderers

cannot complain because they know the conditions un-

der which you have called for tenders. Right?

Admiral Ananda Silva: I think I'll ask one last ques-

tion. Our main concem is the allegations that are made

against the armed forces at the present time, of course

during war time necessarily large sums are expended on

purchases and sometimes even unfair allegations are

made because sometimes a dissatisfied tenderer can also

make false allegations.

Now to prevent all this I was wondering whether it
is, I put this question partly to the audience and partly

to Mr Rupasinhe, would it be practicable in your view,

now the problem is that all the processing is done within

each Service, now if we do create a procurement unit in
the Ministry of Defence where once all your technical

evaluations, specifications are done and it goes through

this procurement unit in the Ministry of Defence, of
course it has to be a fairly quick process because you

cannot have delays in time of war because a purchase

also must be made in reasonable time, but if you have

this process, I'm talking of this for, youhave the Depart-

mental Tender Board, I'm not talking about Departmen-

tal Tender Boards, purchases that come within the limits

of the Departmental Tender Board, but there are more

expensive purchases coming within the limits of the Min-
istry Tender Board and there is a Cabinet Tender Board

where purchases involving the Ministll Tender Boards

and the Cabinet Tender Boards are concerned that the

final processing is done in the Ministry of Defence by a

small set of experts, will this not prevent a lot of the

allegations being made in the Services and maybe some

of the things that are going wrong?

The Lecturer: I think this is a good idea' I think it
will, I don't think as I said I don't like the word prevent,

I said minimise, you can minimise any fraud etc if you

have an organisation like that. What is the reaction of
the audience.

Sir, you better assist, if you can have a system like
this at least about a maximum of about two or three weeks,

you can finish passing a tender document and the ten-

der immediately after that evaluation within one week at

least if you can ensure that formalities pass within, all
the calling of a tender etc within six months even here.

Now big tenders to get the tender document approved it
takes you th-ree to four months.

The Lecturer: But there is a time frame given in the guide-

lines. lt is very clear. I don't know if you have gone

through the guidelines, the guidelines give it. For a
world-wide tender the period during which the tender

process is to be completed is four and a half months.

That is the maximum. The minimum is about two and a

half months. So there is a time frame. Well, I will read it
out to you. Page 2, para 8 "Approval of documents - 2 to

4 weeks. Submission of tenders 3 to 6 weeks. Evaluation

- 2 to 4 weeks. Evaluation would mean the evaluation

boards. All that should not take more than 2 to 4 weeks

maximum. Tender Board determination - 1 to 2 weeks.

Appeal - 1 to 2 weeks. Award - 1 week." Well, that takes

about as I said a maximum of about 4 1/2 months and

minimum 2 ll2 months. So the time frame is there and

you have to work according to the time frame. Well if
any side, say the Evaluation Committees takes a long

time, I know that through experience they take a long

time.

Air Vice Marshal Duncan Dissanayake: Just to

comment on Admiral Silva's suggestion about having

some advisory unit at the Ministry, I think it is very

important to have some specialised skill at the Ministry
level to study tenders, that is to process tenders. Such

people should have very good knowledge in commerce,

they should know their banking LCs, they should know

what tender systems are, so that such people could proc-

ess a tender fast. What happens is when somebody does

not know a tender procedure and all the legalities and

the problems that arise when you are going through a

tender, then you are stuck and you are unable to feed

back the correct advice. And as some of these Officers
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nMpnourr; F A Javawardene: Sir, about these real-
,ilffu,p@ululi" fu.*-:srtc prices, now present day the pay-
rffih,rLllhq r; ,rr i,t-rpFljer takes about one year, six months
,[ilI![lflfifilum. r]F|,,r"ar. rhere are people coming forpayments
1M|tlil!fllllllt{f Nar tr;iar . :rot made payments for purchases made.
ffhrr, wtlthunn $lqr mr-rlt quote to us they add up 15Vo over-
ultrffi; tnumti ;:tia.rges all that but when you give a call on
rqirutllu r!0/4r!i lr J i Llu \\.ant to do a survey what is Rs.50, he
tr*luuutfru!$ :u "iis er Rs. 80 or Rs.100. So I think we are nor
pmunlo{ lrrlr.r xuhstic prices when we tender and get this
M[$ itlu uti$ tiL:uancial problem so it is very difficult to get
flrumrutillil{[utit prrrct" trecause at times the Tender Board gives
rtu ,uillll tu I urpp,lier and asks what is your price? So he
,fl$n\r lt r lr r. Eeauine buyer, he says it is Rs.50 but he has
illlllllllrlllltrlsl( fii I .*-l b\ adding on to those. So there are de-
,[[lrqr i]iil :lrb!*r!EnE I think this is another factor that money
r ,ffiHm iliui.rDire or treble on Government purchases and
,qu,ltu & .r!*r:ii '* here the GRN is submitted in time. There
,[fi[r i!fiuh as lhe accountant is unable to get funds re_
lluumrd h':u: :he treasury.

Tiu Lecturer. Well of course, then you can,t help it.
ll lrul i:m. 1 o'u do? But sometimes the person who writes
llltuur -mu,*.ure u'ill delay the cheque.

'r,rr:,n rhese are things that can be stopped. We can
rrrriuu,r: lk* mooe\', but there are situations in Government
ifllritilN[utuu:i];trir-s q.here people don't give the cheque because
ilrtttl:"' rm q anttng for a commission. That also happens.

Chairman: Rightladies andGentlemen, this 15 min_
utes really went on for about 35 minutes so we've just
got to call it a day and I call upon Major General
Sivashanmugam to deliver the Vote of Thanks.

Vce President of the Association of Retired Flag
Rank Officers, Air Vce Marshal Harry Goonetilleke
Si4 Senior Officers of the Armed Forces, participants,
ladies and gentlemen. I consider it a great privilege to
propose the Vote ofThanks this evening, you have heard
an interesting talk by Mr Rupasinhe on Government
Procurement Procedures and Ethics in purchasing.
Everyone of you present here were qware that a few
months back there were several instances where the
w e ekend new spap e rs highlighte d faulty Gov e rnmen-
tal procurements including Armed Forces. I remember
one headline was "Ship engines have been bought for
railway engines." I hope people remember thqt. It was
under these circumstances that the president of the As_
sociation of Retired Flag Rank Officers General Dennis
Perera suggested that we get someone who can speak
on this subject and assigned the task to me. In my men_
tal appreciation there was no better person than Mr
Rupasinhe. But I also knew that afew months prior to
that he was in hospital. So with a lot of uncertainty I
called at his residence and made this request. Being a
gentleman and a true professional he reaclily agreed to
give a talk as best as he can, I have known Mr Rupasinhe
from the early 1970's when he was Director of the Gov_
ernment Supplies Department. Unlike these days, dur_
ing those days most of the common user items were
stocked by Government Supplies Department such as
stationery, furniture like tables and chairs, household
electrical items, paints, hardware items, cooking uten_
sils etc so much so that stock items held by Government
Stores could not be purchased by Government Depart_
ments unless Mr Rupasinhe gives the approval. So as a
young Officer I used to go to his ffice to get this ap_
proval for purchases of urgently required items.for the
Army. Mr Rupasinhe was very co-operative and sup_
portive of the Army. Again in the early ,70,s I was aware
of MrRupasinhe's effots informing the Institute of Sup_
plies and Materials Management. It was due to his
untiring efforts, co-ordinating with the Officers in the
Government Sectot; Private Sector, Banking Sector and
the Armed Forces that this Institute of Supplies and
Materials Management was born. He was the Founder
President andwas Presidentfor severalyears and dur_
ing those years he built up the image of the Institute.
Today this Institute is providing training to the public
and Private Sector organisations. The Diploma
awarded by this Institute is recognised by the Ministry
of Public Administration as an equivalent to a (Jniver_
sity Degree. In 1980 I was detailed to follow the Di_
ploma course in Purchasing and Materials Manage_
meat at the Sri Lanka Institute of Development Admin_
istration popularly known as SLIDA and at that time
Mr Rupasinhe was a visiting lecturer So in what other
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betterways can I express my sincere thanks other than

these few nice words about Mr Rupasinhe. Once again

Sir thank you very much. I must also thank General

Dennis Perera, and the Members of Executive Council

of the Management of the Association of Retired Flag
Rank Officers, for organising this lecture today for the

benefit of all ofyoupresent here. Onbehalf of the ARFRO

thanks also goes to he Commanding Officer and Men of
4th Regiment Sri Lanka Engineers for giving us this

Officer's Mess, the premises and other services to make

this presentation a success. Also the Commanding Of-

ficer of the Signal's Regiment for providing the public

address system. Last but not least a big thank you for
all of you present here on invitation. If it was not for
ybu; this event wouldn't have taken place. Thanlcyou.

Chairman: So Ladies and Gentlemen, just to repeat

what Major General Sivashanmugam said, thank you for
your presence and your participation.
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t) E } IOCRACY FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS

- -:J:. br.Jr r-rus K. NyEnpnE, former President of Tanzania. to the
.'-. :l* ealth Universities Conference held in Ottawa, Canada,

August 16-21,1998.

I

I

- .:eak on 'Leadership and

-: ;nd I have been foolhardy
.:rike it clear that tr have no. u:nasement either. By pro-

. - . .: r ,nt teacher. But through an

-- - nr sclf at the head of the
:::,. ,-ountry and later at the

. I rpeak to you from my own
-:-'n long, but still limited. lt

_ . unir,ersity!

' 
-. _iitout history, been a constant

.' - .,i But today change is more
', ... irnplications are very com-

-.:'r approach is often impercep-
i-: \ illage in Africa could have

- :::J social effects which would
.-r: -'lrance there of a tin buckct'?

'' : :r'r s|eping nation today realise
. - ' , .1 i far country may affect their
-. .: horr many will recognise the

' - J .-rrnsequent changes when they
' . .,r.iet-y. and for every individual,

- - ., :he present speed is very diffi-
-,...::r,JL' rs impossible.

, - . ::ink that the burden of Leader-
- r.'. rencration than it is for the lead-

. ,::'.;fld tbr change was coming fiom
, .;,.ple aiike. We were speaking on

- . .i.t] in demanding an end to the
-.,-'lr, understood, alien control over

, ;'the leaders of the independence
, . ,,d that political freedom could be
- -'\ rr increasing external economic

'. -::r. \krumah of Ghana was prob-
. . . , rL-itlisc that fact, with his much
- ;,rlonialism'. But even he said

. .::rial kingdom and all else will be

- . jjnL-ratlon of leaders have notonly
-:.::t: of the economic realities about

.. :.i-l\\ r'cry little, they have also to do
- - - i -:iirlns of thc people arb higher than
,-..,.nding of what is happening and
.:''. tr) explain to the people why the
, r rr)r their cotton, coffee or copper

. , decrease, while the prices of the
. i,tLl to buy are always going up.
r.:rir to an ordinary worker why with

the same amount of money he bought more rice yester-
day than he can buy today? And even if you could
explain it, it is not explanation which the people want.
They want ricOe at an affordable price and they want
their leader to do somethins about it.

It was in the wilderness, on the way to the prom-
ised land of milk and honey, when the people demanded
water, food or simply a change of food, that Moses ex-
perienced the pain of being told that things were better
in Egypt. When he cries to God Lord: "What shall I do
with these people? In a moment they will be stoning
mc !" - the answer was water fiom a rock. or manna from
Heaven, or quails fiom somewhere. In the wildemess of
globalisation and Iiberalisation our god or goddess is
the callous and uncaring market.

Yet leadership today is very much about water,
food, jobs, shelter, education and community. It is about
organising our communities, and rallying the people to
the kinds of action which will increase the supply of
these goods and services to the people - all of the people.
The people are not fools. When the rains fail, or EI Nino
causes the floods, they do not blame their govemment.
What they do demand is that their govemment brings
emergency food supplies, or helps them to rebuild a

bridge, or do other things by which they can overcome
the disaster. But they will not accept an excuse for inac-
tion by the leaders on the plea that the IMF wants their
govemment to give first priority to the servicing of their
country's foreign debt.

Organising our societies to achieve post-indepen-
dence social and economic objectives was bound to be
difficult even without the pressures of globalisation and
the strictures of the international financial organiza-
tions.

The call for fieedorn from an extemal power unites
all the victims of the system: rich and poor; educated
and uneducated: Christian and Moslem; Brahman and
Harijan; Hausa, Yoruba and Ibo. Everybody wants their
nation to be free, and fights for it, or supports those who
do. Unfortunately, however, the call to mobilise our re-
sources so that everyone in our countries can have clean
water, education, health care, and a means of earning a

Iiving, is in practice not unifying. For in almost every
one of our countries there is a rich and powerful minor-

"ity which is more concerned to defend their own wealth
and privilege - and indeed to increase them - than it is
worried about the sufferings of the poor.
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"fanzania had been independent for a very short

time before we began to see such a growing gap be-

tween the Haves and Have-nots of our country. We

were - as we still tlre - a very poor country. We did not

have a well-developed money-making private sector.

Our privileged group was emerging from the political

leaders and the bureaucrats, who had all been poor un-

der colonial rule but were beginning to use their new

positions in the Party and Government to enrich them-

selves. This kind of development would alienate our

leadership from the people; yet our overiding need

was for the whole nation to work together to fight against

what we had named as our three enemies: poverty, ig-

norance and disease.

So we articulated a new national objective. In the

Arusha Declaration of Socialism and Self-Reliance we

stressed that development is about people-all our people

and not just a small, privileged minority. We laid down

a Code of Conduct for our leaders. And we set out to try

to achieve those objectives.

We had already adopted a highly sophisticated

and successful democratic single-party system. Obvi-

ously it was not based on the Westminster model, nor

the US model. Nor was it based on the Kremlin model

either. We did not extol it for others to follow: but it
worked for us. It increased the accountability to the

people of our MPs and Ministers while emphasizing

the common interests and concerns of all our citizens.

That was our objective.

TheArusha Declaration and our democratic single-

party system, together with our national language,

Kiswahili, and a highly politicised and disciplined

National Army, transformed what had been a motley of
more thal 126 different tribes into a cohesive nation.

That achievement goes a long way to explain the po-

litical stability which my country still enjoys today.

That stability comes under ever-increasing strain as in-

equalities of wealth and power within the country get

great..x and as our economic woes persist.

A wise Englishman once said that power corrupts

and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Our single-

party system eventually became complacent, bureau-

cratic and corrupt. We had to change. We are now ex-

perimenting with a multiparty system. We have also,

wrongly in my view, abandoned the Arusha Declara-

tion. We are now experimenting with 'free market' capi-

talism. The rest of my remarks, therefore, are about our

problems as we are trying to manage dernocracy and

capitalism in today's international climate and imbal-

ance ofpower.

In the days of the Cold War, the i'eading countries

of the West created and supported a whole lot of corrupt

dictators all over the Third World. The Marcoses, the

Somozas, the Papa Docs, the Bokassas and the Mobutus
were all creatures and proteges of Westem democracy.

It is even said that when elections were proposed for
South Vietnam the Americans opposed the idea. They

feared that if the elections were free and fair the Com-

munists would win theml

The Cold War is now over; and refreshingly the

same Western countries have now become great cham-

pions of democracy and democratic elections every-

where in the world. But now it has become their tum to
preach a kind of 'scientific' democracy.

We disagree and argue in vain that we must man-

age our own democratic development and change. For

democracy to work properly, we argue, it must shape its

mechanisms to suit the culture, the conditions and cur-

rent circumstances, and also the nature and purposes of
a nation and its people. That is how democracy has

developed in all the Western countries. American de-

mocracy, British democracy, Canadian democracy,

Swiss democracy etc. are all democracies; but they are

not clones of some original prototype - they're differ-
ent. Democracies in the countries of the South should

be allowed to develop their own institutions and char-

acteristics. The people of Burundi, for instance, do not

have to be apologetic about wanting to devise a de-

mocracy which suits Burundi. What is important is that

it should be a democracy, but a democracy that is ac-

ceptable to the People of Burundi, and which serves

their best interests.

But on top of dogmatic democracy we have now

to contend with dogmatic capitalism also. Once again

it is the turn of the capitalist world to insist on a kind of
scientific capitalism which every country must follow.
It is called laissez-faire free-market capitalism. Its preach-

ers believe that it is both feasible and rational to ask

Burkina Faso, and China, and India, and Russia and

Poland, and Brazil, and Tanzania, and Laos and Fiji to
clone American capitalism. But once again this is ab-

surd. Do we really have one capitalism in the capitalist

world of today? Are German capitalism, French capital-

ism. Italian capitalism, Japanese capitalism, Korean capi-

talism all clones of American and British capitalism?

Have they developed in the same way? The answer is

clearly no. For once again in real life no country oper-

ates a pure laissez-faire capitalism. Why, then' are capi-

talists of the South not being allowed to develop their
own forms of capitalism?

Mr. Chairman: this Association of Commonwealth

Universities is, like all Commonwealth associations, a

consultative body. It enables members to share their
problems and to discuss possible ways of managing

them. It promotes and facilitates schemes of co-opera-

tion or mutual help among all, or any group of, its mem-

bers. But the ACU exercises no authority over them and
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rr'r it. Ald although you
rnlflirlllr: 31 :nir.ersity is trying to turn

;:uour ,rf rl.elf. \bur inequalities of
,0ElErr:r!:!1Irt art knOul bUt merged intO

;tr.nqc r. l.t: :or-ereign nation states in
r&t!r. uir:r: ;ronomic and social units.

r*r@E r &J different from all the others.
tnfl rf.rt each other. So international

r&[ :l"mr'"ronal institutions have been
lhnc r- :*.ii international bodies do

fuml,n :'i.,:tu';le functions, and thus have

:' :se international institutions
iffiw*r :r,*r;rre po\\'er have all been estab-

r,:lch increases rather than decreases
n r:e *orld of the already most pow-

Et :t,:E*,.rnic units. This is especially true
M[gllm:\&ii.!.)o*\ concerned with finance and

'iluou {,, irln:r lo rhe _eoverning boards is based
mrl :a,ie of members.

lMmm m,* ':e,-.,rerically independent and objec-
:m$:urrons are, in reality, controlled by

*. u,:r.nrest. the most developed, and the
: :-r,rrm:al governments of the world. The

ilh *lm:rr T:ade Organisation, and World Bank
!. stlirkescreen under the cover of which

flu**:;,rr.,ed nations use their immense eco-
{ffitl mnnu,rr rr :,ii1- oq'n exclusive interests.

'llllllhnru u es i rime when a developing country
lh[m uhnrrli r.ri, "\o" to the IMF or World Bank. But
Iildllhudm nt: r -r r1l\. indebted poor country or a finan-
tlMuwnutre; Iint.onesia or South Korea, can with im-
ffiflnffin' uitun '\:* to,Lar.. His country will be crucified!
'fiirrlll['Uunr'r :::mie.s 'r.hen the leader is forced to accept a
rilrr,*rummmnur;.lrt ;Li.:us tor his country in return for a finan-
,rd'fffinruirrrur :::a: rLs international creditors. This is the
lr tmfrf,(ry.r m r"ut\-African countries.

u,tl, fir:fl ] i:eies have become less inclined to risk
.llfir lllrwr. ,r :-:: strldiers in overSeas adventUres, it is
llltmM{{ mil{il;'.r :; :,:romic power which they use to secure
illllfimtttr mn'T mflcr'e:r.i and international purposes. That pres-
ffiirlm il rrrilrr :r.plained to their own people in the name
m ltliltlmnilMnfis :r'jman ri_ehts and democracy. Good people
I t,,l ,i[[rt']:ri: :uah pressure on those grounds.

-M, e,: ncrr realise that abuses of fundamental
iltuflIrllllllilll[! rr-sln 3fe-not infrequently- the direct result of
ihrnrlufi! s*$.:l tr-rine to maintain political stability while
trltmul^, 'rnr:e l\lF medicine down the throats of their
rflmffitalE

may be what are called "IMF bread
are put down by force or by political

sleight-of-hand, the dissatisfaction of the people may
fester and break out later into general social unrest or
even civil war.

But leadership cannot be about telling people what
to do and then (if they don't like it) forcing them to do
it by the use of the police or the military. And in any
case to use force against hungry people who are pro-
testing against an increase in their poverty should be
considered obscene by any modem society.

Indonesia had for years been quoted to African
developing countries as an example of how to develop.
We were urged to copy it. In vain we pointed to the
different circumstances of the African and South East
Asian countries; in vain we pointed out that none of the
so-called 'Asian Tigers' had developed through
following laissez-faire capitalist theory.

Yet now that Indonesia has become the victim of
international currency speculation and its president has
been forced to resign, we are hearing the usual explana-
tions for its failure: it was a comrpt and dictatorial state
which denied human rights to its people, and which
stifled their initiative by smothering their freedom. It is
now quoted to us as an awful warning rather than an
example!

The relentless and single minded drive by the rich
and powerful to globalise and liberalise: to privatise
every public enterprise: to deify the Market: to weaken
our governments and make it impossible for them to
intervene decisively on behalf of the poor and
powerless: all this will, no doubt, succeed in creating
immense wealth and power for a minority of countries
and a minority of citizens in every country. But it is
also creating massive poverty and hopelessness for the
majority of the countries of the world and their citizens.

This cannot be a good recipe for peace and secu-
rity in the world: for genuine peace and security within
nations and between nations is a result of justice. If
peace in the world is to become a possibility, the gover-
nance of international institutions must be based on
some kind of appropriate democracy - on some basis of
accountability to the people of the world.

As the world becomes increasingly one, its gover-
nance should become increasingly democratic and just.
It is not moving in that direction.

On the contrary governance at the international
level, when it is not simply chaotic, is becoming in-
creasingly arrogant, authoritarian and unjust. A nation
so governed cannot have peace and stability. Nor does
it deserve to have peace and stability. A world so gov-
emed cannot be an exception.
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TIIE NEW INDIAN GOVE,RNMENT'S FORETGN POLICY
AND INDO.SRI LANKA RELATIONS

@n. Pelraesonrv SAILAVAllAraurru)

Introduction by Air Vice Marshal Hannv Gool*nrrulBrs Vice President ARFRO :

Introducing our speaker todny, Dr. Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu. He is no stranger to the lecture and

seminar circuit in Sri l-anka and abroad and though we called for his Bio Data he must be quite

modest because he gave me only a few lines, so probably not wanting to reveal too much of his

talents. Let me read out some of iis achievements. "Dr Saravanamuttuwas educated at StThomas'

College Mt Lavinia and at the London School of Economics' He received his first degree and PhD

1ro*ih, London School of Economics and lectured subsequently at the [.Jniversity of Southampton'

He returned to Sri Lanki in 1992 and took up the position of Visiting Lecturer in Politics at the

University of Colombo and at the Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies. Till 1996 he was

the Research consultant at the Centre for Policy Research and Analysis (CPRA) and at the Univer-

sity of Colombo and at the International Centre for Ethnic Studies. Dr Saravanamuttu is currently

the Executive Director of the centre for Policy Alternatives (cPA) and Independent Public Policy

Institute. He is a *n*bi, of the Foreign Affairs Study Group of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a

member of the Advisory Committee of the Free Media Movement, and the Movement for Inter Racial

Justice and Equality (MIRJE), and writes a regular political columnfor the Sunday Leader" That's

all that he has cared to tell us about himself. I know that he is a widely travelled person, locally and

abroad. He was a co-ordinator at the seminar a few months ago in Boston and his contribution' I
thought was a great effort and he speaks mainly on the lecture and seminar circuit on the ethnic

proilr* in Sri 1tnka. Tbday he witi be speaking to us on the subiect of lndian Foreign Policy and

Indo-Sri Lanka Relations. Now this is important to us in the context of the new Indian Regime which

was installed in March this year which is only a few months old and is struggling right now for
survival. So it's good to know whnt the new Indian Government Foreign Policy is, because the

prime Minister Atal Behari vaipayee is also the Foreign Minister of India. so without further ado,

let me hand you over to Dr Saravanamuttu' Thank you'

Mr. Chairperson, Lady, and Gentlemen, first of

all let me say how honoured I am to be invited to speak

to you this evening and what a pleasure indeed it is'

The subject of my talk is "Indian Foreign Policy with

particular reference to Indo-Sri Lanka Relations"' Now

i thiok ttt"t" are certain sort of eternal truths with regard

to the foreign policy of any country which needs to be

taken into account and India is no exception' The first

point that I want to make to you with regard to foreign

policy of course is that foreign policy is largely condi-

iioned and driven by domestic political imperatives'

To search for the impulse, and to search for the decisive

the conditioning factor in foreign policy, one does not

need to look to external constraints of the country con-

cerned. One indeed has to look at the intemal constraints'

The second point that I want to make to you, is that as

far as Indo-Sri Lankan Relations are concerned I have

always been somewhat bewildered and somewhat be-

mused by the argument that India would ever contem-

plate a successful secession on the Sub Continent fol-

iowing the successful establishment of Bangladesh in

1971. As far as I see it, India's self perception of its role

as far as Regional Security is concerned is to maintain

the status quo as it exists today in tertns of the existing

number of states in the Region' But let me elaborate on

that point later on.

Now with regard to the argument that it is do-

mestic political constraints rather than anything else

that drives foreign policy I want to state to you quite

clearly that my fundamental assumptions with regard

to Indian Foreign Policy are very simply that India, like

most other developing states is really not a Nation State,

but what I would call a "State Nation". India is itself in

the process of a Nation building exercise' That is to say

thaithere are a variety of communities, of nationalities

within India and that Indian politics is decisively con-

ditioned by the efforts of those various communities to

find democratic space for the realisation of their aspira-

tions. In that sense the Indian State is constantly in the

process of making the Indian Nation' And in that re-

spect, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka share

that same predicament. The difference nevertheless, and

I don't want to minimise it at all, the difference is one of

degree. India has to be seen in the duality ofits present

ci.rcumstances as self evidently the most powerful state

actor in the region on whatever indices you want to

look at it, whether it be in terms of wealth, whether it be

in terms of economic or military power and potential

India is right there at the top. But it is also right there at

the bottom with regard to any number of social indices

that you want to look at. So in India you have the same

probl"*t in a sense that the rest of South Asia has, but
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[.lt: ir: ::arnit-led ten and even argu-
lbuut" T: :,:l 1:.1 to live up to its preten-
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'Thu:, tr': .:,:*sd the victims of the socio politi-
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.i' [i dt].,\D the rules of the game. It is
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ih, tnu.lfl.u'd ;* 3 are not going to have access, be-
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lbG0mr. r: ;r{"1:I Io create our own centre and our
iilmflilfirruffi. ftui :s after all the one key common link
ffimu lum;ur .\,sam subsequently even Kashmir and
rffdl olilr[ LL-i :neen happening in our own country
,il*ltfllll&um tlb :\*:n happening in Pakistan since its in-
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[u161* IoFxrmrer: tat in the end India does really re-
Ilfu fuu ,hrliii0r,ri?[-1rs of the entire South Asian Region.
lfut malu ts r :rare is not built upon some kind of
Lhlr'nmrcrdrur-* :i:rlosophy that it is all inclusive, and it
rmm&uo $iur I rhnli g'hat has happened is, is that secu-
;ffim uuu ri:r ih\.ered the goods to the very constitu-
mlrrrfuu rrs :: underpin it ie: the Indian middle classes.
MruIu' ir'n :u..iF,[ron of themselves has changed con-
tllll&Mmmr Jlri a 351 to see the trains run on time and
fulllm$'il.,*.:r :er u'ant to be able to feel that they are
ml fittrut :ele"seted to a second class status in a bu-
]ilIueruryr rr::,at the power configuration in socio eco-
mmmn& e!n'!nj$ rs close to them, hence the revival on the
rffit,nmuu :'r ;:rrsions ie: religion. If India is not Hindu,
urirr mMr m,".1:n3 else and if it is Hindu it must mean
mmffiC rmml r-lit means something itmustmean some-
0lMW tr u..u:. u tangible benefit. Now I think that self
m,flll!ilrunr :tar sea change is what the BJP has been
dltMrur nue *ryrco and enlarge and its direct consequence
ptlffiv rer;s41'b,la-st. After all, we have known for a long

time that for at least 25 years there has been some form
of threshold nuclear deterrents operating between In-
dia and Pakistan, and since the supposedly "peaceful"
nuclear blast there hasn't been a major war between
them.

I am hard pressed to think of any particular de-
velopment in the immediate national security environ-
ment of India which wiuranted going ahead and be-
coming explicitly a nuclear power. In fact the argument
could well be made that coming out openly and declar-
ing oneself as a nuclear power is more iniurious to In-
dian seburity, that it forces greatil international atten-
tion upon issues such as Kashmir, that it international-
ises issues which India would prefer to have kept within
the realm of bilateral relations. But it is this assertive-
ness, the sense of status of confidence that it suppos-
edly brings about to a population at large that I think is
the driving force behind it, and underpinning it is a

very dangerous ignorance of as to what nuclear status
actually entails. But there is another factor too, and that
is a factor that I think we must particularly bear in mind
in Sri Lanka and in the rest of the region when we go on
to make assumptions and project policy into the future
and that is of course as to whether the BJP is here to stay
or as to whether the BJP is not going to last for a very
long time indeed. I think in addition to the notion of
the idea of a new confident and assertive selfprojection
of itself, the BJP went ahead and did the nuclear blasts
largely because it was the one single act that it could do
in the Indian domestic political context which would
be internationally controversial but domestically ap-
plauded by all. And that's exactly what happened. The
Congress Party could not recoil from the argument of
any kind of Gandhian principles of non violence etc, it
could not criticise it. It was caught wrong footed. And
so at any election the BJP is going to go to the people
on the grounds that it and it alone has restored confi-
dence, has asserted India's might and hope to be able to
gather whatever political capital and there is consider-
able political capital amongst what is largely a semi-
literate political electorate with regard to Jingoism and
Nationalism. So the BJP has gone ahead to do this in
order to be able to keep itself in power. It is the act of a

regime that wants to keep itself in power. But the real
question here of course is as to whether it would stay in
power.

I think it probably will last for at least another
couple of years. But as to whether lasting for a couple
of years is going to lead to a more assertive Indian For-
eign Policy in the region, to be quite franh I am not at
all certain about at the present moment. I can see lots of
reasons why that won't be the case. Let me enumerate.
The first one of course is, that sanctions are going to
hurt. Sanctions are going to hurt not so much the peo-
ple, they get hurt anyway, but sanctions are going to
hurt that middle class which saw in the BJP victory a
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sense of great confidence and prosperity for themselves.
Once they have to turn upon themselves, once they
have to rely again upon their own resources, they are
going to find that they are not too keen about that idea
at all. The second thing is, that in order to be able to
establish a balance of power regionally in its favour,
India is going to have to compromise at an interna-
tional level on issues like nuclear weapons, disarma-
ment and indeed on the bilateral issues it has stubbornly
refused to intemationalise like Kashmir. Otherwise it is
going to paint itself into a corner of isolation. An isola-
tion which it won't be able to get out of, it will be
mortgaging its future to a foreign policy which is to-
tally bankrupt and unrealistic. With regard to the re-
gion as a whole, India would then be turning its back
very much on any attempt to quicken the pace of re-
gional integration. SAPIA, SAFIA and all the dyna-
mism that could be mustered towards economic inte-
gration is again going to be stalled because of an out-
standing political issue. And once that happens, I would
not be surprised at all if South Asian states, Sri Lanka
included, will look at other forms of regional associa-
tion which will become a lot more attractive, which
would break the bonds of mortgaging their future to the
Indo Pakistani antagonism. One such possible associa-
tion of course is an Indian Ocean Pacific rim regional
organisation. It will be one in which there will not be
one self evident hegemony like India who is so power-
ful and can exercise veto. It'll be one in which in eco-
nomic and indeed in military terms as well, there will
be a number of countries with roughly equal power
potential. It will be able to draw in South Africa at one
end, Singapore in the middle to Australia at the other
end. Regional identities will get lost and be redefined
in terms of associations that can actually deliver the
goods. While closer to home of course, what this actu-
ally means as far as India's Relations towards us is con-
cerned. I don't want to go into the entire history of
Indo-Sri Lankan Relations during the course of the eth-
nic conflict in this country but suffice it to be said that
I think up to the point at which the BJP Govemment
came into power and the period betwen August 16, 1994
and the point at which the BJP Government came into
power, from my point of view, I think it was probably
the best period of Indo-Sri Lanka Relations. The best
period of Indo-Sri Lankan Relations in this respect in
so far as there were no issues obscuring or clouding
over the simple strategic fact that there is a commonality
of purpose and has always been a commonality of pur-
pose between New Delhi and Colombo in ensuring that
there is no independent state of Eelam in the North East
of Sri Lanka. I have always maintained that whatever
lndia would have done and has done with regard to its
support of Tamil militants in the Sri Lankan conflict,
lndia has always done that in the mistaken and naive
belief perhaps that it could control and establish the
parameters of the political aspirations of the Tamil peo-
ple in Sri Lanka. India has done it because of domestic

political compulsions, b"*ur" of Tamil Nadu or hav-
ing seemingly to be sympathetic and sensitive to the
whole question of the Tamils in Sri Lanka, but getting
involved in so far as it was able to set the limits to those
aspirations. It is interesting that I suppose in the con-
text of Sri Lankan politics, the two people who have
understood India's political intentions and ambitions
have been both Prabhakaran and Wijeweera. Both
Prabhakaran and Wijeweera have been more openly and
explicitly anti Indian in terms of their poor philoso-
phies and their understanding of strategic realities than
any of our mainstream establishment politicians. They
have understood the basic point that India is an estab-
lishment power, it is susceptible to imperial ambition,
and that whatever else it cannot but help to exercise a

degree of hegemony by virtue of its geostrategic cul-
tural and historical position in the region. That is why I
think that we had an unfortunate period in which at the
outset of the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka Indo-Sri
Lankan Relations were bedevilled by considerations
that were really external and extraneous to the core stra-
tegic reality which was that Colombo and New Delhi
had by virtue of the fact that they were states, a
commonality of interest, and that that was the real rock
solid alliance.

We jumped a bit to the current position, this is
what the fear, the danger seems to be. That there could
be a break in the notion of that common strategic alli-
ance. Now in the period from 1994 to 1998 my under-
standing was that India was perfectly happy to see that
the war for peace be prosecuted. In fact India gave us
considerable amount of help, there was a common stra-
tegic perspective with regard to it. Certainly the Rajiv
Gandhi assassination reinforced that, but I don't think
it was exclusively responsible for it, but it reinforced it,
there was a commonality of strategic purpose, The one
danger that I think India felt in that period between
1994 arrd 1998 was at the outset of that period, particu-
larly before the third Eelam war started where the Gov-
ernment of Sri Lanka might be duped in some way out
of sheer naivety and arrogance perhaps on its part into
making a deal with Prabhakaran which granted the Tamil
militants and Prabhakaran and the LITE in particular,
powers greater than that accorded to an Indian State of
the Union.

The whole point of Indian Foreign Policy in that
respect has been to ensure that the secessionist element
is crushed and that the political settlement does not
have consequences for the stability of the Indian pol-
ity. The political settlement in Sri Lanka must not dis-
turb and repercuss in any debilitating fashion upon the
status quo in India. And there was I think a certain de-
gree of concern before the 19ft ofApril 1995 that the
peace rhetoric and the peace band wagon in Sri Lanka
may well have produced a settlement that went far be-
yond that. After all the rhetoric then and it has been
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flfilmiltllll ]ilililtir,r,firr.l. -,:- :",: L\een the argument of the 13,h

mfllliljll[fi]trtrrlt|fl ; *r. -: . : .1l kno$'is very much an Indian
rroIlilfllllllllllllfltllt i:,r : ]::,:tdment is meaningless, it's in-
rrsrulllf,imirrlrlmnm ",r - ., The uhole point of a conflict
i$tmr' ,irri '' -- - .r, :,rr the last ten yeais has been

'{:ril[llt[]ilil\u :,id -": .._.1:iicient amount of powers that
riiir[rrrl fllllu]Ir...:r.- -.. :-- .: Devolution was conceffled. Now

fllltilililttt]lltli ,u ii r --,- i :.r-iic\ makers in Delhi are con-
rl[rifilmrrrflr] )r,rrr" , '- : ', a:", much like to see a settlement
{l{x,il,lilrllll :irr, :( :::r: 1-ln amendment. A settlement
r,lliiltlilIlu r lr i' . rl :,: t--.: llr as not in any way repercussing
,dfrm1u{"rir"riil1r,rr ,: ,.- :.: : _:irestic political order. So there is a
,ttrmflil I LL riil ", ' t . :*!rure, a potential point of rupture

llltilttttilril ..i,rr -!: Lanlian Relations in terms of the
,rl,rrffillt" Ir :' " - : ,,:::-ement that a Sri Lankan Govern-
il]rffir.f r rll, -. r.: : :1i.\ e to make with Mr. Prabhakaran
,r&nllr] ililr " -I -: r[ :s something that goes much further
lilllrruurrL llirrLLr ,r -:-, r- Sranted in the 13h amendment and
fl111[il]]llr,,li r *:''ti-:.:- :--.1:t :ie powers given to a state of the
rttlmurflrirrlilil - ,: --: r, Delhi will be worried about it.

, i, -":: r,:i \\'e even get to that point of course,
llllllltrrrry' I tl I -r": -- "t :umber Of factors associated with the
llllll illrlr - : i . :,: r.\ er that has been a cause for concem
lllr rr- -,,*,'rr..i ;.t :egard to the ethnic confliCt. One Of
r lrrir 1{r .. :.: -: :L rhe personality of the maverick Min-

irrrilu'' r I ': 
':l 

- 3 \lr. George Fernandez who as you all
111i1111uru l r i -'i:ad and hold that Tamil Eelam confer-
tfllrr ] I ".r . i: house when the Indian Government
iilllfr rLLLillLr - -l--- li.

liu ' r ;.. ravs ths Jayalalitha faction. One thing
lllilriu ur - - ,: .:treciate very much is that within Tamil
rilu{rililu .,: : I 'J,ljnk this has always been the case but

flr Lui r - r'i ).-,. no\\'that the Sri Lankan Tamil factor
,1r1r* r- Lr r tr:--]1]€iit one, an important one if there is a

I llil r :- i :r::'r'een Say Madras and NeW Delhi. On its
Lrlllr'| ' ...;. ri is not a key political factor in the do-

rrl firl' I, '-:r equation in India and indeed even in
lriirLrrr r u: - The parties that have been most sympa-

Irm ,, -lT: aspirations or that have paraded them-
LLI " l.:rl nationalists outside the confines of
lrLirrLlt " a;- rre still very small in electoral terms. It is
ril{r,r' :::r' :-i',e the support of either the AIDMK of
, ur.,r--'r:: ,,: the DMK of Karunanidhi behind them

ltliiliiii '-:: t:Tes a cause for concern and neither
r ,Lr .:,i, :,:: Karunanidhi have raised the issue of the

iilrrLl'i i .: i: Lanka and a settlement or whatever to the
rtlilL " r--l:--t in Sri Lanka as an issue in itself. They
rii " :{ Fr .i il order to exert political influence upon
I r r i :::i:'rent in Delhi. So for them too I think there

f i ': .r.'- ',r hich the conflict in Sri Lanka is some-
lLr r r 'r : *hich they can gain political capital rather
lt rrnrrL rlr t:- ,,lhich the argument is of great Thmil na-
l[ :iI il]-t i i:r::fatiOnS.

l:,: :ther point that has been raised as a cause
' f r-::r rs t}te extent to which the Hindu revivalism

and Hindu Jingoism amongst the BJP could be capital-
ised upon by the LTTE. There are very few hopeful
aspects, of UITE militancy and terrorism. The one of
them in my opinion has been the fact that up to now the
LTTE has been a secular movement, that the LTTE has
resisted the attempt so far to come out and paint itself in
terms of sort of Hindu Tamil colours. And I think if one
looks at the composition of the LTTE and the political
and demographic circumstances that they have been
placed in now in particular, any attempt on their part to
raise the Hindu card, is going to severely repercuss on
their domestic political constituency such as they have
in the Jaffna peninsula and in the Eastern province of
this country. There is after all, as you all know a signifi-
cant Christian element to the LTTE. There are Chris-
tians who are members of the LTTE, if the LTTE was to
raise the Hindu card in the hope that it would get the
Government of Vajpayee and the BJP Government be-
hind it, it's going to risk alienating a fair number of its
support base who are non Hindus.

Sri Lanka in the next couple of years will find
the Indian Government making statements which are a
marked change from the "it is the business of the Sri
Lankan Government to solve its own problems." The
Indian Government will make statements which will
pay, which will acknowledge some notion of Tamil
political aspirations as Mr. Jha came and said. In terms
of the ideological component of the BJP Government
Mr. Jha's statements I think were perfectly accurate in
terms of the BJP Government will appear to be more
sympathetic towards political aspirations of the Tamils,
like for example saying that they stand for, that they
will support and feel that all Tamil political representa-
tion of whatever shade is one on the question of the
merger. That kind of argument will probably be made.
However, I don't think that if there is a deadlock, that
there is an impasse that this will shift Indian Govern-
ment sympathies towards supporting the LTTE in any
bigger or greater fashion than it has done in the past at
all. Because the moment it does that it is the old hack-
neyed wisdom of state formation and break up that the
hypocrisy will be exposed. That being seen to help se-
cession and materially helping secession is only going
to create a terrible problem for them on the domestic
front, which nuclear power or parity is not going to
help resolve whatsoever. So I would expect that there
will be greater pressure and greater advocacy on the
part of the Government in Delhi towards a political so-
lution to the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka. The BJP Gov-
ernment unlike its Congress predecessors does not have
the same degree of attachment to the Indo-Sri Lanka
Accord of 1987. Going beyond it will not for them be
seen as a slap in the face or in any way as some kind of
loss or threat. Rather they would want to be able to
come up with a settlement which accommodates Tamil
political aspirations within a united Sri Lanka and within
the territorial confines of what constitutes Sri Lanka
today.
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Theroletestlsupposeintheendwithregardtoalsohasn,tturnedherbackonCongress.Andifthereis
Indo-Sri Lankan relations has a great oo,r. or r"rfriri- u qnsrg.1,' cou"*"'*t within the next five years a'nd

bi\ity on out shourders in"" iraE"a on theirs._B.Jcause she is st,r around, I find it difficult to see a congress

in rhe end rhe sotution toiie 
"*roi" """tri"t 

i" sri;;;; gor"*.,'"'t thut i'* g"*g to ee1 1n 1ow 
with the UITE'

is nor rhe major responsibility of India, it it th";;;; iayalalitha fiirtins ioo m"ch with the LITE and seem-

responsibility or sri r-uor.unZovernment, uro u.to* in i'! to ue pro LttE to the extreme will notbe able to cut

rhe Sri Lankan politicaiscene. And the "h"ll"";;;;; 
g"?t yttl Consress' So Jayalalitha's strength comes

I think is to ask ourselves as ro whar the impu"t J.r Indo- from the fact iiiirtr. can ptay both sides off against the

Sri Lankan relations *;il;; ir *" ur" forced into set- orher. So r agree witn yoo *h"., you get five Tamil poli-

tling this thing withoui.fr""rf"g ,o settling it' whether ticians go to N"* peitri ana make a demand like that it

we are forced ort or 
"o;r*rrurr-"", 

,o ."ttt" rJ", tt u, ,ogg"'t' that all of a sudden this issue is being put onto

taking a definire decision to do so. Because I think a nationat p.ri;i; agenda, bur what is rhe real politi-

there is a certain logic in the argument ttrut.ruy, tt ut "u cal significance or tna'tl wtril^11::::y coinc to do? Are

Government facing a ,"""rJ.r-rir, force, if it-ao"rr't they going to have demonstrations in Tamil Nadu be-

settle early, will have to ,"ttr" at a later ou," u, u po,i- "au'J*ittrin 
a aeaotine or whatever it is' nothing is

tion much closer to ;;;h" secessionist force wants being done uuout itt I think we have to be very wary of

than what ttr" cov"rnrneni or ,n" day really desires.,, not overreacting to the kinds of situations that happen'

And at that point we wont be able ro ger up aJil;" Lf1ld it tutt'Et appalling for example that Mr'

India or anyone "tr" 
i* *t ur"u". th-" political settle- Kadirgarmar,"venUeforeVajpayeewaselectedandthere

ment is. The sooner w" riri*t, i, tt 
" 

*ore in keeping and wus gteut 
'peculation 

that he would become Prime Min-

the more congenial the political sertlement *oirtai" to ister uno ror"ig, uinitt"" {1q"c1t** 
*as there' Then

the regional order in iol*rariu as well. rh" tong", *" ,-oo1 u' tt" u"z"*" Prime Minister he was there' Mr'

take in doing it the more upsetting and^destab,iling it Godage and professor Kalpage were on Television the

would be for th" ,"gi*ui orAer as ie1l' So o' thut 'utf,"t 
other day and they were talking about an expenence

precarious point I ,n"* v"r "ra 
I gr reldv ;. ;;;*". during I think President Premadasa's time' when a new

any question, o,' *r,uiiirave said. rhank r;: ';*"1;Xmffi::I;iliffi,tl#;lXTil'ilJi:
Discussion *:.**j*;"llmUl'S:T::T:iLYili:Tl

The chairman: you may ask questions or engage in a mol3 of a long"rierm perspective and not oveffeact to

ai,",,,i", with Dr' Saravanamuttu' 
rBd's ur o 

*JH:"rt"::JJ: *UfffTilY:tlil:,:i'11[1:
AirViceMarshalHarryGoonetilleke:Doctor'tist.,umu"r.gut,TamilNaduisnotabouttotaketothe

you mentioneo ,- rr)i ,irrrilbout ramrl No,auiorro, streets I ttrink *ittt '"g*a 
to the whole question of how

in our ethnic proutr*-i" o no, irru, urtr* thrin x , New Delhi behaves towards Sri Lanka' That is my oprn-

contentious xru, ar;i"rn" irmi ona Madras' Now we ion' I dont think we should be too worried' If we keep

saw just o 7r* aoyr'o'[i a-statement in fact an appeal reacting to it we make it much more of an issue'

ml{;*;;,::# r:r:;?,[ny;:::;i;)tr::; - 1,1:o" 
A Silva: Doc'ior saravanamu"u' o'" !'!

andtheEast,mergingtheNorthandtheEastandthensaythatif,weshouldsettlethisproblem,oryoulru-
even going to the exient of asking o.t:oryto 'l'o'*'out 

pl-ied tnait'w'e should settle this problem sooner than

from South maio inio in, North ind the East to see the later, and 6 *' don't settle it earlier we might have to

conditions under which they are living. Now this to me settre it to our disadvafiage or maybe there will be a

sounds as if it is soy of a dangerous ""'d' 
H:;';; v:;; :l::#;;I|;;::ri;ri;Y":r;;:: 

';1ff;:f:.t:':"';:
see it developing Doctor? 

frnorrrri*).ai*r'nt7o, on early settlement to this prob-

The Lecturer: yes, you see I see that largely as ir*t Wnoi i' thn giot'st impediment as you say?

il,uffi:H:ffiHffi,n:L:Jl',"1jj"":?::,ff':: .,., 1"",o,",: 
r think the greatest impediment to a

and the Indian Governnient has done r"rrrirglu""'irrr" p"liti"'i;;;;;*"n' ot this pioblem is the simple fact

demands rhat they have made? Nothing. Theiwill prob- ihat not *;;;h ;*pl-e in thil.country understand what

abry come uu"t ugui, and do exactly ttre same irring. tr,i, wur ir-uu"ooi una i.oni"a,y not enough people are

My argumen, *;fi:,;;.J;{::' dl,;;F;l' *::11 
affected bv this war rhere has been a vast con-

in itself. If Jayalalitha or Karunanidhi feels that by us- spiracy or *ii"rr* *itt regard to how this war is fought'

ing it ro reintorce their bargaining po*g, ,"i tt o"rni tr'" u"J"ii*pact it has on the lives of people who are

rhen that woufa O" nr". e.ai tnin[ itre otf,". poirt tt ut 
"^uyght 

up in it' I think outside of this room the average

ought ro be re_"_;;;;;, t,is with regara i.l;v"iJirr,a Sri Lantan has a bener idea in terms of or has seen more

is that while ,t " 
*iu use her muscre *rtt ii"'slp .t " ora"n ,rr* ,ot visuar images of what war has done to
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" ir,i,-d I i,l ,ianda. or Somalia than they know what
rlilrr :,4:':i:::: lriNl miles from here. They don't'know.
''" ,,, i:: ,,*-. a-:ijng questions that have been asked a

ul r. 11 r: '-:r3 ago. There is insufficient appreciation
Lrl L{,:"i." .: reallv about, and some of it is out of sheer

illLu[ ,v" . -,i ..rok at the situation that we have where

ilril:x r::r:- ri 1-5 1,ears, after fighting of an ethnic con-
r,,: ', , :..:u.s after independence, you have an organi-

,iLr, c -r"i: rirmes into being, I think it is called the
, iut,. n.i -:lesration committee or otherwise known as

tlrLr i ::: , i Commission that gets up and says that the

rinn -r-:.. t.\at has been discriminated against is the

r r'.,,,r1-r I -:ltrist community. Now, I used that exam-

Irill!" -:,. .rnple reason that as you all know the con-

,,,ii rl ( : nis country said, until it was changed in
,lrr " ''- .' S nhaia would be the official language of the

, L;irii- l.::il u'as also made an official language in
'I ' ri,t stnce 1972 the constitution of the country

l ll, irir :. :.il E uddhism the religion of the majority com-
nrrrriL'r. ' ,; r-- have the foremost place. To me there is a

ii,,iir{L* .-l:e in Wonderland" quality to this, in terms
i L, .i:. *e be talking about this, and having an

r ILLL i:.r,. - r :-: ;t? People have been grossly misinformed
r'i 'r:! . ,-r.nh the biggest impediment to this is sim-
rilr lb;']*r -nformation. We don't know what the hell is

r ::i r h order to have as in other communities, in
lilriltrllu|l -.i-,:r'J-Ies where you've had civil society move-

murlrrlTl- :"; :,rme out and agitate for peace etc, there has

'uurlr[ ]rj -,rrration around about war. About the ravages

, u" *-i3: the consequences of a conflict are. Here in
)r'' -,;:]ki .r e can't - you can't have a peace demonstra-

tirll,i rrlt rl ,:-s ,-ountry. You',ll get a couple of people at

,.,,iifil,. r :,l u:us. that's about it. They don't want to know
lrirh rL: : ,: -.ne level. So there is, I've always thought
lluiiril rc .. : rhe most unfortunate things in our history is

lltriiiliil i, : :d,, er fought for independence. If we did, there
rur, rir.; :*!.n : been a sense of unity amongst all commu-
il ffiir i,r:\: r-ross all classes. The gentlemen who took
fl "rrui: , a irrm power was transferred, after all went to
lttill ,L:r. ...hools and universities and lived in what -

r .rnrr- F-\'3. Seven and Three or whatever it is. So it
ur Lllr ::-, r.uch of an elite exercise. The moment there
iu riLtiL :-t:, ::rrocratisation in this country, then you got
lLriirrrril, !:.. ::ld conflict. So my argument is this - simply

rr-i *b: t! ,:i rnformation about what is going on. Again,
tLLri ,:rr- .,.::rple. this is the second time this has hap-

'lr' r - - :: !,'rship is imposed, and within days the cen-
r ,i. " , ,,:::d as far as foreigners are concemed. The

: - . -: : r: has happenedin the lastthreeyears. What
]rL J:!-:rent here? I give you an example which I

,,i - .: : time and time again. I lecture at the
' rLLir, ;-ri i !:3 Centre for International Studies, I had to
L l L: : : i'r:rJe exam paper a couple of years ago. Two

,rriril*' ." r . 'i:t I set, about 807o of the kids answered

[ ]i li" **l::'-.rns. One was write short notes and one of
. "r rs "\'Iad Cow disease", which was a big

lri r ; - . : ,:r'ision at that time. The other was a ques-

", ,;,1:t ere the advantages or disadvantages if

any, of the Government's Devolution package?". After
all this was supposed to be the big issue in the country,

the national issue, our future and all this kind ofthing.
90% of the kids who answered both questions and a fair
number of them did, wrote brilliant answers on Mad
Cows disease. One could see that they were genuinely

interested and well informed. [t was only about2OTo of
those who answered the question on Devolution had

any idea as to what the Devolution package was about.

So when they were admitted into the BCIS I asked them,

what is this? What country are you interested in? Are
you not concerned about the future of this country? We

are told that this is the major issue of the day. They said

"...But you know, we don't get proper information you

know. The politicians are lying, the programmes on

Television are boring." And indeed, I remember when

the world cup was going on, I flipped during a break
and I saw four friends of mine discussing Devolution
on another channel. This was an India - Sri Lanka Semi

Final. And this was the GovernmentTelevision station.

So it was either ineptitude, gross ineptitude, or sabo-

tage. Who would be wanting to listen to a panel discus-

sion on Devolution, when Sri Lanka was playing India
in a Semi Final? But information is a problem. They

don't really understand. Those who want to have a mili-
tary solution are the last people who want to go to the

warfront is perfectly correct. They are the last people

who want to go and fight. So there is a paradox here that

needs to be reconciled. That's what I see. Just basic

information.

Chairman: If there are no questions, may I now
call upon Brigadier Ranjan de Silva to deliver the

Vote ofThanks.

This evening it is my privilege to propose the

vote of thanks to Dr Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu for
that lucid presentation on the "New Indian Govem-
ment's Foreign Policy and Indo-Sri Innkn Relations."
A srudy of Sri Lanka's Post Independence Foreign Policy

will clearly reveal that during these 50 years we never
had a consistent foreign policy designed to promote

and preserve our common national interest. It was al'
ways subordinated to the partisan interests of party
politic s. Competing political partie s used foreign policy
as yet another tool to outdo each other in their scram-

ble to gain power. The net result was, Sri l-anka came

to the brink of a foreign invasion in the late '80's. This

hiatus is most evident in the sphere of Sri Lanka's eco-

nomic development. Afier 50 years of independence we

are nowhere near the desirable goal oftranslating our
political independence into economic reality. Very re-

cently a local company manufacturing refrigerators of
a brand which was a household name in our country

for well over 30 years was compelled to close down its

"factory. I am certain it would never have happened in

Japan or Korea. In marked contrast stands India, not-

withstanding all her problems, a country which was a
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"basket case" at ind.ependence in 1948. Riddled by

stat-vation and famine, today she ranks amongst the

inrlustrial giants of the world. She is self sfficient in

food, feeding her nearly one billion people. India is

the world's largest producer of sugar today and is about

to be the world's largest producer of milk as well' She

has proved her claim that she could govern herself bet-

ter than her imperial masters ever did, a claim that we

Sri Lankans cannot rightly assert. On behalf of all of
us present here this evening, I say "thank you Sia for
that very informative and educative lecture. I could

only hope and pray that our policy makers will take

your thoughts into their consideration when formulat-
ing the foreign policy of our country. It is sad to note

that they pay littte heed to the intelligentsia of our
country." I thank the Commanders of the Army, Navy

and Airforce .for the cooperation they so willingly ex-

tend to the activities of ARFRO and for encouraging

the Officers to attend. Nert I thank the Commanding

Officer of the 4'h Engineer Regiment Lt. Col. Barney

Soyzafor making available these facilities. And also to

his staff led by Major Kumar Peiris for their meticulous

attention to all the details. To the Signal Corps our

gratitude for providing the sound system. Ladies and

gentlemen, I thankyou allforyour presence, and I wish

you a very pleasant night. Thank you-
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NUCI.EAR EXPI-OSTONS BY INDIAAND PAKTSTAN
AND TTIE IMPACT ON SRI LANKA

(KGODAGE)

Introduction by Lt Gen J E D PsneneVSV

The nuclear explosions both by India and Pakistan and the subject is their impact on Sri Lanka.

Now this is a matter of great interest to Service people both professionally, because as a profes-

sional man one should be aware of the implications of these explosions, and also as a human being,

because as you know explosions of nuclear bombs have created devastation. Well it was in Japan

that it was done and you know the tremendous devastation that was there to humanity as well as

the environment. So as close neighbours of India and Pakistan, we should be aware of these

implications. I have no doubt that our lecturer today would touch on all this. To briefly introduce

Mr Godage to you. He was a Public Servant. He worked in the Department of Agrarian Seruices. He

has written a book or more than one book on agrarian matters. He was then the first Secretary

General of the GCEC that was the predecessor to the BOI when the Greater Colombo Economic

Commission was established under the Chairmanship of the late Mr Upali Wijewardene. He was a

Professional Officer of the Overseas Service, which is sometimes called Foreign Service. He has

seen service in lots of countries including Sri Lanka's UN ffice in NewYork. He was Deputy High

Commissioner in India, an Ambassador to the EEC and stationed in Brussels, Belgium. He came

back to Sri l-anka to be Additional Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and he retired from
that post. Ever since then he has been actively writing to the papers and participating in various

seminars and so.forth. In fact he told me tonight he has to rush off to Triton to participate in a
seminar there. So he is a very knowledgeable person and I am sure his lecture would be most

informative. I call upon Mr Godage to address us.

Thank you, General. Gentlemen, it is indeed a
privilege and a pleasure to me to have been invited to
speak to you today.

Before I deal with the subject of the nuclear explo-

sions itself and our own reaction, I would like to discuss

some background particularly with regard to the NPT,

the CTBT, the two Treaties and move on from there. A
"Nuclear weapon state" is a State that has tested,

manufactured and deployed nuclear weapons. Now
there are five Nuclear states recognised under the

Nuclear Non Proliferation Treaty of 1968. They are of
course known to you. Now India, Pakistan and Israel

have been described as "Nuclear capable States". That

was the category to which they were put. Now we have

over the past 50 years seen thousands of nuclear
explosions. and during this time there has been extreme

concern about the tests both in the atmosphere and

underground. And the nuclear powers themselves

thought it necessary to introduce some sort of regime.

And of course the Non-Nuclear Weapon States were

concemed about trying to put the Genie back into the

bottle but this was really not possible' So because of
the continued pressure from the '50's we had the flust

Partial Nuclear Test Ban treaty in 1963. It was a partial

treaty. Then with the deepening of the Cold War and

many countries aspiring to become Nuclear states, we

had the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Tleaty which was

opened for signature in 1968 and which was for a period

of25 years initially. Thereafter as you all know in 1995,

under the chairmanship of Sri Lanka's Jayantha
Dhanapala, it was indefinitely and unconditionally
extended. We were under severe pressure at that time
here in Colombo, with visits from the five nuclear powers

and others who were supporting the American position,

and there was a lot of arm twisting, for us to agree to an

unconditional extensi6n of the Treaty. Our position had

always been that the extension of the Treaty must be

linked to disarmament. That was the position, not only
by us but of all the Non-Nuclear States including India.
But we were compelled under severe pressure to relent
and agree to this unconditional extension ofthis Treaty.

Of course there was clause six of Article Six, which called

for "meaningful, verifiabte nuclear disarmament" by

the Nuclear Powers. Now that was the situation in 1995.

India of course preferred to remain outside the Treaty.

She considered it to be discriminatory and unequal.

And Pakistan followed. So that was the situation' But
180 countries became signatories to the Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty. Thereafter we have the other Treaty,

the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). Now
negotiations commenced in 1993 in Geneva within the

frame work of the conference on Disarmament. By 1996

there was agreement, a very significant agreement, in
major areas there was agreement, but there was no
progress at a particular point of time. But the Westem

Powers decided that this was enough and they decided

to submit the Treaty as it was then to the GA (The 51st

General Assembly) and have it approved. India pro-

tested. Pakistan of course didn't protest but they
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::: -' ::13. .{nd this so called
'l : -i: l:::ri " \\'as approved. Now

mMil :r t -:f,- . : .'omprehensive Treaty. It
-.--eC "sub-critical tests" and

,illi-.,.;* -:. Secame possible. SO What
. ".:-i: r.: made it possible for them

,- l:: xeapon. That was not

- - BT pennitted the creation of
S . -:l;t *'as the situation with

iI' - ,;,; ',rrfi the end of the cold war
:rL: :i: . :. rpment. Earlier we had nuclear
r,:-: :-::cled at NuclearWeapon States.

:nr; - ':.: cold \\:ar we find that Nuclear
.rir-::",:.j .heir u'eapons at Non-Nuclear

IriL' ri :-. :. r en' dangerous thing that hap-
iu$i :i L i:ars. but there was nothing that

umrrrll. ;: li:ut this new arTangement, or this
iu \um- \ .]; -ear \\'eapon States. In fact certain
leur r'1-3g. had agreed, had committed
iIn lr: rr - :-:::[ stnke and also not to target Non-

S,--res. But some of them moved away.
lnsrrt"lrrr;. lI: Soviet Union which had this

{Erurtrm :: rnd then we have the Russian
r[rirurt^:|:,tr:ig the non first strike principle or

,mltrl;[ :e1 claimed to themselves, that was a

lh.m; -s to'Jav the only country which still
&t( rJ,3 ,,r.ill not indulge in a first strike.

mr oclru.:,[r of Non-Nuclear Weapon States,
'fre"mr:u St-nrs refused to come to any agreement

rrufr [t${rr:r. :,r to undertake not to use nuclear
,ry?rrmri.i \trn-Nuclear Weapon States. At the

ftqmrr r :e:e had been tremendous pressure, but
' hxlr't :f:,i :rad the economic clout to back this,
urrfi TurE rbXe to _uet the NuclearWeapon States
:r(tur :rtr :o target Non-nuclear weapon states

rmmrlutimutr nn r =,:aningful and verifiable disarmament
uffir ffirn Lri: :]readv committed themselves to un-
itnl muru S,:r :: .Ae NPT. Now despite the NPT as I
d[, ltilr '\Fl rr:r ented horizontal proliferation. But
mltlturur llrfillui,lruroD continued and this has become an
rmulfiilff'li rif.r:r*s lhreat because today nucleal weapons
ilfmllncm mc:*ri*-d from thousands to tens of thousands
,drmruruuurmr tu ra:irns. That is the situation in the world
Ulhr ,n :rr,:: ::e Canberra Commission which sat last
tmrwrfi mr hne \Iinister of Australia in the Chair,
fltr[lullul r l'm]::sed of experts including Jayantha
lDlilnmnr*lrur,u,,t jn; rhis was what they said "The
ml[mlflrlilrilumnfi :-a: nuclear weapons can be detained in
mlmuer. tfi.i: n3r'er used accidentally or by decision
Nlru.q ::n:"a:-"n. The only complete defence is the
ffimumtirluurr :i ruclear weapons and the assurance that
lm$ ,wfl1l rr',e: k used again." Now this was somewhat
LlmrmmlluurLilmL f*: fe\.ertheless that was the position they
lrftt*. ltl,str *'en ICJ ruled on this and said that there
rilrurii rlru ncur:reful disarmament. But to push the five
tlhnuulumr x.r.r:s lnto disarming, whether it is complete or

Mfirrrnunr "r r r::-- difficult thing. Because as you all know

the whole strategic structure, the security structure of
the United States is based on nuclear weapons. In Russia,
after what has happened, they are now more dependent
on nuclear weapons for their security. And so it is with
China. as for France and Britain of course it is more of a
prestige matter and they'd like to be at the Head table of
Macho states and this is the situation with regard to
disarmament. It would be rather foolish to think in terms
of total disarmament, because this would never be
realised, at least not in the next 50 years they say,

because it requires another situation.

Whatever that may be, I would like to deal with
the delivery systems. You have of course, you know
this better than I do, land based missiles, you have the
strategic bombers and you have the submarine the
Trident systems of delivery. Now today as a result with
this situation, there is no country on this planet which
can say that it is out ofrange of a nuclear attack. Now
this word "nuclearisation" or "weaponisation" which
we have been sort of talking about and it's been
mentioned quite often in the recent past after the test
explosions, the next stage they said was weaponisation,
and that is what the world is trying to stop India and

Pakistan from doing. Now when a country, as I said
earlier, has developed a systemic framework to
manufacture nuclear weapons and delivery systems so

that these weapons can be dropped at any particular
point very accurately, then that State which is capable
of such action is considered a Nuclear State and is
considered to have weaponised. Now to weaponise
involves the ploughing of massive amounts of money
into this. It is a mind boggling thing. Because you have
not only to manufacture the weapons, but to also have
delivery systems that can carry these weapons and then
you have other situations, and they say that each
minimum effect of ten kiloton war head is necessary.
Now to have a credible nuclear deterrent you must have
they say at least 50 missiles each with a range of 2,500
kjlometers and a single missile would cost in the region
of Indian Rs.500 million. That is the figure given re-
cently by the Strategic Studies Institute - 500 million.
And you would need at least 50. This then is the cost of
manufacturing the bomb. Then there is the cost of
holding them in sort of bomb proof silos. Then you
have to move these bombs to avoid detection from one
secure area to another. Then there is the radar and the
early warrring systems.

Now all this involves tremendous costs, and
whether our countries can afford this. or countries of
the Sub Continent can is the question, because you
have to move resources from more meaningful things.
Yet another important aspect that involves a lot of money
is that these missiles have to be powered by solid
propellants, because the liquid propellant is not feasible
if you're talking in terms of quick response, because it
takes hours to load. So that is another extremely costly
thing. India and Pakistan, besides the cost of these

I/':dr -*C
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things would have to also evolve a nuclear doctrine,

meaning identify the enemy, then your adversary,

organise your flexible response. Then who's going to

press that button'/ How is it going to be worked out'?

Now they say that Pakistan has some sofi of system at

the moment and the Indians are getting round to it just

now. So all this foolproof command structure is

something that is not in place at the moment'

The five Nuclear States have studied these issues

at great length before deploying their Trident their

delivery systems, and whether there is speculation today

about the capacity as I said of the two countries in our

Region to do the same. India they say may be in a

poritio, to do this but as for Pakistan the speculation is

ihat it involves far too much money' The lndian Prime

Minister had stated last week that if they weaponise it

would be at a very low level. Now what this level would

be is going to be a very important question' But higher

the weaponisation, the higher is the insecurity' That is

something which the world has got to know' This is

why President Clinton referred to the mistakes the world

has made over the last 50 years and said how could

these two countries go along this road today at the turn

of this Century? So it is berng said that India and Paki-

stan at present lack the attributes to be Nuclear States'

Now, coming to South Asia, we have really not

been free of nuclear weapons in the last few decades,

because the Americans and the Soviets had their

weapons in the Indian Ocean and this was one of the

reasons why we came up with the IOPZ Proposal in the

'70's. Of course because of Great Power rivalry' it was

again something which was almost impossible in prac-

tical terms. The first proposal made by us included

responsibilities for the littoral States that they should

notbuild Blue Water Navies. But of course India was

not prepared to accept such conditions with her own

security needs and perspectives' So what was on the

table in New York and what the ad-hoc committee

considered was to move the great powers out of the

Indian Ocean. In a sense it was a good thing it failed

because the Indian Ocean would have, as some people

said, become India's Ocean, an Indian Ocean in fact' so

which would have been dangerous' The Singaporians

totally opposed this, they were for a multi-power
presencc in the Indian Ocean and it never came to pass'
-I 

tt irrt the ad hoc committee is in the process of being

wound up now.

The ground situation for what has now happened I
believe was laid when lndia and Pakistan did not sign

the Non Proliferation Treaty' Many people were

screaming at India in the recent past who has repeatedly

been saying that the world should take account of the

geographical realities that India faces',She,ha's China to

tfr. Noittt East, Pakistan to the West' North she has the

countries of the New Islamic Republics the former

Soviet Union and fufiher higher up she has the Russian

Federation. Now the relationship with the Russi::
Federation is different to the relationship India had u ir'
the old Soviet Union. You would recall that lndia ha:

in a sense a nuclear umbreila under the Defence Agre:-

ment with the Soviets. That is no more, so there was thtr.

situation which India was facing and India hac

repeatedly ref'emed to this. India of course demonstratec

her capability in this area by testing tn l9l 4 the 'peaccfu '

explosion' as they called it, but she did not for almos'

25 years pursue forward from that point. Now the ques-

tion arises as to why she did not? It's been said that she

did not have adequate fissile material. lncidentally nor"

the Americans have brought in another proposal fbr a

new Treaty, a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty which is

being debated in Geneva. Now it's possible that she did

not have the fissile material' lt is also possible that

because ofthe security umbreila provided by the Soviet

Union she did not need to go nuclear. But that umbrella

folded up. Then of course there is the China factor' Nou

she fought a war with China in 1962, as you all knou

and lost that war. China has been testing despite all the

opposition and everybody's screaming asking her to

stop she dicl not, anrl today she has refined her weapons'

She has continued to refine them today, with computer

sirnulations. So there is that situation' Then this option

of going nuclear may not have been always open'

because if the Nuclear States commenced meaningful

disarmament, then of course India would not have been

able to go against this trend and to nuclearise or to

wcaponise. Because if the five were disarming it was

not possible to do that. So that was another reason which

I think propelled her or impelled her to think in terrns of

moving forward. Then of course therc is Pakistan' Now

with Pakistan there had been rumours for years that

China was helping Pakistan, and the world looked aside'

World, meaning the Western Powers looked aside' The

Americans irnposed some sanctions, but they did

nothing really meaningful to stop China from assisting

these people with the knowhow and the wherewithal to

go nuil.".. Now quite recently the Pakistani Scientists

had said that they were in a position to test in 19821 and

the fact that they were able to test two weeks or so afler

the Indian test provecl that they had been assisted and

they were ready. So onc can understand in a way Indian

compulsions at this point of time. But of course there

are other issues because India has always taken the moral

high ground, she has been not just for disarmarnent and

arms control, as for elimination of nuclear weapons' So

all these probably pushed India into doing what she

did. But there were also the domestic compulsions' Now

the BJP has right from its inception stood for India opL-

ing to go nuclcar. She mentioned this time and again'

the hrst time she was in power, the second time and this

time she di<l it. There was also the other factor meaning

that it was of course a foreign policy cornmitment by

the BJP. Then the BJP shortly after it came into power

had to sack within two weeks, two ministers' They were

politically weak. They didn't expect the situation they

were facecl with, with people like Jayalalitha wanting
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i- .: '",. a: a very difficult domestic
\.-::ree sovernment was facing
r ..: 'n'. a political victory. And so

,.: Lre taken into account when we
' , ::r!-r\ er the question of why India
- , . ji roint of time.

said is worth quoting, he said, "India has a commitment
to the world, to world peace and order but Pakistan has
engendered an atmosphere of warmongering and
jingoism in the neighbourhood which has undemined
this commitment. The Nation's foreign policy and vision
of the country's place in the world has been reduced to
a narrow Pakistan centric perspective." Now India as I
said earlier has always taken the high ground. Even
when she violated our sovereignty she tried to couch
it, to dress it, in a matter to say that she was doing
something good for us. Of course harsh words were used,
"pious hypocrisy" and all sorts of things, but that has
always been India's position from the times of Nehru.

Now today the Opposition are demanding that
India should not weaponise. lndia should give an
undertaking that she would not use nuclear weapons
first, and that she should step up efforts towards universal
nuclear disarmament, once again to gain some moral
high ground as it were. A new symmetry, a deadly
symmetry has now been established, a certain strategic
balance, and I think that this is very, very, important for
Sri Lanka. This is my personal view, I have stated this
before and I have also said why I am of this opinion.
This Government (Sri Lanka) has in the last two years, I
say two years because when I was in the Ministry, some
of us were very careful and we were able to tell the
Minister that we have to manage this relationship with
India extremely carefully, that we should not go
overboard. But I am sorry to say that in the past two
years this Government has certainly become or begun
to look servile. I have used these words before and I use
it again and it's very unfortunate. I am now going to
read to you from a speech made by Mr Kadirgamar in
Delhi on the 19th of Decemb er 1996 when he delivered
the Krishna Menon lecture. He stated, "given that with
her preponderance and centrality within the Region,
lndia has become for all practical purposes the principle
heir to that imperial tradition." Now before that he was
discussing the British Raj and that British imperial
tradition. So he was referring to the British Imperial Raj
and that India has become the successor to the British
Imperial Raj. He furlher stated stated that "India may
justifiably," I repeat, 'Justifiably regard any alien
presence of influence within those natural security bor-
ders." He also referred to this earlier in his speech, natu-
ral security borders of India, natural security borders.
"That those who are there without our concurrence,
without India's acquiescence, would be considered a

potential threat to her security." Now this is what is
reflected in the letters that were exchanged when Mr.
Jayewardene and Mr. Rajiv Gandhi signed the Accord.
On that occasion we were compelled, I needn't tell you
how bad we felt, this was not a treaty between equals,
this was what I have described as with a gun to our head
we were compelled to agree to various things. Of course
I say that we brought it upon ourselves. This is not the
forum to discuss that because of bad foreign policy.
India a country which agreed to withdraw her claim to

iir* -"._

'Smr u r: :.!,r Srrrn€thing else that happened,
inc L::re \linister, the man who was

"{llr lr,ri }"i I-1"'iion of the Babri Masjid. Quite
)ffir{lrr i \1: \'a-lpayee. A coarse, aggressive

G l'l"ir;r .,trne uild statements. lle warned
Id -,1-,t "lrr\\'that we have teSted, remem-

urfifirt -i fi*.ri- :,n there is a Strategic advantage,
n+ ititfirE..: :r ihe Sub Continent." I could do
ItmIG ;r*, r-: :,: r'ou from the Front Line on this

: rL:--:,::ed bv India's greater depth and the
ug: : :esources in the hostile neighbour

n.aran:::-:ed bv the brutal logic of the cold
mr -: ::.i,ess pace of US militarisation and
& '- : progressively more aggressive

,ur0tr:r!-fir': :res-surised the Soviet Union into a

ifir: :::.ril\ suicidal arms spiral." Now the
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'r',:,J fiat this was what the Indians did
ir"li r '.rhr, they offered five billion. The

{uilf.rrirr.3iii. they said despite the Pressler
l:tci ',r.ruld give back the planes, remove
ir:ce oui. if they gave the five billion),

'il,lt'irt t:rii : recuritv umbrella. NOW the nature of
ri:"r:iila !\'as not spelled out, probably

f' mc" .,a:d rher,were going to provide an um-
rir 3"ru- i:i: lhat would have caused another

,iil,iiii. :tr-r on the Sub Continent. But theV
rr:*-:; 'iem some sort of security guarantees.

n"irr:-', Pakistan was compelled to submit
rtif :e bomb. But Pakistan's response was

!:.i:.r. t\ccause Jangir Karamat, the Chief of
lr$uu{ Dls-r.'i:: ha-s made the bare minimum response
ur 't-rl;.l.r:-r'h a strategic balance in the region.

'Jh fllrulyrum F:::isn Minister stated "contemporary
!d"ri ::-1', one lesson for us. The answer is

, frr,tr rIr.:i::ence. Today we have proved our
,ffifiulurt rffi: ? a are prepared to meet any move by
rffihu" $rmr.[ .r :ra-i aiso a very bellicose response. He
ffittr wtrt \,:ri1j had said and said that they were
InmilnMr|L.r' iii i\ e otuality. But today sanctions have
iff5rr umrrnr".l'.: ,:d ihev are finding it extremely diffi-
rdlll rmrrru "r :.,,rr said to be facing the same level of
ffiunuutrr- ri Pakistan. But of course there was a

#flruire rJ". ir::;Se as I said which the BJP sought to
ip ilh 'llrrclr:r-, :: sorts. But this was neutralised very
nffiltih, s:trcr ':,i Paliistanis tested. It was said that there
'mr il{tmr -rrr}r rn \orth India. Because if Pakistan
mmilml*rs" h,l:en cities would be three to five minutes
,ilmili $ r r,: ! ne\\ situation which they face in India.
rfinmtlittiu irrrrrnr:ta er.aporated very soon and today it is
ffiftrur" .rnir::on. This is why the Opposition and
lilFffitllrrrru Lm: !!i Gujral are pleading that India and
Iturlnnmlu :T r- i :r.i.ir ar this point of time. What Mr Gujral
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Kachchaithivu, India a country which agreed to take

back 640,000 people of Indian origin, in fact in today's

papers there is some reference to something that I had

stated recently that a Rangladesh gentleman has written

an article in the Island, we allowed Pakistan to fly troops

in l97l through Colombo to East Pakistan' But India

did not. India protested in a mild way but did nothing'

But such was the level of .the relationship' In 1962 we

entered into a Maritime agreement with China' But

India did not make waves. But here was a situation where

within a year the whole situation from 1978 onwards

changed and became very hostile. Having served in

India I know what the feelings were. I was in India at the

time that Mr. Premadasa asked the IPKF to leave, so I
could speak with a measure of authority on the feelings

of Indians. But that is not the issue. The issue was that

we had a very good relationship during the time of Mrs

Bandaranaike, and this was spoilt by Mr J R
Jayewardene who looked at foreign affairs through a

Municipal drain pipe unfortunately. Now as I said we

brought this upon ourselves. Now if we go back to the

times of Mr D. S. Senanayake, Mr Dudley Senanayake

and Sir John Kotelawela they looked to a Defence agree-

ment with Britain for our security. Because people like

K M Pannikar and other hegemonists in India were

saying that we fell into their security perimeter and that

we had to come into this thing, that we had no option,

that India's security, that anyone who had to consort

with us had to do so with India's agreement' We could

not have relations with any country without prior

clearance from India. Now this was what they said before

our independence. And that is why we maintained the

Defence agreement. Mr Bandaranaike came along and

then he thought that principles like Non alignment and

the Panchaseela would bring us securiry. Even Mr Nehru

thought so himself until the Chinese attacked and he

found that depending on principles that were very

vulnerable. We of course continued to do that' And today

our situation is extremely badbecause we are dependent

still. Now Indians do not say that the agreement entered

into in 1987 is passe even now, they have not performed

under that. 16B requires them to interdict vessels coming

in with weapons here, to patrol the seas' They do not

perform. But quite recently the Foreign Minister made

u t"oiUt" mistake. When some people asked for the use

of ten tanks in Trincomalee, a company from Singapore,

and this company wanted to use ten oil tanks, to repair

them and use them, we have written to the Indians asking

themwhether itwouldbe okay in terms of the agreement'

If the Indians treat it as passe, they have not performed

on it, we have not performed on it, so it should be

forgotten. We are trying to revive this treaty' To get

Uack to what I said, now Mr Kadirgamar on another

occasion said "India has a grave responsibility for

maintaining good order within the region' Conceding

to India the role of the Region's pollceman'" Now we

do not have people from Pakistan or Bangladesh here'

but I can tell you that they were very offended, they

were very angry. They wanted to know how and what

right had Mr Kadirgamar to appoint India as the Police-

man for the Region? Now, this sort of thing never

happened before. Now, with Kadirgamar saying this'

along comes another gentleman this time from the

President's Office, a former colleague of mine who it
was written of him recently that the Indians do not need

to have a High Commission here or have a High Com-

missioner when they have aman in the President's Office'

Because he had said "India's preponderance and pre-

eminence provides an obvious access, access around

which to forge regional cohesion. India's unique

centrality makes India the natural hub, the Region's

security becomes India's concern and India's security

becomes the concern of all the States of the Sub

Continent." Now this is the Adviser to the President on

Foreign Affairs. And this was written in the Lanka

Guardian, and it was not said that these are the private

views of Mr Jayanath Rajapakse, so they pass off for

Government Policy. Now what we say is that just as

much as J R Jayewardene tilted in the opposite direc-

tion, there was no need to do that, we cannot be hostile

to India. We have a blood relationship with that country,

an organic relationship with that country, 2,500 years'

But they must respect Sri Lanka's independence, her

sovereignty and territorial integrity' There is no need

for us to crawl, to be subservient to any country' We

don't need to rush the moment Governments change'

Mr Kadirgamar has taken serious offence to my using

the word "pooja" that he went to pay pooja. But that is

an expression which we use here. There was no other

country which went to India immediately after the BJP

came in. So this is an unfortunate tilt which has to be

corrected, I hope this Govemment will correct it, because

whatever it is, they have brought back the relationship

from a very low point with India to what it is today

which is a very good relationship. I must say that Mr

Kadirgamar is responsible for that as is the President'

They have worked very hard on that. But we don't need

to go overboard once again you see, and end up on the

other side. So this is why I say that this new parity is

good for us. It may be between a massive country and a

poor country, but still this nuclear parity that has been

achieved, we hope they don't weaponise, that they'Il

stay at that level. But that may be good for our indepen-

dence and our sovereignty and territorial integrity' That

is my personal view.

Now I would like to deal almost finally with an-

other aspect on response, to the tests. We did not say

anything when the 'Gaury' was launched. We waited

and then it was only after the 1 1n of May after the nuclear

tests that we issued our first statement. Our flust statement

was an extremely balanced one. We referred to the "tests

in the South Asian Region". As a matter of policy we do

not refer to countries by name. That is an old policy of

all Governments of Sri Lanka. So we did not say

Pakistan or India, but we said that we were extremely

concerned, deeply concerned was what we used, that

was as far as we could have gone, we couldn't say
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. rl,:r.n.f,ed. and we were hoping we said that the
.n!:,--1. h.rs been disturbed but we placed emphasis on

ir- i^:: disarmament. So that was the bare minimum
. '1- -l n e could have said and that was O.K. as it was
:-' ::u"ch in keeping with our policy. Then suddenly

! ilir: :-1 hours we find a reversal. A very strange thing
t,d; :.t;r,ened. Because Mr Kadirgamar, who should
r.,,u : l:,- An better, at a Press Conference said "Oh, we
a i,-,. -'ppoSe . we have no objection to India testing".

" :. .ould not have said that because we are
; i i: " ::.s to the NPT and which casts on us an

," " !r.i- - D not to even encourage, not to condone any
*iir-' -i.r1ng nuclear. So we had made a wrong speech.

.;r - r .r.:: un-called for and unnecessary. We could
,, : :ir:Jk to p'hat we said earlier that we were deeply

':,":::,:i about what had happened and that we hoped
i' ,u ,i-: '; ould not be taken forward, and that we stood
, * :,ri:Ilalrient. We had no reason to tell India that we

,ar,- ;l,. ,btection. But what happened after that was
' :"i ; , r= because quite unnecessarily, well naturally
i ,r --'r-ij:i \\'ere very upset by what was said, because
' '-.: Fernandes described China as the principal

r' ':r,r i,ri Pakistan. And he said harsh things. Mr
'I,, 
il ;iii3r goes [o China and then issues a statement

,':",,-: *:iortunately I am informed and I think this is
ri:1*: tccause if it had gone to some people in the

1 ..:r ,-i,. *he1. would have seen it immediately because
i ii,c :uiiirr€rt it was said that the Chinese had pro-

rir !*,: .:N-aut being described as the enemy. Now the
l--:r:r. :ever said that, neither did the Indians say that.

LiL*..r:, ::scribed China as the main threat not as the
- ,* : .:,.rr\'. Now that was wrong. Then there was

" :r -:"-ig else which offended diplomatic niceties
4 '.,-: i e-s that when countries speak to each other, we
,,il frijr{lr ebout a third country, but we do not announce

iiu ,r,,:pld of what was discussed, that's the third
;: ";-. :;le. Now it was said that we discussed about

lr*"c r-rl the Minister had also said that he was sorry
lttri,ilr. *ii:-r.n leaders had made intemperate statements.
, " -":,:.i.: also took offence to that. Of course their
n, i," r i ai this how can you say this because this has
il I -qi:: :rentioned in the papers? of course it was not
'ixrL:r'-!.- l-,;:,: rn the papers, but they did discuss it privately
,rLrrL- -i; .;. ar very well known in diplomatic circles here

. ::,:.-, rhat was another faux pas, totally unneces-
irli- !". .i e have to watch our step and we don't need to

,rL| ,{: i-. ne an1'body or take anybody's side. We have
,-:,*-.,i,1 our independence, our neutrality in some

".11 
,'; :aiters and I think it calls for great courage and

::ion for us to maintain that position. The
,, . ,:: .ater went for the Ministerial meeting of the
, ' -,,::ed and corrected the position, corrected his
1 ,r j. ': ,:id stated our old policy of standing for total
tuil, rrrr.f ;::armament and clarified issues on that occa-
r[.

i.. .-r*1les and Gentlemen, I don't think it's neces-
,irur'" :' r: :e to speak further on this zubjecl I would like
,l -Lu.: i.estions or maybe we might even discuss

amongst ourselves if there be anything. Thank you very
much. Thank you.

Discussion

Brigadier Ranjan de Silva : Mr Godage, you
referred to the attitude of subserttience that is to be
seen in our Foreign Policy during the last couple of
years or so. Now I am not trying to justifi, I see your
point and I fully sympathise with it, make no mistake
about that, but as youwere saying that, another thought
came into my mind. I remembered at the height of Eelam
War I, when the then President was trying to seek
assistance from abroad in our effort to contain Elam
War I, America took up the position that she will not
interfere in our affairs without the sanction or blessings
of India. In other words America impliedly took up the
position that India held a sway in this Region. I don't
want to use the word hegemony but you understand
what I mean. I remember a distinct incident when the
then President sent a junior Minister of his Government,
Mr Corea. He went directly toWashington. Evenbefore
he could land inWashington, America contacted Delhi
and said "here, Mr Jayewardene has sent so and so to
New York to discuss this issue." So that was the
helplessness of Sri Lanka at that time. Now I am not
trying to justify any hegemonistic intentions of India
but well that was the reality. So I do not know what the
present Minister's attitude towards that situation is or
what his solution is. Certainly it's not subservience.
Then there is also another point which bears on this
issue, which is that when you look round at what is
happening, what has been happening in the world in
the last l0 or 15 years I sometimes felt that these
National borders dre not as sacrosanct as they used to
be. Take for example the manner in which Vietnam
invaded Cambodia and chased away Pol Pot. Take for
example what happened in Grenada when America
moved in and dislodged a government there, a govern-
ment installed by a coup d'etat, take for example what
happened in Maldives when Gayoom was dislodged by
a coup, he appealed to India and India went to the help
of Mr Gayoom. Nobody could say that it was, or the
argument put forward that this is an internal matter
and foreign countries cannot interfere did not hold
water Then recently I think in Sierra l*one also there
was a similar situation when Nigerian troops went in, I
can give quite afew examples, then Uganda, Idi Amin
was thrown out similarly by foreign troops, although
there was no conJlict between two countries. It was a
purely domestic matter For example in Uganda what
hnppened was ldi Amin was brutalising his own men.
I'm just speaking off memory, then I think it was
Thnzania's Army that moved in and thran away Idi Amin.
So there is this reality that in modern times the previous
concept of National borders is not as sacrosanct as it
u^sed to be. And probably with the development in the
communications world reducing the whole world into
a global village, probably the trend in the future is
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going to be even worse. Can we have your comments

on that please?

Lecturer: Yes, first question, I would like to ask you a

question at least answer that with a question, do you

think that if the British had their estates in this country,

if there were American interests in the oil distribution,

that India would have dared intervene, and that they

would have kept quiet? They would not have. With the

Nationalisation of British and American interests they

had no interests of any worth to defend. And I was time

and again told this. I don't recall Mr Corea coming in to

Washington, I was there between 1982 and '84, but the

Americans, we discussed this many times over, they had

no economic interests here, they had greater economic

interests in India. That is the bottom line. India would
never have destabilised this country if the estates were

owned by the British. That is the situation. We had iso-

lated ourselves in every way, even from the NonAligned
Group we had isolated ourselves. So this is what hap-

pened. This is why Mr Jayewardene didn't have a friend

as he said, we didn't have a friend.

To your other question about intervention, yes,

sometimes intervention has come about as in Grenada a

very crude form of intervention by Reagan which was

not condoned by the world, certainly not. Then there is

grounds for intervention on humanitarian grounds, you

referred to Idi Amin. There would be chaos in the world's

State system if countries could go in' And the other one

was ECOMOS that you referred to. Nigerian troops went

under the auspices of ECOMOS, it was not Nigeria go-

ing in. There was agreement Regionally that there was

a situation and that there had to be intervention for
various reasons. Idi Amin most definitely it was for hu-

manitarian reasons. And in the Maldives Mr Gayoon

was not ousted. There was a threat and he contacted Mr
Jayewardene and Mr. Gandhi, and Mr Gandhi sent in

his troops and they managed to overcome. There was a

request from the Maldives and the Indians repeated this

many times over at the UN and in other Forum that

there was a request from the Maldivian Government to

assist them. There is no question of people being given

the right to be Policemen in this world, there would be

a complete breakdown of order. Thank you.

Major General Mike Silva : The second factor
of Sri Lanka's vital position in the area, we become a

necessity for the overall planning of security of India'

Therefore as pointed out earlier by Ranian, if a coun-

try wants to and there are'so many examples of one

country going into anothe\ it feels that it's the correct

time for their own security, now there is nothing to

prevent, we on our own cannot prevent the Indians at

least coming and dominating the sea 'around Sri I'anka

if their confrontation with Pakistan were to reach a

very high level. Because today bofh are developing

their nuclear power and they are both glaring at each

other Now, has Sri Lanka planned or tried to make any

arrangement with third power for us to remain outsitic

the activities if the activities were to break out, thot Ls

my question No. l.

Lecturer: Certainly not, we would not involve a third

power, but there is one very important thing. We accepr

two things. One is India's ability to destabilise this coun-

try very easily. She proved this from 1982 when she

armed and trained Tamil militants, transformed them

into terrorists, and unleashed a terrible war on us' Their

ability to destabilise this country has to be accepted-

There is no question. India's security concems, yes, if
we unnecessarily consort with people and endanger

their security she certainly would have cause to be con-

cerned. The answer to this is that we enter into a nerr'

agreement within them which, we can do two things.

the Japanese have imposed on themselves through their

Constitution certain obligations. And even the Army is

an Army of defence and not for aggression they say. It's
a defence force. Now we could either through our Con-

stitution impose on ourselves the following, that we do

not permit our ports to be used by any Foreign Power.

We do not allow any intelligence agencies, foreign in-
telligence agencies to operate out of this country, that

we do not enter into any defence agreements with any

Foreign Power. Now if we do similar things, then we

impose on ourselves certain restrictions. We circum-

scribe our own sovereignty in a way. The second option

would be to enter into an agreement with India where

we spell out at equal parties obligations that India will
not allow her territory to be used against us' We recipro-

cate. India's bases, ports, airports whatever will not be

used against Sri Lanka and Sri Lanka's bases, ports'

airports will not be used against India. That we do not

have in this country Foreign Intelligence Agencies

which might seek to gather information on India. Any-
thing which India perceives to be a threat to her secu-

rity. If that is a perception then it is something that we

have to relate to, whether it is real or not is another

thing. But we must relate to that perception and that we

could include this in a treaty of peace, friendship and

co-operation which would encompass the whole gamut

of relations between our two countries. Define the rela-

tionship. It can be a frame work agreement or it could

be an agreement which goes into detail. The impor-

tance of this is that no politician of any hue would be

able to monkey around with the relationship. It would
be safeguarded by a Treaty. So today we depend on

friendships. They said good friendships with Gujral is

very good therefore there is no need for a Treaty. What

has happened? Gujral principles are forgotten, we had

Jha coming here and speaking in terms of friendly con-

cern. We don't know what will happen tomorrow. Even

today they say our relations, our friendship with the

Indian Leaders is very good, but if the security of this

country is going to be dependent on friendships which

are transient, which are ephemeral, then it's a very fool-

ish situation to be in. Mr Nehru and Mr Chou En Lai
were on very good terms in'62 wt'en China attacked'
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. :rrr ij::, ;x.tr [o vou, is that we should consider having won't come in, Pakistan certainly won't come in. Woiald

iltr"rr isg*o.nt which would define the relationship you like to clarifi a bit more that I am wrong in it? I
rf*ur;ilrl{-i ir rh: itre aware of India's ability to destabilise hope I amwrong.
lliilrii 

' 
rrL;. \\ e should be conscious of India's security

rurLrLr,.ll-r.r 1-E: relate to those matters in an organised, Lecturer: The international Community will not con-
,i'urLy' '; i." done that. Even though you said this is realistic, to me

it is a very hypothetical sort of situation. I don't think
,ll,,.,,,., . .e *.: ,;l :){ike Silva : In other words, Mr Godage, we would ever want to get into a situation like this and
r rirrL . --,::..';lir ir would mean that Sri kmka's policy there is no country which has any authority you know,
iirr ,L ; :--" : . oe as friendly as possible at an equal level International relations is based on certain norms, fun-

4 d;; ryt India has the potential and the power damental norms spelt out by Hugo in the 17th century
urri,,r i,,. -:r:.onq' to ignore that if necessary and for innon-interferenceintotheirinternalaffairs,nonuseof
" ..".rnn if necessary to come and influence by force for the settlement and things like this. And these
,,r,F " ; like to call an authority to force a neigh- have been respected. These are the very foundations of
,'il.' ,;.: ?r.ot'ed it sometime ago by flying over our theUnitedNations.Andwhenlndiaover-flewthiscoun-
.-- - ;rj sho*,ingthatif shewantstoshecandoit. try and violated our sovereignty, there was a tremen-

il, , .,."-ir :r. udacity to do that, flying over a friendly dous protest outside. Of course they did not come in to
tt " '' .t- : :erritory. Now, if she is acutely threatened do anything to India, but there was a protest because

i "-, ' t :: defense planners by another equal rival world order is maintained by keeping these sacrosanct
r, -*l:. "':-i.,i do 1,ou think that our friendliness is go- values. So one thing is we should not get into the situ-
l, : -r.cni herfrom coming and influencing and ation where India is compelled to do that. And two,
ilrilp',,'--.* - i tractically,? I'm not saying they are going India should never do that. The world does not accept

.,""* :- , ts in Si ktnka, but they can dominate and that. They do not condone this so called authority of
iilr* , *" l ".:n. into Si Lankan ports through her seas. countries. The world order would break down com-
{ -,,y -..1! come to any Treaty with Pakistan because pletely if some countries by sheer power of their arms
rrlrni,,ri . ,:,., aggravate the situation andprovoke them. decide to go in to correct what they perceived to be a
" ilil ,- '. ,. iut is the solution when we know that we situation which is not in their interests. That would lead

;ir ' ' *. ,:rlnerable, as Military men I am sure there to war here. And this is why I said that nuclear parity
r" , r;l., u ho will agree with me, that we are vul- might help South Asia, because there is no pre-eminent
))*r:: :. :. :r;i India can at any time, you see, unlike the power. You can't have policemen. This is a small world
,riiirr4:"- ;; : L.i rhe Second World War you don't have to as someone said and we can order our things so as not to

" : .,-):t,ttry* with soldiers to dominate.You can offendeachotherandcoexist.Thereisnoreasonforus
,,: - ) -:ear capability, say "look here, you do this to offend India. We have an organic relationship with

,rrllili -', . r .,tu don't come in here". Therefore, do we India, our people I believe all have come from India,

iriirirr *-,; .,,, ait? I'm just asking a very practical ques- that is my own personal view, so there is no retum. And
rrr r i .. , .,,. : ., ust wait, because we are so powerless and we have to be concerned about India's security, we have

:,:, y+ e just sit and wait and watch India, hop- to take that on board. We have to take on board, I'm
r r ',-d : ..i ',r'ill not make use of us for her own protec- sorry for repeating this again and again that India has

in ,"r -u:t not do itfor her own gain, but maybe for the ability to destabilise this country, but India has no

r/riir: t n : rttection. If the area situation aggravates. authority whatsoever, she cannot arrogate to herself any
, d, ^ ' : :r. ll'ar College United States, and this ques- authority moral or otherwise to interfere in our affairs
r ril, i--i;;n predominance in the area was taken up. and to come in. And we should not certainly give her
' ,r,, , -" -: : 'tns. the []nited States Government was find- cause for concern by associating with anybody and Pa-

n,, 1 * ,,nbarrassing because of the position of In- kistan, or whatever, or China, that is another new factor
i " ireo and their own friendly relationship that has come up, because we have to organise an order
, j-,. :).r-. so that they were going all out to woo and carefully manage our relationship with China. We

nr,,i ..*. r -i i oeing a member of the group, they took in don't need to give offense to anybody. Mrs
lirrilr : ... "',rhatisSriLanka'sposition?"Andthisis Bandaranaike maintained the closest of relationships
uul ...-- :;: rhet gave. "The tlnited States will never with China at a time when India and China were very

,nr, ::, rhe assistance of Sri lnnka being in their hostile. We can do that. Equi-distant diplomacy, we can

,i,i " ,':.r€sts. Her requirement is to be onfriendly do that, there is no difirculty.
r yr , : - ,rndia w,ho dominates the area". So in other

,r, r,,,",, , .: .ome to the practical reality that whatever Brigadier Ranjan de Silva : Mr Godage, you spoke

*, i"' ;,-,.':,r.rriendliness with our giant neighbou4 we about India's attempts to destabilise Sri ktnka andyou
r,r,i :.t:-:rd on her sympathy and her requirement of also right now mentioned India hns no moral authority
,lrrlri! ,r,fr : :ndependent. If she thinks that she should to interfere in our internal affairs. Quite frankly I'm

tuilullmt ... ",r.,! t, i,t/ rome i4 there b nobody else. I'mjust conJfused because what do I see around us ? Even as f
,w - i;:L;:!q!t/7t, brm. -ftere zrnoia/7 e/te wta wan readzbgrTerredaT zb 2e afezzzzzlZ a/A2zarzir

ir r,lilnlip jr,; vrtrralise the Indianinfluence - China visit to China, he has taken, in China itself, certain
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issues head on Dalai Inma, human rights, Tianamen

Square and so on.You see, isn't that interference in the

internal affairs of Chind? Now I quite can't under-

stand. And as I g,ave1ou afew examples earlier where

Vietnam invaded Cambodia and Tanzania invaded

uganda, both on human rights issues' Both on human

rights issues. Even ifyou leave out Granada and so on'

So I can't understand in this modern world how you

can say one country cannot interfere in the affairs of

another? Atl the time it is happening' All the time it is

happening. That's part one of my observatio,ns' Part

twi is this. Now this India baiting, quite frankly I don't

see, I cannot qurte frankly agree with you Mr Godage

that Sri I'anka has such a big dnngerfrom India'

Lecturer: I never said that I think if India did at one time

try to interfere in our affairs, I think we have to blame

ourselves. We Sri Lankans have to take the blame our-

selves. We could not place our National interest above

our parties' interests. That was the real reason why other

countries had to intervene. Now where you yourself

mentioned on the Kachchaithivu issue, India gave in

and India took back 600,000 stateless persons from the

estate areas. Then in the BangladeshWarbetween India

and Pakistan inl977, East Pakistan broke away from

West Pakistan and the State of Bangladesh was bom,

and in that war between India and Pakistan we did not

remain neutral. We allowed Pakistan planes to land in

Sri Lanka on their way to Dhaka. lndia could have eas-

ily taken up the position that it was a hostile act' I think

India has been more than fair by us and we must be very

balanced in our views. These three gestures on the part

of India clearly show their bona fides' I don't think

India is interested in destabilising Sri Lanka, I think Sri

Lankans are destabilising themselves more than any-

body else. Simply because we can't place the Sri Lankan

interests above our petty interests - Religion, commu-

nity and so on. The greater threat seems to me to come

fromAmerica. America seems to be destabilising us more

economically and today's world is moving away' and

Clinton has very clearly said that also, corroborated

this position, continued this position' Today's battle is

clearly economic and not military' I think you are think-

ing in terms of the past of gun boat diplomacy' There

was a time like that when military strength decided su-

periority. Today it is not so, it is economic' And I re-

member very clearly Clinton's clear observation when

India and Pakistan exploded nuclear devices, he said

that. You see, today's battle is economic and that is the

battle that I think the developed countries are waging

against both India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and all these

countries. Take for instance I'11 give you but one exam-

ple. You know, these developed countries tell us not to

subsidise agriculture when all these countries, America'

Germany, England, France, Belgium, they are all subsi-

dising their farmers but they are telljng us not to subsi-

dise 6ur farmers. Obviously for what reason? So that

they can sell their surplus agricultural products' So I
don't think we need so much worry about India' I think

we should worry more about the economic battle that is

looming ahead. I want to clarify any misconception' I
don't think that we should ever be, or can be hostile to

India. As I said we have an organic, a blood relationship

to India. There's no question of hostility. That should

not be and cannot be. With regard to destabilisation I
said that there is proof, there is no question, no one can

,deny that India destabilised Sri Lanka earlier on' And I
am now speaking of the possibility if we give her rea-

son to destabilise us, and that we should not ever give

her cause to perceive of a threat from this direction' The

other thing about intervention is that we are signatories

to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and to two covenants on Human Rights of 1966'

the Civil and Political Rights and Economic and So-

cial Rights Covenants. And there are obligations' And

there is a possibility for countries to intervene when

there is a gross pattern of violations of human rights' It
is legal. It is not a question of any arbitrary interven-

tion. If there is a gross pattern of human rights viola-

tions yes, there is possibility for the UN and for other

countries to intervene. And of course in the case of
Bosnia, the whole Balkans was threatened, peace in the

Region was threatened, the Europeans who handled that

between 1991 and 1994 were paralysed because they

didn't want to commit troops, they didn't want to go in'

but they did see the fear that it would blow up the whole

place. Finally when the Americans came in they didn't

ask for permission from anyone to come in but the fun-

damental issue once again was human rights violations

in Bosnia. And today there is a Court sitting in the Hague

trying people for war crimes. There is legal justifica-

tion, nothing to do with morality. There are legal obli-

gations and there is a right to intervene in such circum-

stances. Thank you.

Captain\lshnu Singh : I'et me seek a little more elabo-

ration on your perspective, after these two nuclear ex'

plosions in the tvvo countries, as to what do you think,
-what 

is the danger to this area, that is SAARC, with

particular reference to Sri l-anka. That is No' l' Sec-

ondly, history has proven time and again whenever two

pow.ers have equal kind of weaponry they do not make

use of it because each one is afraid that the other one

will also use it. These are my tuvo questions'

Lecturer: Yes. Of course deterrence has been what has

kept the peace up to now, but as they said in Canberra I
qoot"d earlier, that is no absolute guarantee that by

accident or otherwise somehow somebody might de-

cide to press the button. That is the danger' That is what

it is. And the deterrent has up to now kept the peace'

And I'd like to read once again frorn what the experts

said in Canberra which sets it out I think very nicely:

"With regard to us may I say that if there is weaponisation

we too g-t pauperised because India and Pakistan would

be diverting scarce resources to a very costly exercise'

and an unnecessary exercise, it is a dangerous exercise

no doubt but more than that it would pauperise all of us
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rr. rr.r. , i-tnk is where we would be first affected."
t:--ri: ,rrng of course is, I was in Europe during

r'"- rr , :rd the leak was somewhere else far, far away
r I LL i ' r - . ,- is L'rought, radio active clouds came across,
.,iiL r :: :: Europe. So there is that danger also. Yes.

. ' '''-.:iit1u 
Singh : Sir if I may be permittedto say

' - - :-;tkan economy does not dependlargely on
riil - ' z .'iti lo a little fraction on India. So why fear
r ",, -i -. I itnkan economy will be affected either by
r, ; .-,. :*r.i-r hat,irtg nuclear programmes or the Indi-

rirrllr '." " ; ':uclear programmes? That is one, Sir. SeC-

ui ,, ':t-tt nott'mentioned about the human rights.
I - " ::,rse human rights go when innocent people
,,i i : ; ?'. certain categories of people which gives
r .' )::r:d of violationof humanrights.Why can't
r, ' ,'1e'| r Ri_el?rs Commissions think at that time as to

' '::;r 3 is happening? Why can't they stop that?
' .: t:ar been able to make myself clear on the
'.- - r : i iiott. Like for example we take Burundi, we

,riri r",: :;:tr African countries, they don't have any-
lrnr : *.' out they have weapons. Who is supplying
irr r"h ,.: ,-;ports? Has anybody askedthis questionin
iriir ", " : .\,tztiorts still to date? Please stop supplying
, " :, .\'ort-Goyernmental Organisations andwhy
i,: .',: ,j-,;ernments who have the control over the

-""sr;u.facturing units stop that ?

-::- ',\':il. "The Arms Bazaar", you have read the
{ .-:,:Nrse. so one need not. It's the biggest busi-

rL .: -: . 
"'' 

orld today so there's profit to be made. So
'lrrLLr ) : ;restion of stopping this. I must just relate a

, -, tire because we have Generals who were in
rlinrii ": r : >:: Lanka's security in the '80's. The Belgium

-i.r:rl trom which we bought the FN Rifle, for
ruriiiiLrr' *,:1i1, \e?.JS decided along with the rest of the

,,r" -: -.r.i-, ro impose an unofficial embargo on Sri
,,,,Lrir.r - r.---: in 1995 we had an Order which was not,

', I . : :i; fust got the End User Certificate but the
rn .ir l:r'ernment decided no, we will not ship and
lil *:,-:l-:d the End User Certificate. We informed
ltlttt :" :-, of Defence here, of course the agents also
rriltu,rr. i. r-l:3d. F N, Fabrique National which was deal-
r, , -:: j-: Sri Lanka Ministry of Defence, we didn't

til :,.. r.3 in between at that time, and two days after
rlllrL ^ f:i. _i3ltlemen arrived at the Embassy and they
rlrrLrr, -r-'-l:men, you know your Government has or-

iriiirllr'r . ..:i,: ::trlorving..." and gave us the list and said
"'ll r::''r :': :roblem, we can get you this whole thing. It
ill Ili""r : \i iou some percentage." we said "well, we

rlrr -rr-L 'a:rh this. The Embassy does not get involved
ril lt :n'3r-re contact Colombo and sort it out. I don't
ilr1frL u! a, ,il -he1' are going to do this." They said "there
r t' r,.3!r. \bu can continue to order what you want

,nrilrrilL u,l i;,:- set you what you want." Well, today you
llrri ,,! h,!l t,:,r a r,ery small price, you can get a T56 with
rlrlllll ru*liii:TlrE. rvith the cellophane wrapping in Paki-
jrLtllrlrrr i,, ;e.\rms Bazaar is not something which any-
,nuul, ".ir:l :3!'e control over. you raised another ques-

tion Sir, about human rights. The question is who is
going to bell the cat? If there is strong interest, now in
Burundi and Rwanda it was just Belgium that had an
interest and France. And they had their own reasons so
that French troops, that is the French Foreign Legion,
shot down that plane which started the whole problem.
So you know, these are very complex situations, but the
moment they get out of hand it becomes an Intema-
tional situation. Because there are International obli-
gations and the world is compelled to step in. Nobody
wants to send troops to these countries unless there is
some important interest. Now take Iraq, the Americans
have important interests. They were prepared to send
troops, they sent their men and some died because they
had their interests there. Cefiainly if there are human
rights violations or some problems here they are not
going to send troops here. That's the reality of the situ-
ation here.

Chairman: Mr Godage, so we'll call it a day, and be-

fore we close, may I ask Major General Balaretnarajah
to propose the Vote ofThanks.

General Perera, Honoured Guest Speaker Mr Nanda
Godage, Lody, and Gentlemen, I am privileged on be-
half of the Association and the Serving Members of the
Three Services to propose the Vote of Thanks. I must
thank Mr Godage for having found the time to be with
us today, and we were privileged to listen to a very
erudite presentation. Now taking into consideration
this business of India becoming nuclea4 India is of the
view that the aftermath of the cold war has brought
about certain developments in this Region and that it
has created an imbalance in the balance of power So
it feels that this has to be corrected and I believe it
projected its power by detonating five or four nuclear
bombs in the last few months. In this scenario the doc-
trine of detenence will come into sharp focus and will
result in an arrns race in the Region justifying a vora-
cious and unrestrained development of nuclear weap-
ons and delivery systems. As you are aware nuclear
weapons give no quarter, their effect transcends time
and space, poisoning,- the earth and deforming its in-
habitants for generations. They leave us without de-

fences and expunge all hope of meaningful survival
not only of Nations but also of civilisations. There are
also concerns of the availability of nuclear technol-
ogy for terroism of whichwe have to be very concerned.
Also radiation leaks and the availability or non avail-
ability of a command and control structure to prevent
a nuclear war head to be launched by error I would
not say any more. I hope all this is food for thought to
all you lady and gentlemen here, and I'll once again
thank Mr Godage for havingfound the time to speak to
us, last but not least I would like to thank the CO of the
Mess, the PMC and his Stafffor making all the Mess

facilities available. Thank you.
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UN PEACE KEEPING OPERATIONS

(HoN. Dn. Npvtllr CaNaxrnerNe)

Introduction by Lieutenant General J.E.D. Ppnrne VSV D. Litt., President ARFRO

Gentlemen, today we have a lecture on the Peace Keeping Operations of the UN. Some of you may

wonder what the relevance of this is to Sri Lanka and why we have a civilian addressing us on this

subject. I shall explain both. Sri Lanka has since 1958 provided contingents to UN Peace Keeping

Forces. I remember Lebanon, Congo and then UNIPOM ie in India and Pakistan in 1965. In 1967

we were to send a detachment to the Suez, but the personwho was nominated to be the Commander

of that Force demanded tanks before he went there. At that time the Sri Innka Army did not have

any tanks and it would have taken some years to train our chaps and then buy the tanks. I
remember in 1981, when I was the Commander of the Army, a directive came from the Ministry of
Defence to prepare a battalion strength for tJN commitments and when we were preparing for it, lo
and behold, other things happened and we did not have enough troops to meet the requirements

here. So in the future perhaps, and I wish there were younger people here today, I am sure we will
have to provide troops for UN Peace Keeping Operations.

Now as to the lecturer, the Hon. Dr Neville Canakeratne, he is no stranger. Howeve4 I might give

some points on his involvement in the UN. He was both political and legal advisor to the Secretary

General of the UN and he was intimately connected with the UN operations in the Congo, the

Middle East, Malaysia and more recently in Namibia. He is the expert on UN Peace Keeping

Operations available in Sri Lanka. He has also had been our Deputy High Commissioner in Lon-

don, Ambassqdor to Washington, Ambassador to the Soviet Union and the High Commissioner in

New Delhi. So he has been moving in these circles and he probably knows best what the reactions

of the powerful nations are to IJN Forces. May I now invite the Hon. Dr Neville Canakeratne to

address us.

Chairman, Gen Denis Perera, well I was going to say

Gentlemen of the Armed Forces but I see also distin-
guished Generals sitting in front of me, a former Air Force

Commander, all of whom have been my personal friends

and associates. I want first of all to say that I am very

happy to have been invited by you to speak this after-

noon on a subject on which I think, without being im-

modest, I can say that I have perhaps a little more prac-

tical experience than many of my diplomatic colleagues

here in Sri Lanka, none of whom as far as I know, have

had the opportunity of working as closely as I have

been able to do with the LIN Peace Keeping Forces in
different parts of the world on the ground- Gen

Ranatunga and I and I am sure some of the others here

have themselves been part of the Sri Lanka contribution

to the International Peace Keeping Forces over the years.

Now t told Gen Perera that I do not wish to take all the

time available this evening for my views to be conveyed

to you but that I would rather leave some time for you to

ask me questions and give your own opinions, hope-

fully where you disagree with me so that this can be an

exercise which will benefit me as well as you. Now the

UN has in recent years become, quite frankly, very con-

troversial, particularly with regard to its Peace Keeping

operations. Now I do not wish to pass judgement be-

cause I know some of the practical andpolitical difficul-
ties that the UN and its Secretary General has in direct-

ing operations almost by remote control. But I would

say this and I am, as Gen Perera and Gen Ranatunga and

my other friends know, for a Diplomat I have been some-

times complimented, sometimes criticised for being too

frank. But I am now not speaking in the capacity of a
Diplomat, nor indeed as the Governor of SP but as some-

one whom your Chairman in introducing me just said

had some kind of experience. Now I have always been

critical in diplomacy, certainly about military matters or

politics of those who I would call are armchair critics. If
you open the papers today, you will have half a dozen

self-appointed Generals trying to tell our Armed Forces

how to conduct operations in the North and East. Simi-

larly, you have quite a few persons, particularly aca-

demic friends of ours, who wilt tell the Government and

the Minister of Constitutional Affairs what kind of con-

stitution will immediately solve our ethnic problems. Simi-

larly, there are those sitting in the comfort of air-condi-
tioned libraries who will tell the Diplomats how to do

various things and what not to do, unaware of the prac-

tical pressures under which even Diplomats have to work
and take decisions. So that is why I have said that I will
be a little frank with you this afternoon.

You are all uniformed offrcers of the Armed Forces

and many ofyour leaders are now retired but have played

a distinguished part in our public life. A question which
is probably lurking in the minds of many of you, and

which I hope will be discussed during question time, is
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. i -: : -- -,n made in the public press and sometimes

- ::eetings, although certainly not by the
* -::-: rrr by any responsible politician so far, is

r " : -.'uld invite the UN to try to solve our prob-
- i:. r r.nla. And if ever the President were to ask

. " ., . :rnl'. because of my past experience, I would
.. : -'etesorically advise Her Excellency please

:, , , and in the course of my remarks you will
r .rr: .,,h)' I say this.

'. ,,, '*hen the UN Peace Keeping operations
' ' : :-nched in the 1960's, the world situation was

' "- : :s today. We were then facing the so called
- ,, r- r,et\\'een two groups of powers heavily armed,
' .': r:i side by the USA and on the other by the
, - i., rrr. forming NAIO on the one hand and the

, ,. . ,, i.:t: on the other. I personally never thought
I i ': :,i these super powers were waiting to wage

., . ,i.- r,: :ach other. But each of them, particularly in

"nd 70's, was trying very much to influence
ri -':; -:mberof smallcountries,whowereeconomi-
, ,, : r.ir and militarily certainly much weaker, who

L " :: ,iire necessary for each of them to project a
'' * ::: J:nce. ln fact, President J.R. Jayawardene, who

' r-mself the most dedicated supporter of the
:, ::ed \,Iovement, once said that as far as I can
'' :': :r3 only two countries in the world which are

." n::r. They are the USA and the Soviet Union,
i .'.. -! to some extent true, because whatever we
, ,- r:selves it was very difficult at that time to be

.-.: :urely non-aligned. You may be non-aLigned
. . r . " ;ertainly militarily, but it is very difficult for a

,r , ': ,r country to claim to be non-aligned if they
' : - :. rmcally dependent on one or the other of the

' . :. i !o\\'€rS that were associated with NAIO on
-, :.:nd and the Warsaw Pact on the other, be-
- . r re in this world will give anything for noth-
."* ':raid to be so cynical, but if the Western coun-
. :: Soviet Union and it's allies, were giving the

,, :;\ *loping countries in the world, in Africa, in
, *: : I atin America, economic assistance, even in

I ':: : i loans, they were obviously expecting, and
'- r --ri:: rrpenly saying so, that some undeistanding

:',r j :.rblems should also be taken into account by
: , il - . :eceive such aid. That is the very broad gen-
t ,. 'r.r-.ItiUOd.

-: t-re 60's and 70's the two Super Powers were
" ': -:,r each other, militarily may be across Europe

n -':: srde of the Berlin Wall, but more so to politi-
.r, ::. ,erce and win friends by their economic, politi-
... r' : ::ilainly military power. So there was this rivalry

, : '-:: friendship particularly of the countries which
,i,':,- : :.'..\ emerged from colonialism and become sov-
' ,'- .-lependent states - almost forty states in the

- --: l rntinent, about eleven in the Caribbean area,
r ' .-::,--: \\:est Indian Colonies of Britain, France and
tttr ','---'lands and most of the countries of Asia in-

cluding India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma, Malaya and
the rest of it. So there was the desire on the side of the
Western countries to woo us with economic assistance,

building industrial plants and doing what they could so

that we would be under some kind of obligation to them
in regard to their geo-poLitical or security interests. Now
every country's basic tenet of foreign policy is its na-
tional interests and its national security. The difficulty
arises when you define what a nation's legitimate secu-

rity concems are and we, the smaller countries were par-
ticularly concerned because as far as the USA and the
Soviet Union were concerned, their security covered the
entire globe. They were global powers. Now in our own
little country, our security concerns would be obviously
centered around the Indian Ocean and its territory, and
particularly in our bi-lateral relations with our powerful
northern neighbour, India and perhaps to some extent a

few other countries round about. But in the case ofthe
two major powers, the Super Powers, every little island,
every little bay, every little potential harbour or area for
use in the deployment of military forces was considered
as part of their security. So it was in that context that the
UN had to operate in the 50's, 60's and 70's.

Now the first major crisis which led to the forma-
tion, which led to the concept, of the UN Peace Keeping
Force was in 1956 when Britain, France and Israel jointly
attacked Egypt and the Suez Canal. Here there was no
problem politically because both the USA under Eisen-
hower and the Soviet Union agreed this was a clear un-
mitigated unjustifiable act of aggression by the Armed
Forces of three states together against the territory of
another. So in the Security Council, both the Soviet Un-
ion and the US agreed that British, French and Israeli
forces must withdraw as they were also concerned that
the continued closure of the Suez Canal, which Presi-
dent Nasser had immediately blocked by sinking ships
in the canal so that it could not be used by intemational
merchant shipping lines, would seriously upset the in-
ternational trading pattern. So both for selfinterest and

as a matter of principle the Super Powers agreed and

eventually the British, French and Israelis were willing
to withdraw provided that there would be an interna-
tional Peace Keeping Force to protect the international
nature of the Suez Canal which President Nasser in the
meantime had nationalised. So the first major Peace Keep-
ing operation of the UN was blessed by Super Power
agreement and by the fact that it occurred in the critical
region of the world, in the centre of the oil resources of
the world community. So it was in everybody's interest
to somehow or the other overcome the crisis and pre-
vent Egypt or the Arab nations as a whole from going to
war again with Israel and certainly prevent European
countries like Britain and France from being involved.
So the deployment of the IIN Peace Keeping Force and

the technical assistance required to clear the Suez Canal
was done with remarkable ease and without any contro-
versy. It was Gen Burns of Canada who was technically
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responsible for clearing the Suez Canal' The Canadian

Prime Minister, Mr. Lester Pierson who fathered the

concept of international peace keeping by proposing

forces from countries other than those directly involved
in the conflict. In other words, not the British, not the

French, not the Egyptians nor the Arabs, but the troops

from other countries which could straightaway send

forces to provide the tIN with an adhoc peace keeping

force which was then deployed in the Middle East and

that was my first assignment which was, not immedi-

ately but much later in that area, as legal and political

advisor to the UNEF, the frst Emergency Force. I think

Gen Ranatunga served later in Lebanon during a second

round of conflicts between the Israelis and Arab Na-

tions. But then, there was no problem, and the Secretary

General at the time was Mr. Hammerskjold who, if I may

pay a tribute to him, really acted not only then but sub-

sequently in the Congo operations as well with remark-

able independence and integrity of character which I
believe earned for him a reputation upto today, for per-

haps having been the most effective Secretary General

the UN has had so far. Now Mr. Hammerskjold indulged

in a lot of personal diplomacy. He flew to Cairo, met

President Nasser, he went to Washington and worked

out a plan where the basic principles of the UN Peace

Keeping were laid down. I am sorry to have to say that in

recent UN Peace Keeping operations in Somalia, Bosnia,

Rwanda, these basie principles have been, I won't say

deliberately, but unavoidably violated by member states

and even by the Security Council itself' Mr.
Hammerskjold's instructions were that on no account

should a 'Blue Beret' or a Blue Capped soldier of what-

ever nationality, ever open fre unless his own life was in

danger. Secondly, he laid down the convention that troops

should never be drafted into the international Peace

Keeping Forces from either of the two Super Powers or

from nations mihtarily closely allied to them. Therefore,

he always turned to the smaller European nations, the

Asian nations and African nations who were basically

not directly involved or even indirectly concerned in the

conflict which the UN was trying to resolve. That is why

Mr. Hammerskjold and his successor Mr. U Thant and

even Mr. Waldhiem from time to time tumed to small

countries like ours for contributions to UN Peace Keep-

ing Forces and the obvious countries at that time in

Europe were Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Although
technically, Denmark and Norway were members of
NATO., they were not playing any major role in that

direction. The USA, Britain, France, Germany (it had not

become so powerful as it is today), was on one side

while the Soviet Union, all the East European countries

and China were on the other side. Japan was forbidden

by constitution to have Armed Forces at that time. So

the Secretary General fell back on Canada, Australia,

India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Ghana, Brazil and Argentina.

These were the fairly large countlies which had sub-

stantial standing armies and could lend them for a short

time to the UN for maintaining international peace.

Now from 1956 onwards, I am sorry to have to

say this, my personal view is that UN Peace Keeping

operations have moved from one difficulty to another

with the result that international public opinion is now

not favourable, particularly because of the electronic

media, which did not exist with such force and with such

dissemination in the 50's and 60's, now brings to our

own drawing rooms and living rooms immediately what

is going on within Somalia or Rwanda or Bosnia. The

overall impression created amongst the general public,

and we cannot blame them, is that the UN has gone in

there and is making a bad situation worse, and some-

thing more, I have seen on TV blue and white helicopter

gunships with the UN symbol firing from the air at So-

malis on the ground because they were suppofiers of
Brig Hadad. Now this is a political matter. Mr.
Hammerskjold's instructions even to us was that under

no circumstances must the UN get involved in the inter-

nal political difficulties in a country they have gone in to

help and to save. I believe that either through US pres-

sure or wrong judgement, the Security Council came to

the conclusion thattheproblemin Somaliawas the armed

faction leadby Brig Hadad who was ttying to overthrow

the existing Government. The people of Somalia have to

be left to decide amongst themselves whom they want

to govern them just as much as we would like to be left
to ourselves to decide who our governors should be.

But it is not the duty or the right of the UN, under what-

ever pressures they may have, to try to tilt the balance in
favour of this or that political party simply because this

or that Super Power or this or that group of powers wish

a particular political group to take over in that particular

country. And this is what happened in the Congo, where

I was very much a participant, in connection with Mr.

Patrice Lumumba the Prime Minister of the Congo who

was assassinated by the secessionist leader, Mr.
Shombe, under conditions and circumstances which at

that time brought severe criticism on Mr. Hammerskjold

in particular and it was this debacle that lead the Soviet

Government to, in fact Mr. Khrushchev personally, in
the General Assembly, demanded Mr. Hammerskjold's

resignation and to say that Mr. Hammerskjold was act-

ing as an agent of the Western Powers and he proposed

the setting up of a Troika Secretariat General. In other

words, one selected by the West, one selected by the

Communist camp and one selected by the Non-aligned
group of countries to be a three man Secretariat General.

Ofcourse the whole idea was rejected. All of us includ-

ing Sri Lanka objected to that because it would have

made a mess of it. As it is, one Secretary General could

not handle the day-to-day problems of the UN Peace

Forces thousands of mites away in a highly sensitive

political situation. So if there were three and they could

not agree and it was obvious that the Western and the

Eastern nominees would never agree, the whole burden

would have fallen on the Non-aligned Secretary Gen-

eral, probably from a small country and this would have

cast unfair responsibility on him. That proposal was
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*"-: ..r. but the reasons which made Mr. Khrushchev
.;r : -': rroposal was that it was alleged, and I don,t"." ;; ai entrely fair, that Mr. Hammerskjold was ex_

- j 1- S foreign policy through the UN in the Congo
' - , .. n: UN could not save the life of Mr. patrice

. "" -.- ': ; ho rl as the elected Prime Minister of Congo- rr:; srrie independent in 1960. Now in the Congo
, - : :,r:l3rion where the Country had been ruled, not

' : E :.lian Government, but personally by the King
:.r _: ,:r tbr about forty years and had known no civi-
" , -, :. :, development and it was regarded merely as a
-', : - rari rubber for Belgium. There was a huge
- i J r:npany called the 'Union Belgium, in Katanga,
." :.r> uranium, diamonds and copper where they
' ; ji'" in\.estments and therefore the Belgian King
. - ::r pressure to exploit its resources without pay_

...rious consideration to the welfare of the Con-
: .'i iple. But because of public pressure the Bel-' :"" .:mment took over the Congo as a colony of

:,._::an Government rather than continue as a
- -- -': rhe King of Belgium at the beginning of the

. :...1-- cenrury. By 1960 after fifty years of Belgian
- : - ongo eventually became independent. At that

-- ::-r i\ ere only seven graduates, seven black Con_
i - :r.iduates, in the whole of the Congo which had' i - :':1,ro at that time of something like eighteen mil-
:, p1e. Belgians ofcourse had a policy, they said' , . :to point in training or opening universities for': :raduates but tobring them up gradually from

' ' -.:.. s:age through secondary to tertiary stage. But'- :;.ulr was that when the Congo became inde-
-. - , :here were only seven graduates and one of" -:-:c- as Congo's representative to the UN and the

' -, 
" 
lrlsteq Mr. Lumumba was himself a former post

" - '---:rk. That doesn't matter very much as he was
: -:..j person and anybody, under the democratic

-..uld be elected to be a national leader. But
- ,,L set in with all kinds of tribes breaking away,
l: Srombe declaring Katanga an independent state

, . : :.:ar.ily by Congolese business interests because
' - :-rreral resources in Katanga. The US was very

: --:J about Patrice Lumumba's alleged left sympa-
..-.: Jecided, not openly ofcourse, but indirectly,

. - ' .:.:- Belgian position. So it was in that welter of
" . r.-:,-e S that Mr. Hammerskjold tried to guide the
".. --:rsr by maintaining the constitutional struc-
- - 'r:dly by putting the UN in a position to stop
- : ri g'arfare. Ofcourse, the UN first went in be-
.:ln a weekof independence, theBelgianArmy

" , .{rmy Commander the man who a week before' -:.i:t_s more than a Sergeant under the Belgians.' ::-': ro have an Army Commander, a General, Mr.
. - L.rmumba had no alternative but to make SgL
" - Gen. Mobutu of the Congolese Army. Nobody

. : 1n tbr this, but his men were totally indisciplined
iri-i a week, they went berserk. They started rap-

: : rrrl nuns, destroying buildings and looting. Then
:: : i..ir Govemment said they have a duty by their

citizens to come in and protect them. Whatever the
Congolese Government may say, and it was on those
grounds that Belgium started flying Armed Forces
personnel to the Congo, which lead prime Minister
Lumumba to appeal to the Security Council against Bel_
gian aggression. So in law and technically it was Belgian
aggression. It was this that lead the Security Council to
pass a resolution and I might add this for your informa_
tion, that Ceylon, as we were then called, was a member
of the Security Council and Ceylon was one of the four
small countries that co-sponsored the resolution which
was unanimously passed by the Security Council. The
countries which co-sponsored our resolution, or the UN
Security Council resolution, consisted of Equador,
Ceylon, Tunisia and Argentina. All of them small coun_
tries. Sir Claude Corea was our Ambassador to the UN at
that time and I got involved simply because I was the
Iegal advisor to the delegation. We managed to draft a
resolution which was acceptable to both the Americans
and the Soviets, and after a nine hour non-stop session
the resolution was passed at 4.00 a.m. In the meantime
Mr. Hammerskjold had everybody ready so that by 6.00
a.m. the aircraft were flying Swedes, Austrians and Ca_
nadians to the Congo. The Security Council authorised
the Secretary General to deploy a UN peace Keeping
Force to protect the independence and territorial integ_
rity of the Congo from aggression, meaning ofcourse
Belgian aggression. The idea was for the UN to take
over the responsibility of protecting all civilians, not
only Belgian but also Congolese so that the Belgian
troops could be evacuated which they eventually did,
but then the Congo broke up, Katanga declared inde_
pendence, then Mr. Patrice Lumumba,s tribe revolted
against the tribe of the then president and the whole
thing became very, very primitive in every sense of the
word. In the process, Mr. Lumumba was sufl:ounded by
Mr. Shombe's tribe although there was a circle of UN
troops which Mr. Lumumba refused to have. He was
taken to Katanga by Mr. Shombe,s forces and eventu_
ally executed which raised a hue and cry particulary in
the African continent and in the non-aligned world and
Mr. Hammerskjold came in for severe criticism from the
Soviet Union. Now that gives you an idea of the prob_
lems that the UN could be drawn into simply because
the international community represented by the Secu_
rity Council cannot do anything by themselves. So they
pass the buck onto the UN. During this period we had,
the Government of Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike with the
late Mr. Felix Dias Bandaranaike as parliamentary Secre_
tary for Foreign Affairs and we were approached, as a
small non-aligned country, to contribute a Battalion and
Sir Claude had a message saying that we would be happy
to contribute a Battalion but for several weeks we did
not hear anything and eventually even after I had gone
to the Congo we had only three officers and three NCO,s
senPas Ceylon's contribution to the Congo. One of them
was Maj. Tommy Withane who I think died, the others
Captains Balthazaar, Gunewardene and four other NCO,s.
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They worked very well in the Headquarters, ofcourse in
the administrative section during the whole of the pe-
riod I was in the Congo. Anyway, thereafter ofcourse
the UN moved into the second phase of the Middle East
problem where once again, the repetitive conflicts be-
tween the Arab States and Israel from time to time lead
to dangerous crises in the Middle East which was in
everybody's interest to isolate because of the oil riches
of that area which if interfered with would seriously dam-
age the international economy altogether.

I also took part in the Cyprus operation which I
think comes close as possible to our present problem.
Cyprus unfortunately is a very small island which, like
Ceylon, is naturally very beautiful. I don't know whether
Gen Ranatunga has visited it, some of you may have
visited it. It is supposed, in legend, to have been the
birth place of the Goddess Aphrodite. It was predomi-
nantly Greek but it is only a few miles away from the
Southem Turkish coast and on aclearday from the moun-
tains of Northern Cyprus you can see the coast line of
Turkey whereas Greece is further away but the popula-
tion, the culture, the language was predominantly Greek
until t}te Ottoman Empire took it over and a large number
of Turkish Muslims came into the Island and settled
down. Then in the 1920's after Germany and Turkey were
defeated in the First World War, the British took over
Cyprus from the Turkish Empire and made it a British
Crown Colony. They left Cyprus in the 60's leaving be-
hind an in-built ethnic problem. There was a guerilla war
against the British lead by this famous guerilla leader at
that time, General Grivas who was an extremist Greek.
The British called him a terrorist and he kept on hitting
the British wherever they were, and in the final analysis
the British thought it was better, since they were moving
out of Palestine, and they were moving out of Yemen, to
move out of Cyprus as well. They left behind a constitu-
tion which made it necessary for the President to be a
Greek Cypriot and the Vice President to be a Turkish
Cypriot, two communal chambers, a Greek Communal
Chamber and a Turkish Communal Chamber, each of
which was the tax levying authority for that community.
The Central Government of Cyprus had no power to tax
anybody. The Greek Communal Chamber had to tax the
Greek Cypriots and theTurkish Communal Chamberhad
to tax the Turkish citizens. Then the army was composed
proportionately of Greek Cypriot soldiers and Turkish
Cypriot soldiers. Now I am telling you all these things
because people without thinking or even without know-
ing are blindly advocating the presence of this and that
UN Force or following this of that type of constitution.
My personal experience of Cyprus is, I was sent by the
Secretary General as the political advisor to Cyprus in
1964 afterthe Congo and the Middle East and UN Peace
Keeping Force went there in 1964. Today in 1998, the UN
Peace Keeping Force is still in Cyprus, the only thing
they have achieved and this they have achieved, is to
prevent the Greeks and Turks killing each other across

the border they have installed. They have drawn a t i.x:
line which divides the small Island to a Northern Fur
which is predominantly Turkish and a Southern Fer
which is predominantly Greek and despite years aod
years of negotiations under UN auspices, in fact I rl*
political advisor to the UN mediator at that time. Noc
there is no mediator. The UN is sitting back even srr
months to review the situation and then the Securirl
Council extends the life of the UN Peace Keeping Forcr
in Cyprus for another six months. But there is no fighr-
ing, there is no killing. So it does not worry any po$.en
except the people of Cyprus and the so called Green
Line, the temporary line they drew from one end of rbe
Island to the other and manned it with UN check posrs
and so on and so forth to prevent innocent Greek Cypri-
ots from straying onto the other side and being shot or
innocent Turkish Cypriots coming on to this side and
getting shot and to make sure that food was going to the
Cypriots in the North. All this is still happening in Cy-
prus. Now as a Sri Lankan I do not, I have publicly said
this on many platforms and I say it to you again nou-. I
do not wish our present situation to get petrified and
fossilised. I do not wish a line drawn from Mannar
through Vavuniya to Mullaitivu to be manned by hun-
dreds and thousands of blue helmeted soldiers from
Scandinavia, Norway, Sweden. May not be from India
and Pakistan for obvious political reasons.

After a discussion the vote of thanks was proposed by
Vice Admiral K R L Perera VSV.
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LINCOVERINGTIM LTTE SAFE HAVENS IN
NELSONMANDELA COUNTRY

@ouaNGu.renerwe)

SOLTH Africa battled hard to refute both do-
*rr l-.: Fr3ss reports and allegations by Sri Lalka that
'r ir:. . -,e:s of the South Africa National Congress are
'- , :-rS military hardware, finance and political sup-
- r r :e Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LITE).

The response of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
i" ,-n Atrica, South Africa House in London, and the

, - : \irican High Commission in New Delhi was that

- - :,:licr ." South Africa does not provide suppofi to

- '.::.:ion movements." South Africa refused to label
': -fTE as a terrorist organisation and remove Sri
. - r-' Ir.rm the list of countries to which South Africa
'.. ':rred arms sales.

.\lthough Sri Lankan officials tried to hide their
. -::"rintment, South African diplomats from New
l.: :- :;credited to Colombo towed the policy advo-
, r.t: l rv hardline ANC activists in the South African
: ::r:nent. For fear of eaming the wrath of the ANC
';:,rrers. the visiting diplomats did not pursue a po-

. -.- asenda but an economic agenda from double
:.r i:r rn to trade. When South Africa's High Commis-

- :: based in Delhi, Jerry Matsila met with President
{,*:r.:arunga for three hours, he advanced the LITE
,i::,1.r of persuading Colombo to agree to the good

: -:s of SouthAfrica.

Colombo has persistently misperceived South Affica's

rii::-.iL:)ns vis-a-vis the I-llTE and vis-a-vis Sri Lanka. Itbegan

: ::ir 1997 when President Mandela visited t ondon and at a

-:,-;::rjru for foreign envoys, he met with the Sri t ankan High

r:nssioner S .K. Wickramasinghe. President Mandela shook

rsr:: t'ith High Commissioner Wickramasinghe and asked

" r.: How is President Chandrika?" High Commissioner

" .- l-ramasinghe perceiving that Mandela was well disposed
, , .-r,L. Sri I-ankadampenedall govemmentefforts toconfront

i, 
'-Lr.\frica with evidence of IJITE activity in SouthAfrica.

-:t \ landela govemment was fiilly supportive of flre Sd t-ankan

:', :rrment. HighCommissionerWickramasinghearguedthar
t',' -TTE had no presence in SouthAfrica.

With such charm, Sri Lanka policy and

- --r.ionmakers could have never believed that South
: ::.:a rvas playing a dual role. High Commissioner

', :kramasinghe's flawed assessment was nothing new
!- Lankan political, diplomatic and intelligence lead-

: i: jrid made similar assessments when India was pro-

i:ng sanctuary, training, finance and weapons to some

- tlO Sri Lankan militants in 33 camps from Octotier
'!,i to June 1987. Fifty years after independence, the

Sri Lankan decision making process was flawed because

successive governments had failed to build the institu-
tions and processes for collective thinking. Sri Lanka
lacked political, security and foreign policy think tanks

for formulating immediate and long-range policy.

The context

Away from the glare of the international media,

several terrorist groups operate in South Africa. The
deteriorating political and security conditions are con-

ducive to the operation of terrorist and criminal groups.

The UITE was quick to exploit that situation and de-

veloped a series of training camps to train nationalist
Tamil South Africans. After about 400 South African
Tamils were trained, the LTTE formed the South Afri-
can Tamil Tigers. Many of them were trained by LTTE
trainers from Sri Lanka and retired South African serv-

ice personnel drawn from Koevoet and 32 Battalion,
two elite military organisations which spearheaded the

counter insurgency drives against the guerrillas of the

African National Congress (ANC) who were operating
out of bases in South Angola and Northern Namibia.
Koevoet and32 Battalion troops fought not only ANC
and SWAPO guerrillas but also regular Angolan and

Namibian forces. There are also reports that LTTE ac-

tivists from Sri Lanka received specialised training on

South African soil.

The beginnings

The LTTE established their influence in South

Africa through a series offront organisations established
in 1994. Since 1995, the LTTE began to operate a series

of training camps in SouthAfrica. The LTTE established

the training programme by registering itself as a "closed
corporation" by paying 200 Rand in February 1995. In
a closed corporation, both the company name and con-

stituent members can change without informing the reg-

istrar. For expediency, the company was providing pri-
vate security guards to private and government organi-
sations. The compounds of the camps were well con-

cealed from the public eye - the perimeter was protected

by barbed wire, spikes and high walls. The lrst three

camps were established in three Tamil neighbourhoods.

The camps provided accommodation and facili-
ties to train recruits in guerrilla warfare. Initially, all the

trainers were Sri Lankan Tamils but gradually South
Africans joined in. Each camp had between 20 to 10

trainers many of whom rotated. For instance, one camp
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had 18 trainers. Of these, four trainers instructed the
recruits on the history of "Eelam Tamils." After rigorous
physical training (PT) by six trainers, the recruits were
provided basic military training by two trainers. The
training included armed and unarmed combat. There
was instruction on how to evade surveillance, counter-
intelligence, explosives use and communications. The
other trainers-Sri Lankan and South African - were si-
lent and observed the performance of the recruits. The
training period for each batch was three months, com-
parable to the LfTE training provided in India to some
Indian Tamil groups such as the Tamil National Re-
trieval Army and the basic training provided to LTTE
recruits in Sri Lanka. Upon graduation, the best were
transported to Sri Lanka. They were inducted to Sri
Lanka via India by boat and via Maldives by air. Re-
ports of some being transferred to Sri Lanka by LITE
ships, frequenting South African ports, is currently un-
der investigation.

The South African agency, the National Intelli-
genceAgency (NIA), became.aware of the training camps
within a year of their operation but the influence of
ANC hardliners within the NIA prevented NIA from
advising the South African government to close down
the camps. But, the NIA inducted an agent who pro-
vided them details of the training and trainers. One of
the major factors which led South Africa to adopt such
a position was the effectiveness of LTTE propaganda
and the susceptibility of the ANC government towards
supporting violent movements. In fact, the confiden-
tial South African Foreign Ministry assessments criti-
cises Sri Lankan military atrocities and not the LTTE
atrocities. Among the SouthAfrican diplomats who sup-
ported the LTTE quite openly was Jacky Selebi, the
former South African Ambassador in Geneva and Chair
of the UN Human Rights Commission and since cur-
rently Director General, ForeignAffairs Department Pre-
toria. On a visit to Geneva, he met with representatives
of UITE fronts on August 10, 1998 and pledged his
support towards their cause.

LTTE.ANC

ANC and LTTE relations date back to contacts
in London and Paris in the late 1970s. Through the
umbrella organisation - Friends of Palestine-LTTE ac-
tivists frequently met with ANC representatives at the
Arab League Building, UK.LITE also established links
with the South West African People's Organisation
which had close relations with theANC. This long rela-
tionship - including some military assistance to ANC
guerrillas - opened the door for the LTTE to enter South
Africa when Mandela assumed office. Some of the in-
fluentialANC activists in the UK distanced themselves
from the LTTE after the LITE assassinated Dr. Rajini
Thiranagama (an UITE activist turned human rights
activist) in 1989. She had forged IjITE-ANC relations

in the UK. After the LTTE assassinated Rajiv Gandhi in
1991, the ANC activists in the UK resented the LTTE.

Post-1994 relations witnessed the LTTE activ-
ists travelling to South Africa including Tharmalingam
Shanmugam Kumaran alias Kumaran Pathmanathan, the
head of the LTTE Inrernational Network. Close links
between South African Thmils and the LTTE were forged
through the International Secretariat in London. The
LTTE links with the Mandela government were con-
solidated inlate 1994 when LTTE activists won over a
few ANC hardliners. The LTTE also established con-
tacts with SouthAfrican missions in Canberra, New Delhi
and London. The LTTE continues to feed South Afri-
can missions with propaganda, particularly the UK mis-
sion.

After the ANC government came to offrce, For-
eign Minister Lakshman Kadirgamar was the first Sri
Lankan dignitary to visit South Africa. ANC hardliners
in the Mandela govemment did not wish to displease
the LTTE. Around the same period, Minister Kadirgamar
visited South Africa in early 1996, a 14 member LTTE
delegation was received by President Mandela in his
office. Three delegates were women. Except one del-
egate who joined the team from SouthAfrica, the others
ciime from Sri Lanka via India on airline tickets issued
by the SouthAfrican govemment. TheirprogrErnme was
organised by the ANC with the assistance of ffe South
African High Commission in New Delhi. Research
Analysis Wing, India's Agency for gathering foreign
intelligence and conducting overseas operations, had
failed to monitor the ANC-LTTE link. Indian Inrelli-
gence Bureau had failed to monitor the use of India as a
transit point. This high level meeting was followed by
several meetings between ANC and LTTE representa-
tives in India. Among the ANC officials was a South
African foreign ministry official. The SouthAfrican mis-
sion in India, particularly the Office of the Deputy High
Commissioner, was involved with these discussions.

Before Minister Kadirgamar left SouthAfrica he
received an official briefing from a White South Afri-
can intelligence official. Although Sri Lanka through
the NonAligned Movement (NAM) supported theANC,
Sri Lanka and the Apartheid regime maintained intelli-
gence liaison. This was a necessity because Sri Lankan
groups were training both in Lebanon and Syria, par-
ticularly in the Bekha Valley with &e Palestinian Lib-
eration Organisation, Popular front for the Liberation
of Palestine and the ANC. Senior Sri Lankan intelli-
gence officials visited South Africa and South Africans
assisted Sri Lanka to develop its war - fighting and in-
telligence gathering capability. The intelligence ofE-
cial explained to Minister Kadirgamar that the LTTE
was disseminating propaganda and raising funds
through four front organisations and that there were
about 100 Sri Lankan Tamil families in South Africa.
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The post-Mandela NIA was NIA andANC intel-
:; -..e \\'ing combined. Many ANC intelligence types

:: ::r"rined the view that South Africa had an obliga-
. :,r assist their former allies - meaning the groups

" r r.i.d assisted them such as the PLO and LTTE and
.' : - -,untries that had stood by them such as Iran and
- - '. Therefore, the ANC hardliners in the NIA were
.- - ."id that a Sri Lankan government minister was
' - 

'::d of LTTE activities. Within a few days, the intel-
:: .e official was transferred out. This exacerbated

^ : :insion between the NIA old guard and the new
. . :.:tLrnS.

Inlluence

The LTTE influence contined to grow in South
. - -:. ihroughout 1996. As a mark of respect for presi-
. - \landela, the LTTE magazine Hot Spring, pub-

' j : .ut of UK, carried messages and quotes from the
:'-::rre d African leader. Quotes from Mandela were

" 
- ,l-":d from his book Long Walk to Freedom, The
. :. :zraphy of Nelson Mandela (.\bacus, UK, 1994).
" ' i.nng of October 1997 provided wide coverage

,1:rlela's visit to Libya and criticised the US role in- . HotSpringof December 1991 cariedtwoquo-
: rs next to each other. The first quote by a Johan-
: :,-:; \\,oman on Winnie Madikizela-Mandela's role' .: ,3:&l apartheid era murders and abductions said:
" - ---re is a murderer. What can a murderer do for our
-:l l" The second quote by the Johannesburg nurse
--:: Litabe said: "Whether she killed people or not,'; " 1i flolling for the rights of our people."

'.4, message from Mandela to be publicised at an*! ,:rganised conference in Australia was obtained
.-: LTTE in June 1996. The Peace with Justice

: -.ational Conference, co-organised by the Austral-
.- .i:nan Rights Foundation and the Australasian

-.:-:tjon of Tamils, two LTTE fronts, was attended by
... n::r-'e Tilagar, the then head of the LTTE Interna-

: i- Secretariat and Pravin Gordhan, an influential
-'r--- .drican supportive of the LTTE. The LTTE had

,- , :-:,J the message through Gordhan, a former ANC
*cr and currently a parliamentarian representing the
' - Some Sri Lankan diaspora organisations over-
r ;rote to President Mandela protesting for issuing
-*':age to the LTTE.

"';:n. the go-between who secured the message in
: ' ':'il of a letter from Mandela to the "Human Rights
-'. : rinc€" was an ANC ideologue rather than a terror-

-.,. .\)iC background has made Gordhan a powerful
" ;: -n \landela's SouthAfrica. He served as co-chair-
'-..,1 ,lf the Transitional Executive Committee and

, - :iraged in the drafting of the newly completed
i ,i::ution of South Africa. Some South African col-

;"i'-tS of Gordhan believe that he had been duped by
l : -lTE into believing that the UITE struggle against

Colombo is similar to the erstwhile conflict between
White and Black SouthAfricans. Even some of the bet_
ter educated South Africans, particularly those of In_
dian Tamil origin, view the LTTE srruggle through the
lens of Aparlheid. Although there is no evidence to in-
dicate that Gordhan has accepted money from the LTTE
for his services, there is evidence to show that the LITE
has paid for him to travel to Australia in mid-1996.

The LTTE network in South Africa is both a cov-
erl and an overt network. At a political level, they mo-
bilise Tamil support in South Africa for demonstrations,
rallies, seminars and lobbying. For instance on June 4,
1996 when Sri Lanka's national airline Airlanka flew
into South Africa, 100 Tamils demonstrated in Durban.
The LITE placards said "Sri Lanka go home, Stop fight-
ing before flying." To satisfy the Indian community, the
placards also called for South Indian intervention in Sri
Lanka. Durban, a strong Indian Timil community was
the first stop of the flight. Airlanka flew both to Durban
and Johannesburg. Through their ANC colleagues, the
LTTE monitored the deliberations of the Sri Lankan
delegation engaged in promoting the airline. The del-
egation had arrived in South Africa on May 28, 1996.
LTTE also infiltrated Travel Direcrions (pty) rhe
Airlanka General Sales Agent in SouthAfrica. For eco-
nomic reasons, Airlanka stopped flying to South Af-
rica from April 1, 1997. Sri Lanka continued to make
efforts to influence South Atrica in her favour. For in-
stance, Justice and Constitutional Affairs Minister Dr.
G.L. Pieris met with his counterpart in SouthAfrica early
1991 . Blt, without a Sri Lankan mission in South Af-
rica, Colombo could not advance its foreign policy
goals because the LITE propaganda machinery was al-
ready operational.

Propaganda

A central figure in the organisation ofthe propa-
ganda network in South Africa was Father S.J.
Emmanuel, the formerVicar General of the Jaffna Dio-
cese. Dr. Emmanuel, who is a key figure in the LTTE
international network, used his relationship with Arch-
bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa, to cultivate key
figures in South Africa.

In addition to attending a series of high_pow_
ered meetings, Emmanuel also gave a damning inter-
view to South African radio. His book, Let My people
Go, published by the Tamil Catholic Chaplaincy,
Osnabrueck in Germany drew its title from the autobi-
ography of the great South African leader Albert Luthuli,
Nobel peace laureate, 1961. The LTTE and their fronts
used the strategy of drawing parallels between Sri Lanka
and South Africa. They attempted to equal the treat-
ment"of Tamils in Sri Lanka to that of the blacks.
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As a direct outcome of propaganda, South Af-
rica has banned the sale of weapons to Sri Lanka. De-
spite efforts by the government of Sri Lanka to explain
its position to Ibrahim Ibrahim, Chair, Portfolio Com-
mittee on ForeignAffairs and KaderAsmal, Chair, Port-
folio Committee on Defence, South Africa has not re-
voked its decision. This explains the influence of the

LITE, which they had painstakingly built in South Af-
rica over the years. The LTTE continues to lobby and

receive support from some of the 11 South African In-
dian parliamentarians. The South African Tamil parlia-
mentarians were more vulnerable towards supporting
LTTE interests in SouthAfrica.

Sri Lanka established a mission in late 1997,
specifically after the government realised the need for
stronger ties between Pretoria and Colombo. South Af-
rica will be a major challenge to Sri Lankan High Com-
missioner Gamini Munasinghe, a respected diplomat,
posted to South Africa in March 1998.

Mandela embarrassed

Since March 1997, leaks within the South Afri-
can gove[rment led Sri Lankan government officials to
believe that there were LTTE combatants in South Af-
rica and some were receiving specialised training. There

were also reports that ANC had provided funds to the

LTTE. An intelligence agency reported to the govern-

ment of Sri Lanka: "Recent intelligence indicate that
the LITE plans to develop South Africa as one of their
main stations for operating in the African region where
weapons are inexpensive. The LTTE plans to establish

relations with some of the other African regimes and

groups throughANC."

These developments call for a review of South

Africa-Sri Lanka relationship and the need to develop

effective political, diplomatic and informational coun-
ter measures to alert SouthAfrica that the LTTE and the

ANC are neither electorally nor politically comparable

and the Sri Lankan conflict cannot be understood
through the lens of Apartheid.

Based on fresh information, Sri Lankan Foreign
Minister Lakshman Kadirgamar formulated a dual strat-
egy both to win over President Mandela and to con-
front South Africa with information of LTTE activity.
Minister Kadirgamar proposed inviting President
Mandela as chief guest to the 50th anniversary celebra-

tions of Sri Lanka's independence day. Mandela was

under pressure from the Tamil lobby not to accept the

invitation. South African Tamil activists at the invita-
tion of UITE had written to Mandela stating: "Mrs.
Kumaratunga is scheming to use the upcoming 50th
anniversary of British departure froln Ceylon to invite
world leaders and proclaim it as a tacit acceptance of
her policies of ethnic decimation. The Tamils have noth-

ing to celebrate. We are sure that you have courage and

wisdom to tell Mrs. Kumaratunga that a person like you
who has passed through the baptism of fire in the fight
for racialjustice to take part in a charade to celebrate 50

years of ethnic iniquity is sacrilegious. Please tell her
to 'Let the Tamil people go'." President Mandela de-

clined the invitation.

While LITE activists attempted to lobby Graca

Machel, the then companion of President Mandela dur-
ing the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
in Edinburgh in October 1997, President Kumaratunga
approached President Mandela and informed the South

African leader about LTTE activities in South Africa.
The 80 year old President Mandela, who had much re-

spect for Sirima Bandaranaike and remembering the
support of NAM for ANC, promised an immediate in-
vestigation. President Mandela and his officials were
somewhat embarrassed by the manner in which Presi-
dent Kumaratunga had accosted him on a sensitive is-
sue but it produced results. Within 24 hours, NIA re-
ported to President Mandela the extent of the LITE
organisation and operations in South Africa. Based on
the NIA report, President Mandela ordered the disman-
tling of the camps. On October 29,1991 , at the crack of
dawn, SouthAfrican troops assisted by NIA operatives,
simultaneously raided the three LITE camps in South
Africa. The camps were in Laudium near Pretoria,
Lenasia near Johannesburg and New Castle near
KwaZuluNatal. The camps in the outskirts of Laudium
and Lenasia were between built up areas. Investigations
by the South African authorities revealed that 24 hours
before the camps were raided the UITE had been in-
formed by a highlevel source that the government of
South Africa had made a decision to raid the LITE
camps.

LTTE resilience

With their arsenal, the trainers and the trainees,
had moved out to other LTTE safe houses in South Af-
rica. Neither the trainees nor the trainers were arrested.

They had perceived the dismantling of their training
infrastructure as a temporary setback. The ANC
hardliners pacified them stating that this was a neces-

sity and will not recur. Within a month the LTTE re-

sumed fraining but at a lower scale and in smaller groups.

This level of training is continuing to date. It will con-
tinue as long as South Africa is hesitant to take effec-
tive action to disrupt the LTTE support network in South
Africa.

Due to political and electoral pressure, President
Mandela did notrequest the SouthAfrican criminal jus-
tice system either to proscribe the LTTE or their front
organisations. The support network remained intact
offering the prospect of revival. Today, the LTTE front
organisations for disseminating propaganda and fund
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-. ".:r r continues to operate in SouthAfrica. Among the* :: active LTTE fronts are: People Against Sri Lanka
:::ession (PASLO), Gauteng with branches through-
"' i,:uth Afica; MovementAgainst Sri Lankan Op-
: .-: r TMASLO), Cape Town and Durban; Dravidians
' ,-:a;e and Justice (DPJ), Gauteng, an off-shoot of
- ! -O: Tamil Eelam Support Movement (TESM), Dur-
..' P:ace for Sri Lanka suppofi Movement (PSLSM)
' :-::rria. an alliance ofseveral groups; and the Thmil

- .'.r:litation Organisation (TRO). LITE's principal
- - : rarsing organisation - the TRO - acts as a central

- : -: I lbr channelling money out of South Africa. The
- : ': ,rrganisation the LTTE established was PSLSM
" :':;:rrria in March-April 1998. To wield their influ-
" -: LTTE also attempted to infiltrate other Tamil or-
. -. - jllons in South Africa. They are the Natal Tamil

' : -:ir.iion, South African Tamil Federation, the Tamil
' , :.:ation of Gauteng and the World Saiva Council of

' :i r ''r, Ofth.

The nexus

The link between these fronts and the South Af-
-.r Tamil Tigers is clear. For instance, G.M.
r :::badren ofDravidians For Peace and Justice (DPJ),
:,: spokesperson of the South African Tamil Tigers.

' -::r he spoke to Prega Govender of Sunday Times,

-::r Africa, he identified himself as Thamizh
: ':.badren. The latest wave of discussions between
- - 

,anka and SouthAtrica is following an afticle and a
' " i trraph of armed men in The Sunday Tirnes of South
" .-.; r on October 25.

The photograph taken by Nicky De Blois had
": ;aption: "Armed and ready : some South African
'---:1 

Tiger supporters have had military training. They
- tey are ready to fight for the cause of a separate
*:= rn Sri Lanka. This determined group was pictured
" ---: bush in Gauteng."

Thamizh Veerabadren said that LTTE members
: ; --ariy slipped into the country to receive secret train-
:. -n the latest weapon technology: "We also have a

: u. r' disciplined and militant group of Tamils here

":.: have received training in explosives and tiacking
'rev are prepared to make the supreme sacrifices for

-:',' Tamils of Sri Lanka." The same person, but as G.M.
:::abadren had written letters on DPJ letterheads, lob-

' -:s for the LTTE. For instance, on February 4, 1998,
' : irote to several prominent persons in South Africa:

- r.r'idians For Peace and Justice, SouthAfrican Chap-
:- -s a Human Rights Organisation monitoring Human
i . ::s Abuses Worldwide. Presently our focus is on Sri
-:-UI ....

In addition to disseminating propaganda and

':-ng funds, these fronts organise public events and
,':::ge in lobbying. For instance on July 4, 1998, the

TESM staged a "play ofconscience" called God is Si-
lent. The play centred around the Sri Lankan conflict
was held in Regional Hall, Arena Park, was organised in
support of the LTTE. The advertisement said: "Thou-
sands of Tamils are being massacred and raped in Sri
Lanka. Don't just sympathise with the cause. Do some-
thing about it."

For financial or ideological reasons, there are
about 20 influential South African Tamils who promote
the interests of the LTTE. Among the SouthAfrican ac-
tivists, who have come to the attention of the South
African authorities are Dr. P. Lingam, V. Pillai, Tommy
(Tony) M. Padotan, M. Peddy, M.T. Pillay, T.D. Pillay,
Kisten Chinappan, Y. Chetty, Ned Pillai and Kumbesan
Sandrasegaran. To keep an eye on LITE activists, par-
ticularly LTTE political and military activists who visit
SouthAfrica from time to time, the NIA has stepped up
its surveillance on these organisations.

State-support ?

The attitude of the South African government is
shaped by the level of propaganda and lobbying. It is
incorrect to assess that there is no opposition to the
LfTE in South Africa. After President Mandela met with
President Kumaratunga, his attitude towards the LTTE
changed at least for a while. In fact in December 1997,
a South African Tamil activist wrote to President
Mandela: ".... recent statements made by your officials
reflect a number of misconceptions about the situation
in Sri Lanka." Therefore, South African opinion vis-a-
vis Sri Lanka is not monolithic. There are prominent
South Africans, including South African Tamils who
are aware of LTTE's role in the Gandhi assassination,
who do not wish to support the LTTE. But they form the
silent majority.

Former UN expert Elizabeth Bennette, with the
prestigious South African think tank, the Institute of
Strategic Studies in Johannesburg is openly critical of
LITE's role in recruiting and deploying child combat-
ants. As the current head of the institute's project on
Children in Armed Conflict and formerly with the Na-
tional Children's fughts Committee in South Africa,
she is working towards an ad hoc tribunal that will pros-
ecute both governments and rebels who "commit war
crimes against children." She is specifically examining
the use of children under 15 in warfare by Laurent Kabila
of the Democratic Republic of Congo; Kony of the
Lord's liberation Army in Southern Sudan; and the
LTTE.

Because of President Mandela's aversion to vio-
lence, the fronts of the LTTE have adopted a technique
to portray themselves as peace organisations. The LTTE
and their fronts regularly called South Africa to pro-
mote negotiations.
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UN intervention

In preparation for NAM, LTTE appealed in a

message to President Mandela to use his good office
"to impress upon the government of Sri Lanka to aban-
don its aggressive military policy and seek a negoti-
ated settlement based on the principles enunciated at
Thimpu talks." The message addressed to the NAM
Chair President Mandela dated August 29, 1998, was
widely distributed. Further, the LTTE fronts staged a

demonstration outside the venue of the meeting in Dur-
ban. The demonstrators called South Africa to ban Co-
lombo from attending NAM and carried placards: "Sri
Lanka kills their own people" and "Child murderers"
our sincere greetings and well wishes.

President Mandela, subjected to the influence
of LTTE propaganda, called for UN intervention in Sri
Lanka at the UN General Assembly. President
Kumaratunga's response at the UN was a direct rebuttal
to President Mandela's comments. On her return, Presi-
dent Kumaratunga had a three hour discussion with Jerry
Matsila, the SouthAfrican envoy on October 13. Matsila
as instructed from South Africa, pleaded ignorance of
LITE procurement and shipping from South Africa.
Matsila also denied the presence of LTTE training
camps on South African soil. Matsila provided the stand-
ard South African official response that South Africa
was investigating the LTTE. Since the LITE run camps
were raided in South Africa in October 1997, this has
been the standard response.

Reaping the whirlwind

By South Africa permitting the LTTE and sup-
port groups to operate in South Africa, it is tacitly en-
couraging the transfer of new technologies from Africa
to boost the war-fighting capability of the LTTE, This
will mean intensification of the war creating more mili-
tary, LITE and civilian fatalities and injuries. In gen-
eral governments are concerned about international pro-
curement because new technologies often provide the
cutting edge increasing the lethality of any force. The
37 million Rands in funds, sophisticated armaments
and dual technologies, and trained combatants trans-
ferred from South Africa to the LTTE will mean an in-
crease in capability of the LTTE. At a time when the
LTTE has suffered heavily as a result of a sustained
offensive by the Sri Lanka military, the opportunity to
grow and operate in South Atrica is a great blessing for
the LTTE.

President Mandela's stature as a towering states-
man has suffered by the continuous exposure of South
Africa harbouring violent groups and South Africa's
relations with states supporting terrorism. To please a

political constituency or to accommodate the request
of a political or a personal ally and permit or tum a

blind eye and tolerate the presence of terrorist infra-
structure is a high crime against a friendly state. Like
India has lost its moral right to talk about temorist infra-
structure in Pakistan spawning terrorism in India, the
unprecedented wave of crime, corruption and provi-
sion of facilities for groups engaged in terrorism else-
where is eroding the image of post-Mandela's free South
Africa.

If the LITE threat is not controlled, South Afri-
can security is likely to suffer the same way Indian se-

curity suffered. The short, mid and long term conse-
quences of permitting the LTTE to operate in South
Atrica, will not be very different from India permitting
Tamil militants to operate both in nofih and south In-
dia. It is natural that there will be a resurgence of Tamil
nationalism; proliferation of weapons; flow of narcot-
ics; corruption; and organised crime in South Africa.

In addition to the impact on Sri Lanka and South
Africa, there will be other implications of permitting
the LTTE to operate in South Africa. South Africa will
become a meeting point for existing and emerging
groups to exchange intelligence, conductjoint procure-
ment and even plan common strategies. This will im-
pact on international security. The LTTE is also bound
to expand its scope of operation further into Africa from
its central base in South Atrica. Already LTTE has cells
in Reunion, Madagascar, Fiji, Botswana, Zimbabwe,
Lesotho and Swaziland. It is a question of time that
from South Africa, the LTTE network will expand into
the rest of Africa.

The future

There are many similarities and dissimilarities
between South India from 1983 to 1981 and South Af-
rica from 1994 to 1998. Like the leaders of New Delhi
were susceptible to the Tamil ethnic vote, the leaders of
South Africa are also vulnerable to ethnic compulsions.
South Atrican politicians and law enforcement is as

vulnerable as their South Indian counter parts. The Tamil
communities in both countries are vulnerable to LTTE
influence. Such calculations will feature in determin-
ing the future of LTTE politics in South Africa.

There is evidence to indicate that in Mandela's
South Africa, not only are the whites feeling isolated
but also the Indians. In context, the UK-based Sri Lankan
researcher Dushmantha Ranatunge makes an astute ob-
servation: "Sri Lankan Tamils and South African Tamils
are both minorities with influence far above their eth-
nic representation. Are the South African Tamils fearful
that their influence may be trimmed by the African ma-
jority as the Sri Lankan Tamils were by the Sinhalese?
Is that why we are hearing of South African Tamil Ti-
gers? Is this an alliance between two insecure minori-
ties?" Ranatunge argues that the South African Tamils
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l;em to be feeling isolated and "South African Tamil
Trgers" may be a pre-emptive strike at the black major-
:r,. t'earing a Sinhala style cutting down to size of Thmils
r SouthAfrica."

On October 28, 1998, President Mandela pla-
;eted the Indian SouthAfricans by saying not to regard
:-iemselves as a minority but to become part of the ma-

",:riry in order to play a major role in the democratic

=ansformation of the country. "Move away from the
:rdelines and come to the centre, and become a part of
re majority", the president said. In the light of these
::r'elopments the future of South Africa is uncertain.

South African leaders of the 1990s - like their
Lr:dian counterparts in the 1980s - have under - esti-
rated the LTTE, a pan-Tamil organisation. Towards,
::.n-Tamil nationalism, the LTTE has specially estab-
.shed a newspaper Theni Seide which is distributed
:r:e in SouthAfrica.

The LITE can be effectively denied access to
South Africa only if the government decides to legally
jesignate the LTTE as an illegal organisation and pass

';sislation to proscribe the LITE front organisations
lnd companies operating in South Africa. It is highly
..Lrlikely that South Africa will take such measures be-
:ause the LfTE influence has significantly grown since

" 99-1 and the Indian Thmil lobby is formidable in South
-{rica.

Foreign Minister Kadirgamar is likely to visit
South Africa to raise the issue of LTTE training camps,
:rocurement, shipping, propaganda and fund raising.
I-e the past questions about the presence of UITE in
South Africa has been discussed between the two Presi-
i.nts and the two foreign ministers. They have had an

-npact on the LTTE organisation and operations in
S,-.uth Africa but not to dent the LITE permanently.

Will the forthcoming visit of Minister
Krdirgamar create a significant impact because the South
-r.:rican media itself has raised the issue? Today, it is a
:aunting challenge for the Sri Lankan political leaders,
.i:elligence community and foreign service to advance
S:i Lankan interests in south Africa.

rRohan Gunaratna - British Chevening Scholar,
UK - is author of Sri Lanka's Ethnic Crisis And

National Security.)
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TOWARDS THE OTHER SIDE OF PEACE INITIATIVES
A NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT BETWEEN THE

STATE AND THE POOR

(Dr. PONNA WIGNARAJA)

South Asia is at a critical juncture in its his-

. n. On the one hand, it has a considerable po-

:r:tial in its human and natural resource base

.--J available knowledge system. These can be

..:ressed for increasing growth, human devel-
:nent and overcoming endemic poverty. Over

:.e past decade, the region was able to sustain a

.' oer cent growth rate, even under adverse

..",bal and other circumstances. This compares
.,i ourably with other regions such as Africa and
' rtin America which were showing negative
lrf\\'th rates. Food production, in South Asia,
-.es shown a significant increase and the region,

;: a whole, has a food surplus. Even at low
:rels of income, there are cases in which the

i-{uman Development Index is high. There is a

::cognition-inconsistently though-of the
- ,rssibilities of harnessing the cultural and his-
. rrical commonalities among countries for
-loser regional co-operation. A11 South Asian
- luntries are opening up their economies, in-
-irrducing financial discipline, and attempting to
:.rild up technological and export capability in
:-Lanufacturing industry. This will permit them
. r, compete in the global economic system. On

.re way to the global system there is a one bil-

..on strong mass market waiting to be fully de-

":loped. A11 countries are attempting to sustain

r evolve democratic political formations. These

:ositive elements can be the basis for a new
South Asian Community and contented societ-

.:i within it.

Yet at the same time, the region, as a whole,
,nd individual countries are facing a deep mul-
..faceted crisis, which is undermining this po-

:ntial and its resource base. The absolute num-
':r of poor has increased in the past half a cen-

.urir. Poverty in the region in the y.eat 1991,
:ased on the conventional "Poverty Line" esti-

rates, was between 330 to 440 million. It is more

..kely to be in the higher range. Given the

Fresent trends in population and economic
rrowth and the absence of a coherent and cqn-

.erted effort at poverty eradication, the num-
rers are likely to have increased substantially.

The problems of poverty are further aggravated
by various other social deprivations and dis-
criminations from which the poor suffer, as well
as, by the spatial inacessibility of outlying, re-

mote and distant regions which prevent even

the "delivery" of social services to the poor and

vulnerable groups. The simplistic structural ad-
justment policies, which accompany the open
economy industrialisation strategy currently
being adopted by most South Asian countries,
are likely to have adverse social consequences
and put further strains on the poor, particularly
in the short and medium term.

It has become increasingly evident that en-

demic poverty and these other elements in the

multifaceted crises have added strains to the
political and social situation in South Asia. The

capacity to manage these changes is being
eroded. What South Asia faces today is not
merely a crisis of development, but a threat to
its real resource base, to its fragile ecological
system, to its democratic structures and to life
itself in the region. There is a systemic crisis.
No individual South Asian country could solve

these problems by itself and a major effort at

regional co-operation would be required to
complement national development strategies
and nation building efforts. The complexity and

magnitude of the problem has been underesti-
mated by all concernced.

The Collective Responsibility

The South Asian Association for Regional
Co-operation (SAARC) was a response to these

compulsions for co-operation. Despite the ini-
tial vision SAARC started cautiously in 1984,

through a series of purely inter-governmental
activities, based on fragmented and sectoral is-
sues already on the global inter-governmental
agenda. This was called an Integrated
Programme of Action and dominated much of
the official SAARC attention in the first six years.

There was little attempt to look at the emerging
national, regional or global changes and reali-
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ties and to evolve a bold response to these reali-
ties. The intellectual underpinnings for vigor-
ous South Asian Regional Co-operation were
weak.

However at their Male Summit in 1990, the
Heads of State took two important decisions
realising that SAARC, as it was evolving, was
totally unprepared for the changing global
scenario and incapable of responding to the new
challenges posed especially by "Europe 1992"
and other regional groups. The first decision was
that SAARC should move into Core Areas of
Economic Co-operation. The second decision
was that scholars, professionals, NGO's and the
media should help reinforce the official SAARC
process in moving into these Core Areas.

These two decisions by the SAARC Heads
of State reflected their concern at the fragmented
and painfully slow progress of SAARC, since
its inception in 1984. Further, as the multifac-
eted crisis within South Asia - political, eco-
nomic, social and ecological - began to inten-
sify in 1990, the Heads of State, felt, that no
South Asian country could meet these external
and internal challenges without closer economic
and political cooperation. The second decision
at Male regarding the need for a new partner-
ship between the offical SAARC process and
independent scholars reflected another unease
among Heads of State, that SAARC could not
move forward purely as an official inter-
governmental bureaucratic process. A great deal
of research, support, innovative thinking and
participation by independent groups of actors
would be required, to bring out the potential for
a.South Asian Community with sustainable hu-
man development and democracy.

In the first six years, the official SAARC
process had initiated several fora for exchange
of experiences on social issues, but concrete
measures of economic co-operation were yet at
a very nascent stage. A SAARC Food Security
Reserve had been established. While some
members had increased their pledges, it has yet
to be effectively operationalised. However, this
step was a recognition that South Asia was a

food surplus region and had the potential for
increased food production and food security. A
SAARC Agricultural Information Centre was
established in Dhaka. At a purely technical level,

some co-operation in the exchange of ideas and
information has been initiated in seventeen
sectoral areas. Five of these related to the me-
dia, documentation, tourism, study fellowships
and a SAARC Youth Volunteer Programme.
However, joint projects in these areas and inter-
sectoral co-ordination had yet to be formulated.

In the first five years of its existence, five
separate studies were also commissioned by
SAARC in the following areas, in the
expectation that they would set the stage for
closer economic co-operation: Trade, Manufac-
ture and Services, Environment, Human Re-
source Development, Basic Needs and Financ-
ing of Joint Projects. The study on Trade,
Manufactures and Services did lead to the
SAPIA framework agreement and the study on
Financing of Joint Projects to the establishment
of a Small Joint Projects Fund. South Asian ex-
perts were associated with these studies in an
ad hoc manner mainly as consultants nominated
by Governments. The studies were for most part
technical studies conducted by individuals.
Where there were teams, they were not interdis-
ciplinary nor necessarily independent of Gov-
ernment.

There was no vigorous intellectual ferment
or a real process of learning from the ground
and translating the lessons into a coherent
agenda for action. SAARC had also been a
closed, inward looking, phenomenon. It was
again only at the Male Summit in 1990, that a
break through was made for the establishment
of some external linkages. The SAARC Secre-
tariat was authorised to establish contacts with
the EEC and ASEAN for the limited purposes
of information exchange. Other linkages, par-
ticularly with the UN System, had yet to be for-
mally encouraged.

After 1991, it became clear that if the
SAARC process is to play a critical role in South
Asian development and help to establish a mea-
sure of political stability in the region, it would
need to go beyond this phase of tentative, frag-
mented and ad hoc inter-governmental activi-
ties and move into core areas of economic co-
operation. Regional co-operation would need to
complement sustainable national development
efforts. Secondly, a vigorous parallel learning
process needed to be encouraged in which
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rcholars, NGO's, the private sector, the media
lnd other independent actors can play a part in
.trategising and operationalising the SAARC
lrocess in terms of the South Asian reality. Ap-
:ropriate linkages would have to be built be-
:\\'een the official SAARC process and these
:ndependent processes, as they evolved further.
.{ vigorous partnership needed to be established,
u hich could be transformed into a movement
towards a South Asian Community.

What is of significance is the invitation by
te SAARC Declarations for independent groups
rf South Asian scholars, professionals, NGO's
:nd the media to associate with the official
SAARC process. Though this decision was for-
nalized in a Heads of State decision as far back

"s the Male Summit in 1990 and repeated sub-
;equently, the partnership has yet to evolve, into
r mutually reinforcing two-way relationship.
S-\ARC, for the most part, continues to be domi-
:rated by a formal inter-governmental process.
Here and there some fragile innovations have
heen made. An attempt has been made by groups

-'f Scholars to provide some intellectual under-
pinnings for a South Asian Economic Commu-
I:it-v. A SAARC Federation of Chambers of Com-
merce and Industry has been established. A
South Asian Media Association is in its forma-
tive stage. Speakers and Parliamentarians have
begun to meet. Cultural exchanges are under-
"* ay to reinforce people to people contact. This
paper attempts to see what lessons can be drawn
Irom selected innovative experiments in evolv-
rng a partnership between the official SAARC
process and parallel Independent intellectual
processes by scholars, professionals and NGO's,
tn recapturing a vision for SAARC in finding
practical solutions to the multifaceted crisis and
moving systematically towatds actionalizing the
potential for building a South Asian Commu-
nrty.

The Power of New Ideas

There have been some ad hoc attempts to
Lnvolve South Asian scholars and experts as con-
;ultants in the official SAARC processes.'Occa-
sionally, these persons have been invited to par-
ticipate in official delegations at SAARC deci-
iion making meetings. Some independent
sroups of researchers have studied aspects of
South Asian Regional Co-operation and at-
tempted to have occasional policy dialogues and
seminars in which officials in SAARC processes

also participate. Recommendations from these
reflections have been submitted by the partici-
pants to the SAARC Summit and to the SAARC
Secretariat. But the attempts to integrate research
and the lessons from the ground in a more sys-
tematic manner with the official decision mak-
ing process is still weak. A great deal more
synthesising and internalizing of research results
and identifying coherent policy options is re-
quired.

An Independent Group of South Asian
scholars (IGSAC), professionals and policy
makers, in their personal capacity, under the
auspices of the United Nations Universities
South Asian Perspectives Network (SAPN) was
one of the first to respond systematically to this
challenge to the South Asian scholars and non-
governmental actors by the SAARC Heads of
State.

The process

IGSAC was composed of an interdiscipli-
nary group of 15 persons, who had in-depth fa-
miliarity with South Asia and the SAARC pro-
cess to date. There were economists, physical
and social scientists, historians, as well as ex-
foreign secretaries and those who were currently
associated in the official SAARC process. In the
latter category was a Foreign Minister from a
SAARC country, who was a member of the
SAARC Council of Ministers, a Foreign Secre-
tary who was a member of the SAARC Standing
Committee and the Secretary-General of
SAARC. It was a unique group and all
participated in their personal capacity bringing
their expertise and insights into the reflective
discussions. The group did not undertake
primary research, but synthesized the
conclusions in a number of relevant
interdisciplinary studies completed by a group
of South Asian scholars and action researchers(1).
Reports of the SAARC Secretariat also provided
background material for their analysis.

The process took one year to complete and
was funded by the TINDP and the International
Development Research Centre of Canada and

(1) For example see:

Wignaraja, Ponna and Hussain, Akmal (eds) The Challenge
in South Asia, Development, Democracy and Regional
Cooperation, lst Edition: SAGE Publications, New Delhil
Newbury Park/London, 1989;2nd Edition: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, KarachilOxford, 1989.
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supported by the UN University as well as a

number of national research institutions. During
this one year period the group also had intensive

interactions with other scholars, policy makers

and even with SAARC Heads of State. The

syntheses of these discussions were then incor-
porated into a Report with coherent policy
options entitled "SAARC: Moving Towards Core

Areas of Co-Opera7i6n"(2).It was a collective
effort at probing the South Asian reality and

identifying options. It was not just another
individual perception of an individual expert.

The Report was submitted to the 1991 SAARC
summit in Colombo. The Agenda for Action rec-

ommended was unanimously endorsed by the

Summit and incorporated into the Colombo
Summit Declaration.

The Policy Options:

The IGSAC Report contained three power-

ful messages to the SAARC Heads of State and

an Agenda for Immediate Action.

The messages were:

1) South Asia has a common history, common

eco-system and shared fundamental values

which could provide a vision of a South Asian

Community based on "Unity in Diversity".

2) South Asia is facing a multifaceted crisis-pov-

erty reproduction, slow economic growth, un-

even development, population pressure, natu-

ral resource erosion, high defence expendi-

ture and an internal arms race, social
polarisation, religious fundamentalism,
youth alienation and ethnic conflicts as well

as marginalisation globally. These conflicts
and problems are becoming unmanageable

and external trends are pushing South Asia
further and further to the margins of the

world economy and international politics' No
South Asian country could solve these prob-

lems individually and collective regional co-

operation was essential.

(2) "SAARC: Moving Towards Core Areas of Co-operation",

Wignaraja, P., Hussain, A.Sethi, II and Wignaraya,

G. Participatary Development Lear4ing from South Asia,

Oxford University, Karachi/Oxford' l99l Report of the

Independent Group on South Asian Co-operation (IGSAC),

Colombo, Sri Lanka, SePtember 1991.

3) A more complex sustainable human devel-

opment strategy, than hitherto adopted, which
includes greater decentralisation and empow-

erment of the poor could proviCe an answer

to the region's needs and the challenge of
human development, participatory democ-

racy and good governance. The IGSAC Re-

port stated that the compulsions for closer

economic and political co-operation were

strong and left no choice for South Asia.

The Agenda for Immediate Action, was:

(a)There is a need for the establishment of a

High Level independent Commission on

Poverty Alleviation in South Asia to exam-

ine inter-alia the available studies on pov-
erty, and the positive and negative experi-
ences of poverty alleviation programmes and

experiments carried out over the past four
decades. The analysis will help identify criti-
cal elements of an effective strategy for
poverty alleviation under varying socio-po-
litical circumstances.

(b)Famine and hunger have been striking and

continuing features of South Asian history,

despite the fact that South Asia, as a whole,

is a food surplus region and had great
potential for enhancing this potential. IGSAC

considers that the concept of food as a human

right is central to the political, economic and

social aspirations of all the peoples of South

Asia. The realization of that right, necessitates

maior policy interventions to ensure food
security for all.

(c)The establishment preferably before 1996,

of a South Asian Free Tlade Area of com-

prehensive coverage is recommended as a
matter of the utmost priority. An opening up

in trade will expand production and

employment in all countries, bring down
costs of living and help reap the benefits of a

larger market. The authors propose drastic
reductions in, if not elimination of, non-tariff
barriers and the lowering of tariffs to the

lowest level in any SAARC country within
five years. Complementarities in Trade can

be reinforced by selectively locating
industries in the seven SAARC countries. To

enable South Asian countries to negotiate

intra-regional trade and industrial co-
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operation and also their entry into and
participation in the global economic system,
on more favourable terms, a SAARC group
for harmonising international economic
negotiations is proposed.

,d)To further facilitate intra-regional trade and

building on the experience of the Asian Clear-

ing Union, the authors recommend the es-

tablishment of a South Asian Payments
Union (SAPU) to be managed by the Cen-

tral Banks of the Region. SAPU will not only
facilitate intra-regional trade expansion, but
also rationalise use of short-term surpluses
available within the Region and begin to con-

trol the massive outflow of funds from the

Region.

ie)The authors propose the establishment of a
South Asian Development Fund initiated by
SAARC countries with their own contribu-
tions. This fund could then organise a major
mobilization of global surpluses for South
Asia's industrialisation, the implementation
of a poverty alleviation strategy and for trade

and balance of payments support. Addition-
ally, it will provide fi.nance for multi-country
development projects. The South Asian De-
velopment Fund would enhance the region's
capacity to take full advantage of the sur-
pluses generated, particularly, in other parts

of Asia and collectively address this issue.

The five Core Areas - Poverty Eradication,
Food Security, Trade Cooperation, Payments
Union and External Resources Mobilization were

not only closely inter-related, but also neces-

sary pre-requisites for achieving the Vision of a

South Asian Economic Community with sustain-
able human development, real democratic po-
iitical formations and good governance. With-
out the eradication of the worst forms of pov-
erty, however, SAARC could not establish the
one billion strong South Asian mass market. Food

Security is the other side of the poverty coin
and in a region which has a food surplus and

further potential for food production, poverty
eradication and the right to food go hand in hand.

For trade co-operation payments arrangements
were essential, In Europe the Payments Union
preceded economic cooperation. The
mobilisation of external resources is necessary

both for poverty eradication as well as for

industrialisation and building South Asia's tech-
nological capabilities. Trade Co-operation was
not supposed to end with the signing of a

framework Agreement-the South Asian Prefer-
ential Trade Agreement (SAPTA). The Report
urged that since the opening up of regional trade
will help expand production and employment
in all countries, bring down costs of living and

reap the benefits of a larger technology led mass

market, there should be reductions across the
board of tariff and non-tariff barriers within flve
years.

The IGSAC Reportperformed a catalytic role
and helped translate the Vision of a South Asian
Economic Community into a transitional imple-
mentation strategy and made an impact on the
Heads of State. The Colombo Summit incorpo-
rated the five interrelated recommendations into
its Summit Declaration. The impact of the
IGSAC Report on the SAARC Heads of State
and Policy Makers clearly demonstrated the
value of a close partnership between indepen-
dent scholars and professionals and the official
SAARC process.

The Independent South Asian Commission on
Poverty Alleviation3

Even though this bold inter-related Vision
was accepted by the SAARC Heads of States at

their 1991 Colombo Summit, the follow-up
implementation strategy has got diluted. The five
recommendations have got compartmentalized
in the official SAARC process into a series of
fragmented activities, each inching its way
through the various SAARC decision making
bodies.

The South Asian Preferential Trade Agree-
ment (SAPTA), a framework intergovernmen-
tal agreement though signed, has yet to be imple-
mented and further expanded to move trade co-
operation towards the one billion strong mass

market and the South Asian Free Trade Area
(SAFTA). The in-depth studies on Food Secu-
rity and Payments Arrangements have yet to get

off the ground. The proposal for establishing a

South Asian Development fund got bogged

(3) See, Meeting the challenge, Report of the lndependent South

Asian Commission or Poverty Alleviation, SAARC
Secretariat, Kathmandu, November 1992.
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down in Expert Groups, Inter-Governmental
Committees and Consultants Reports. A proper
feasibility study has yet to be undertaken.

In the area of Poverty, however, there
seemed to be some intellectual vigour to the
immediate follow up to the Colombo SAARC
Summit decisions.

The Process :

The Independent South Asian Commission
on Poverty Alleviation which had been estab-
lished atthe I99I Colombo SAARC Summit was
a unique innovation within SAARC. The Mem-
bers of the Commission, though appointed by
SAARC Heads of State, functioned indepen-
dently and in their personal capacities. There
were Scholars, Government officials, as well as

representatives of NGO's and organisations of
the poor - all South Asians. They formed an in-
ter-disciplinary team and carried on their in -

depth enquiry over a eight month period. Ex-
tensive consultations were also held with other
experts, organisations of the poor, and policy
makers.

The Terms of Reference required the mem-
bers of the Commission to clearly diagnose what
went wrong with past attempts at poverty alle-
viation, draw the positive lessons from the
ground where the poor have been mobilised to
contribute to economic growth and human de-
velopment and, finally, to identify the critical
elements in a practical, but coherent overall strat-
egy of poverty alleviation in South Asia. There
was a realisation that without poverty eradica-
tion, the one billion strong mass market could
not become a reality and the South Asian re-
source base could erode further.

The Report that emerged was a unanimous
one. Achieving this unanimity in relation to such
a complex problem area was worthy of note.
The analysis was not based on a priori theorising
or on borrowed ideologies. It was based on the
South Asian reality and on the hard lessons on
the ground of nearly half a century of develop-
ment experience. This was the first time that
South Asian Heads of State had collectively
sought independent advice from such a group
of South Asians and provided tlem with an op-
portunity to look critically at nearly half a cen-

tury of South Asian development experience.

The Policy Options:

The Report conveyed some sharp political
messages, a perspective and some practical rec-
ommendations. These were couched in the form
of three coherent messages and one composite
recommendation:

Message No.l: Problem and Setting

Poverty in the Region in the year 1991,
based on the conventional "Poverty Line" esti-
mates in most countries, would be between 330
to 440 million. It is more likely to be in the higher
range. The Structural Adjustment policies, which
accompany the open-economy-industrialisation
strategy currently being adopted by most
SAARC countries, are likely to put further
strains on the poor, particularly, in the shorter
term. The conclusion was inescapable that the
magnitude and complexity of the problem of
poverty in South Asia is staggering. When
coupled with the multifaceted crisis currently
facing South Asian countries, the problem is
becoming unmanageable. It not only puts de-
mocracy at risk, but also poses a threat to the
very fabric of South Asian Societies.

Message No.2: Inadequacy of Past Development
Interventions

The conventional development interven-
tions over the past fifty years, has resulted in a

growth rate too low to have an impact on the
levels of living and human development of the
large number of poor. Even such growth has
failed to "trickle down" or to be administratively
redistributed to the poor, except in a limited
mannef.

Message No.3: Learning from the Ground

The eradication of poverty in South Asia
would require a major political approach in
which social mobilisation and empowerment of
the poor plays a critical note. In the past ten to
fifteen years, a sufficient body of new experi-
ence has matured at the micro-level in the South
Asian countries, which demonstrates that where
the poor participate as subjects and not as ob-
jects of the development process, it is possible
to generate growth, human development and
equity, not as mutually exclusive trade-offs but
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as complementary elements in the same process.
An indepth analysis made of the hundreds of
pafticipatory processes on the ground in South
Asia confirm that the poor have contributed to
growth and human development simultaneously
under varying socio-political circumstances.

The Recommendation: A Pro-Poor Perspec-
tive and Social Mobilisation

The Perspective which should inform these
new premises for action should be unambigously
pro-poor and culturally relevant. The new pre-
mises for action is a pattern of development
which initially moves on two fronts:

(a) The open-economy industrialisation front.

(b) The poverty alleviation front.

These two parallel strategic thrusts, having
longer and shorter term time frame can be
harmonised as the two processes evolve.

The elements that should inform the Pov-
erty Alleviation front are:

* Poverty can be eradicated in South Asia by
the year 2002,leaving only a residual number
of poor who would need relief, social welfare
programmes and safety nets. This residual
category can be kept within manageable lim-
its and be carried by society until they, too,
can become part of the mainstream of a sus-
tainable development process, where growth
human development and equity are not trade-
offs.

This would involve a doubling of GDP per
capita from the current US$300 to US$600
per capita (given a projected population
growth rate of 1.8 per cent). This means a

GDP growth rate of 9 per cent per annum for
the Region. This growth rate of 9 per cent is
an ambitious target, but achievable. It can
build upon the growth rate of 3.1 per cent in
the 1980's, which was achieved under.very
adverse conditions. Each SAARC country
can phase its indicative planning targets
according to its own potential.

Such an increase will have to be produced
by a different pattern of development which
requires an explicit political commitment of

the leadership and the participation of the
poor in development. Such political commit-
ment would have to focus on the two con-
ventional targets of growth policy: lowering
the incremental capital-output ratio from 4:1
to 3:1 or less; and increasing the marginal
saving rates from the current levels to 27 per
cent or more. Such a large shift would also
require the involvement and participation of
the poor through their own institutions and
mobilisation of their own savings and that of
the non-poor. Lowering of the capital output
ratio would involve a growth strategy based
on labour intensive development, with high
productivity and human development.

A key element of the strategy has to be to
mobilise the savings of the poor themselves as
a first step. South Asian countries have little
choice but to use labour, the factor in surplus.
The investment activity of the poor is effected
mainly not in the form of monetary instruments,
but as asset creation by transforming labour into
capital. Combined with proper organisation, it
can help unleash new forces leading to efficient
asset creation. The "sharing and caring,, char-
acteristics of the poor in South Asia and the val-
ues of "simplicity and frugality" too can rein-
force such an effort. Thus, in addition to the
conventional accumulation process by the State
and the private sector, there is a compulsion for
a new accumulation process.

Lastly, this process must include a net trans-
fer of resources to the poor. Apart from increas-
ing their savings and having access to capital,
such a resource transfer can also take the form
of improving the social and physical infrastruc-
ture for the poor, once again through their own
participation. All this requires a major effort at
social mobilisation leading to the release of the
creative energies of the poor and the building
of their organisations.

Although, initially, such a pro-poor strat-
egy can be designed and implemented indepen-
dently of the longer-term open-economy
industrialisation and the associated programme
of structural adjustment adopted by most coun-
tries, eventually the two strands of the overall
development pattern would have to be
harmonised with each other. Since they have
different time frames, this harmonisation could
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take place as the two processes unfold. South
Asian regional cooperation to create a one bil-
lion strong market and a South Asian commu-
nity can further reinforce the harmonisation pro-
cess.

Using the Perspective and the Premises for
Action as the point of departure, the Report
stated that the States in South Asia need to ar-
ticulate a new clear Vision for the Poor. The
Commission strongly recommended that each
SAARC country should prepare immediately, a
national level Plan for the Poor using the Pro-
Poor Perspective and the Premises for Action
identified in this Report. The implementation of
such a Plan for the Poor in their respective coun-
tries should build on the success cases on the
ground and other innovative macro processes
currently being initiated in all these countries.
The whole process should be monitored with
built in self-corrective measures.

The Report helped to clarify a great deal of
conceptual confusion and conflicting advice
being given to governments regarding solutions
to the poverty problem, both from internal and
external sources which required to be sorted out.

At the Seventh SAARC Summit in Dhaka
in April 1993, the Heads of State endorsed the
Poverty Commission Report and reiterated their
commitment to continue to accord high priority
to eradication of poverty, preferably by the year
2002. They pledged to overcome this challenge
through the implementation of appropriate pro-
poor development strategies at the macro and
micro levels.

This Consensus by the Heads of State of
SAARC constitutes a major response to the
multifaceted crisis in South Asia and reflects the
strong compulsions to bring poverty to the centre
stage of nationirl and international concern and
innovative action. It also opens up new political
space in South Asia for an approach to poverty
eradication through social mobilisation and
participation of the poor in development. In this
approach the poor are perceived as part of the
solution and not as the problem. The Report of
the Independent South Asian Commission and
the Heads of State acted as a fimt step towards
initiating a,New Social Contract between the
State and the Poor in South Asia to replace the

Welfare State concept, which was eroding. It also
acted as an "entry point" for recapturing the
Vision of a South Asian Economic Community.

A New Partnership with Donors

A third instance of an innovative response
by independent Scholars, Professionals and
Policy makers working in a new kind of part-
nership with the official SAARC process can be
seen in the two dialogues:

(i) The SAARC Secretariat and Members of the
Independent South Asian Commission on
Poverty Alleviation, with the World Bank
and other International Finance Institutions.

(ii) The SAARC Secretariat and Members of the
Independent South Asian Commission on
Poverty Alleviation with the Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany.

Without the donor agencies also coming
into this new partnership, the consensus being
forged on development and the strategic options
will be diluted.

The Process

The Heads of the State underscored the criti-
cal link between the success of national efforts
aimed at poverty alleviation and the external
factors affecting growth and development. They
urged all major actors in the world economic
scene, particularly the industrialised countries
and the multilateral and regional financial insti-
tutions and non-governmental organisations to
create an enabling international atmosphere that
is supportive of poverly alleviation programmes
in South Asia. They felt this would require a new
dialogue with donors.

The members of the SAARC Standing Com-
mittee approved the World Bank's offer to col-
laborate with SAARC in holding an Informal
Workshop on Poverty Reduction in South Asia
(Annapolis, USA, October 1993) with the par-
ticipation of Secretary General SAARC, former
members of ISACPA, World Bank, IMF and
ADB officials, Representatives of UNDP,
UNICEF, other international agencies and NGOs
and academic resources persons and researchers
in this field. Similarly, approved the participation
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of the Secretary General of SAARC in the
German dialogues.

The United Nations University South Asian
Perspectives Network again focussed on this
mandate and contributed to the
conceptualisation, planning and organisation of
both dialogues.

Both dialogues sought to identify several
areas of consensus in the diverse experiences,
approaches and perceptions among the differ-
ent groups of participants. During the discus-
sions areas for further research and analysis were
also identified. There were these unique features
of the dialogues. First it helped the donor
organisations to understand the approach that
was presented by the Independent South Asian
Commission on Poverty Alleviation, whose
"ownership" had also been accepted by South
Asian Governments. Secondly, it helped to gen-
erate a secondary dialogue between the various
donor organisations represented and helped in
sorting out some of the contradictions in ap-
proach between these organisations and the ad-
vice they were giving South Asian governments.
Thirdly, the dialogues brought together diverse
view points within the particular donor
organisation, where several different strands of
thought within this one organisation were
brought together, to focus on one region. The
dialogue helped to effect better co-ordination
with those organisations and also give greater
coherence to their approach.

Policy Options

In both dialogues there was consensus that
the case of poverty reduction in South Asia
through conventional development approaches
was painfully slow. The time horizon for the open
economy and structural adjustment sftategies to
have an impact on the poor was much longer
than originally estimated. It was also agreed that
parlicipation by the poor is a key component of
a comprehensive poverty eradication strategy.
The dialogue helped move the discussion to-
wards the emerging paradigm shift, based on
the recent lessons from the ground were appar-
ent.

In the case of the dialogue with the World
Bank and the other International Financial In-

stitutions these following areas of agreement,
which could provide the new premises for ac-
tion emerged. The Agenda of the Workshop in-
cluded presentations and discussions on broad
poverty reduction strategies, efforts, experiences
and perspectives of the ADB, United Nations
and other international agencies, assessments of
World Bank experiences, lessons from South
Asian experiences on the role of Governments,
NGo-Government relationship, pro-poor plan-
ning, case studies of participatory development
through locally based programmes and the
World Bank's operational perspectives on pov-
erty reduction in South Asia.

The Workshop identified the following ar-
eas of agreement among the participants as a
basis for policy options:

Poverty in South Asia is very high by any
measure and affects women and children with
particular severity. Unless credible and sus-
tainable country-based programs for reduc-
ing poverty within a reasonably short time
are adopted, the stability of socio-political
economic systems will be exposed to a great
deal of risk.

Growth is necessary for sustainable poverty
reduction. However, the quality of growth is
a crucial ingredient: it must be broadly based
and labour intensive and incentives must be
in place that encourage efficiency and reward
competitive activities.

Along with high quality growth and invest-
ment in people, targeted programmes for the
poor are needed. These prograrnmes must be
efficient (delivered at reasonable costs and
well targeted) and use effective and innova-
tive delivery mechanisms, creatively combin-
iog market mechanisms, government
programmes and NGO activities and
strengthening community participation and
relevant community institutions in pursuit of
the programmes' objectives.

Participation of the poor in the design and
delivery of basic services, as well as in spe-
cific, targeted programmes, is crucial. There
is abundant evidence of successful and ef-
fective participation of the poor in South Asia.
Even so, much work needs to be done to
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participatory pov-
erty monitoring and development and build-
ing the capacity for that purpose, thus
enouraging all governments also to take their
commitments in this area more seriously.

In the case of the dialogue with the Gov-
ernment of the Federal Republic of Germany, From both these dialogues several areas for
the following consensus emerged on what do- further research and analysis have emerged:
nors could do:

- What are the macro framework conditions
under which participation of the poor in de-
velopment can be effective? How do you de-
fine Pro-Poor Planning and Social
Mobilisation?

- How do you initiate the harmonisation of the
Open Economy Strategy and Structural Ad-
justment Policy for the longer term impact
on the poverty problem, with the shorler term
Pro-Poor Planning and Social Mobilisation
Strategy as recommended in the Poverty
Commission Report?

- What is the role of Governments, Banks
NGO's and Donors in providing sensitive
support to the process of social mobilisation
which enables the poor to participate as sub-
jects and not merelyas objects of poverty
eradication stiategies?

- How can small "success cases" be scaled up?

- What kind of new capacities need to be built
for poverty eradication and how not only to
stimulate the new accumulation process
emerging at the base of South Asian econo-
mies, but also to ensure that growth, human
development and equity are not trade offs in
the new pattern of development?

- What sort of Participatory Monitoring Sys-
tem can be put in place, as a self-corrective
mechanism, building on the various experi-
ences in the use of the Sociograms in the
Report of the Poverty Commission?

(5) See Report of the Independent South Asian Commission on
poverty Alleviation (pp62). Aspects of this Sociogram have
been developed further by BRAC in Bangladesh and AKRSP
in Pakistan. More recently the WWF in India, using the in-
formation in their Ctedit Society has attempted a more com-
prehensive monitoring on the impact of their intervention,
using the Sociogram.

analyse empirically the circumstances under
which participation is most effective and
when it is not and how successful schemes
can be scaled up or relegated.

- give high priority to poverty eradication
measures directly targeted at the poor, i.e.
calibrating projects in terms of actual num-
bers of people to be reached during a certain
time-frame, and to assign higher priorities to
projects directed at the chronic poor.

- engage in a carefully prepared cross-sectoral
policy dialogue on povefty alleviation in the
South Asian context with relevant actors in
Government and at other levels, aimed at
reaching a commonality of understanding
and approach; the policy dialogue-with pur-
suing a holistic approach-should be devoted
to a precise topic and brought to country and
local levels so that complex problems can
be handled against a concrete reality "on the
spot"; due to the complexity of actors and
the diversity of opinions, participatory policy
dialogue is of utmost importance; the conti-
nuity of the policy dialogue must be ensured
(the Development Policy forum of the Ger-
man Foundation for International Develop-
ment is considered to be an important instru-
ment in that regard), imparting an element
of dynamism.

- make poverty eradication a regular topic in
inter-governmental negotiations on develop-
ment co-operation; NGOs and researchers
should be involved in the preparatory pro-
cess; funding issues should be addressed
during dialogues at highest levels, with spe-
cial emphasis on the problems of backlog,
effciency and effectiveness.

- Donor agencies should support independent
research organisations and networks; pro-
mote capacity building; redesign their pro-
cedures to relieve spending pressure, e.g.
make it pcssible that funds not spent at the
end of the budget period can be put into a

poverty alleviation fund thus providing
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Herein lies the challenge to the Indepen-
:ent scholarly and action research committee
:i SouthAsia to make the SAARC Summit "Con-

:3nsus on Poverty Eradication in the Year 2002",
:;ring oaly residaal nrm&ers to be carried &y
,.:lt-are progammes and safety nets, until they
. o can be brought into the mainstream of de-
:1opment. In meeting this challenge they could

.-so help evolve the New Social contract be-
,i een the State and the Poor in South Asia.6

From Peace Towards a SouthAsian Community

Though at the Seventh and Eighth SAARC
S:mmit's the "owner-ship" of the Report of the

-dependent South Asian Commission on Pov-
-:lr Alleviation was accepted by the SAARC
.jlr,ernments, there is still to be a vigorous
:plementation of these decisions. The follow
-r of specific recommendations requires further
,:udy and research and well prepared coherent
::licy dialogues with the actors in the process,
: the other side of "Peace Initiatives" is to be
:;hieved.

As mentioned, the Male Summit in 1990
::iterated the invitation for Scholars, Profession-

..-s. NGOs and the Media to help reinforce the
it-icial SAARC process. Learning the positive

3ssons from scholarly groups, the SAARC Fed-
.:ation of Chambers of Commerce, SAARC
- 

arv and other such activities, SAARC should
:lace greater emphasis on non-governmental
rd peoples initiatives and parlicipation to move
.:e SAARC process forward. A process began
.i ith the Report of the Independent Group on
South Asian Co-operation (IGSAC), which pri-
ntized what were Core Areas of Regional Co-
:eration. Independent scholars and profession-

.-s also helped to give conceptual clarification

.r the concepts of Pro-Poor Planning and Social
\lobilisation. They prepared for two follow-up
:-aiogues with the Wortd Bank and other Inter-

-ational Financial Insitutions and also with the
lovernment of Germany, to test the donor re-
.ronse to the 1993 SAARC Consensus on Pov-
:nv Eradication. A very positive response was

The New Social Contract between the State and the Poor in
South Asia has yet to be fully articulated. A beginning has
been made in subsequent discussions among independent
scholars to refine some of the Pro-Poor values and elements
in Chapter 4 of the Poverty Commission Report, towards this
end.

elicited from important sections of the interna-
tional community. Similarly, independent groups
also prepared for the SAARC Finance and PIan-
ning Ministers meeting on the follow-up to the

Pover(y C'o-rimrisrbn and Fleads ofs"tate d'eci-
sion. Several position papers were also prepared
for the 1995 SAARC Summit. This process
should be reinforced and lightly institutionalised
as a parallel independent process, with continu-
ous policy dialogues in partnership with the of-
ficial SAARC process. In particular, it is felt that
greater encouragement and support should be
given to independent research groups to under-
take the second generation of studies and iden-
tify the furlher policy options for consideration
at the official SAARC meetings. Serious policy
dialogues should be organised on the basis of
these in-depth studies, so that the conclusions
are internalised and incorporated into the imple-
mentation of the SAARC Declarations. This
would not only deepen and help speed up the
process of Regional Cooperation, but would
also assist in a new learning process through
the exchange of "successful" experiences of so-
lutions to the multifaceted crisis facing the re-
gion. From these, areas for immediate research
can be identified.

A New Social Contract between the State and
the Poor in South Asia

The political commitment re-stated at the
1995 New Delhi Summit to eradicate the worst
forms of Poverty by the Year ZOO2, which was
based on the recommendations of the Report of
the Independent South Asian Commission on
Poverty Alleviation now has an Action plan. The
Declaration that 1995 should be the year of
Poverty Eradication provides further political
space for systematic and coherent implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the poverty
Commission. For purposes of implementation
the term "Poverty Eradication" should be inter-
preted as in the Poverty Commission Report as
"eradicating the worst forms of poverty, within
a reasonable time frame, leaving only residual
numbers to be carried by safety nets and char-
ity until they also could be mainstreamed,.

Howeyer the decision on Eradication of
Poverty by the Year 2002 taken by consensus
at the Dhaka SAARC Summit of L993 and
repeated at the SAARC Summit of 1995,
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should not be considered an end in itself. It
should also be considered the first step in the

New Social Contract between the State and the

Poor in South Asia.

This Social Contract should incorporate cul-
turally relevant values such as "sharing and car-

ing", and also the "Right of Food" and the "Right
to Work". Such a Social Contract would enable

the States of South Asia to replace the welfare
state concepts that are eroding with a more dy-
namic concept which could also help to miti-
gate the violence and multifaceted crises within
individual SAARC countries.

While the State needs to play a strategic role
in the areas of human and social development,
the lessons from the on the ground reality need

to be further studied and lessons drawn from
"success cases". They show that the poor when

mobilised, can also contribute to both poverty
eradication and human development at the base

of South Asian economies. A fundamental
premise of the Poverty Commission Report was

that the Poor are Efficient. As an efficient sec-

tor, the poor should also be provided resources

to be productive. They should not be
tranquilised with safety nets and charity. The
creativity of the poor should not be wasted. The

Pro-Poor Plans based on the release of this cre-

ativity would complement the Open Economy
strategies and be harmonised with them, as the

two processes with different time horizons in
benefiting the poor unfolded.

In operationalising this Pro-Poor strategy,

the New Delhi Declaration called for Finance
and Planning Ministers of the region to meet and

formulate the implementation strategy. The next
meeting of Finance and Planning Ministers
should be mandated to look into these strategic

aspects in depth and also relate this new accu-

mulation process at the base of the economy,
with the question of food security and creating
a one billion strong mass market in South Asia
through SAFTA and other relevant policies for
regional co-operation.

Further Agenda for Research

1. In research terms, South Asian Scholars, and

action researchers and policy makers should

undertake a series of follow-up studies as a

basis for informal policy dialogues. The first
should be an implementation strategy to the
Report of the Independent South Asian Com-
mission on Poverty Alleviation required to
operationalise the methodology of "Pro-Poor
Planning and Social Mobilisation" and to
harmonise this leg of the overall development
strategy with the Open Economy Strategy and

Structural Adjustment Policies that go with
it. These studies should also attempt to quan-

tify the new accumulation process at the base

of South Asian economies and in the infor-
mal sectors. In the "success cases" this ac-

cumulation process is demonstrating that the

poor are not part of the problem to be taken
care of only with subsidies and safety nets,

but can be a part of the solution. They are

efficient and can themselves directly contrib-
ute to growth. The pattern of growth can re-
sult in greater human development and
greater equity and these values need not be

trade offs to growth.

The other side of the win is the "Peace Divi-
dend" within South Asia. For this purpose,

an in-depth study on the "Peace Dividend"
within South Asia should be conducted. This
should reflect the consequence of the de-es-

calation of the arrns race within South Asia,
through internal conflict resolution. Lessons
should be drawn from "success"cases in other
parts of the world.

With the food surpluses currently available
in the SAARC region and the potential for
increasing food production through effec-
tively harnessing the available knowledge
and technology, SAARC countries should put
in place a Food Security System with imme-
diate effect. Water resources are plentiful in
the region. In many areas two and three crops
can be grown instead of one.

The Food Security System would reflect the
"Right to Food" which should be an integral
part of the Social Contract. "Food for Work"
programmes could then not only cushion the

effects of structural adjustment programmes

on the poor, but could also underpin employ-
ment guarantee schemes and the "Right to
Work", another element in the Social Con-
tract. A great deal of small infrastructure
programmes carried out labour intensively

2.

3.
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could also provide work for the large num-
bers of landless poor and unemployed. These

are all part of the labour intensive develop-
ment and industrialisation strategies recom-
mended. These were the implications in the
major decisions taken by the Heads of State/
Government rn 1993 and repeated in 1995,
but are yet to be implemented. The studies
in the Food Reserve area, within the
SAARC's Integrated Programme of Action
can be absorbed into this larger proposal.
There is still too much of this kind of frag-
mentation in the SAARC Programme of Ac-
tion, which has to be given greater coher-
ence, so that major economic and social prob-
lems in the region are solved in a coherent
and systematic way.

4. With a vision of creating a one billion strong
mass market in South Asia within a reason-
able time frame, a commitment has been made

at the Eighth SAARC Summit, to moving
beyond the South Asian Preferential Trade
Agreement towards a South Asia Free Trade
Area. While pursuing the negotiations under
SAPTA on a commodity by commodity ba-
sis, consideration can be given to 'across the

board' reduction in tariffs within the region.
To facilitate this objective unilateral conces-
sions by Member States may also be consid-
ered. Similar arrangements could also be
made bilaterally or trilaterally within the
SAPTA framework.

As part of the longer term strategy the fea-
sibility of sub-regional cooperation for Free
Trade and Custom Union purposes may be ex-
amined, eg: in the North and North-East coun-
tries of the region, namely, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and India; in the Southern subre-
gion comprising Maldives, Sri Lanka and In-
dia; and the Western sub-region comprising Pa-

kistan and India. Consortia for promoting
SAARC Trade with the other regional group-
ings like ASEAN, NAFTA and EEC, as well as

for greater South Asian Co-operation should also

be examined in depth.

The SAARC study on Trade, Manufactur-
ing and Services should be updated, revising it
against the background of liberalisation policies
and the need for reaching towards the potential
of the one billion strong mass market and the
South Asian free Trade Area (SAFTA).

To supplement the SAFTA, the proposals
made for closer regional payments arrangements
and export credit arrangements recommended
to the Summit by independent South Asian
scholars and professionals should be re-
examined. This study should be elaborated to
take into consideration the need for appropriate
payments arrangements and innovative financial
institutions not only to finance trade, but also to
watch the possibility of the reverse flow of fi-
nancial resources from the region to the global
system without adequate inflows. One of the
lessons from Europe was that Payments Ar-
rangements were put in place first before closer
economic and trade Cooperation was mooted.
This is a safe and necessary course. These Pay-
ments Arrangements are necessary not only for
increased trade cooperation, but also to watch
and prevent sudden outflows, leading to debt
and other payments crises in the region. The
Latin American debt crises and particularly the
more recent Mexican crisis need not be repeated
in South Asia. The South Asian Development
Fund should be set up as early as possible, be-
fore the global surpluses are re-directed to other
regions or dried up as a result of uncertainties
in the global system or because of problems in
the major industrialised countries themselves.
This proposal has been floundering too long
between the pre-feasibility study stage and a

feasibility study. Even now it is not entirely clear
what is meant by 'three windows'in the proposed
Fund and how the Fund can mobilise global,
particularly, far eastern surpluses for South Asian
development.

5. Joint ventures in industry between member
countries should be vigorously indentified
and negotiated. Such industries could be 1o-

cated in the different countries and the goods
traded initially within the region, so that all
countries received some benefits. These
industries should encourage employment-
oriented technology development and labour-
intensive industrialisation. From this study,
should also emerge the follow-up as to how
the process of labour intensive
industrialisation process can relate to the
creation of a mass market and production to
satisfy the basic needs of the large numbers.
A major programme of building firm level

' technological capability, managerial
capability and export capability to be under-
taken region wise, should also be explored.
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This should be a critical element in the vision

for SAARC in the next decade.

6. SAARC should also undertake the following
studies to develop South Asia's Natural Re-

sources Base to support a sustainable devel-

opment strategy. Natural Resource Surveys

with selective use of space technology,
informatics, and the people's knowledge sys-

tem. Emphasis should be Placed on

indentification of available natural resouces

and their wise use, particularly water re-

sources. In this joint protection and devel-

opment of the Himalayan resources should

form a critical element. Development to the

fullest of eco-friendly and hydro-electric
projects and other aternative sources of en-

ergy such as solar, wind and bio-gas.

These studies should not be purely techno-

cratic and isolated fragmented exercises. A
number of additional interrelated questions will
enter the policy dialogue on both the vision of
SAARC and the New Social Contract between

the State and the Poor in South Asia. Hence, the

studies themselves must be conducted by highly
competent inter-disciplinary teams which must

provide the new premises for action in three in-

ter-linked areas of governance and politics.

These additional studies must relate to:

(i) Resolving the incongruence between power

and culture - which lies at the heart of the

current crisis of governance in the region.

In concrete research terms this would in-
volve a critical recovery of history in order

to seek modes of governance which have

been historicaly and culturally valid in the

region and offer a model for a timely de-

centralized political order. The role of the

State in providing sensitive support to de-

velopment initiatives resulting from the re-

lease of the creativity of the poor.

(ii) Redefinition/reversing the existing relation-

ship between economy and society. This is
critical if we wish to harmonise the needs of
the economy to the needs of the society. This

would involve observation of the innumer-

able networks of social/community needs,

value based educational $ystems and how

to promote sustainable livelihoods.

(iii)Redefinition of the relationship between na-

ture and development, particularly at the

community level. This requires research on

the ways in which environmental degrada-

tion and/or natural resource management is

linked to social/political/ethnic tensions or

harmony. This is the positive side of how

do communities, which are not predatory on

nature, manage their resources when they

are properly organized. Currently research

indicates that such linkages ate fat stronger

than hitherto imagined. but a great deal more

research is required to identify the policy
options.
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THE MEDIA AND THE MILITARY
(reproduced from the Independent News - 13-12-98)

Lt. Gen. J E D Perera VSY D Litt. FBIM

I have been invited by Janaka Perera, Fea-
tures Editor of the Independent Media (hrt) Ltd.,
to comment on the military and the media. In
July 1995, I wrote to the 'Daily News' on this
subject and I have not changed my views since
then. I have asked Janaka to reproduce that ar-
ticle with a few amendments to update it.

I have had much experience and success in
maintaining a close rapport with a very
aggresive media in Australia. This was in the
years 1982 to 1986 when I was High Commis-
sioner there and the holocaust in July 1983 in
Sri Lanka evoked great interest in that country
especially as "Eelam" propagandists had fed the
media with false information. Once the media
was convinced of the genuineness of the state's
efforts to curb a rebel force and a healthy rela-
tionship was established between us, the media
in that country became quite reasonable. So my
belief is that there has to be mutual trust and
understanding between the media and officials.

I also recollect attending seminars in Brit-
ain, particularly at the Royal United Services In-
stitution in the sixties, where many distinguished
war correspondents of the Second World War,
the Korean War and the Vietnam War partici-
pated.

There was a consensus amongst those
present that whilst it was necessary to keep one's
own side (nation or alliance) well informed, it
was equally important to deny information to
the enemy. Hence the dictum'"Thou shalt inform
thy side, thou shall not inform thy enemy."

This is a fundamental principle applicable
to all times and this was stated at a time when
the electronic media was showing live scenes

from Vietnam. Unfortunately, we in Sri Lanka
did not have TV at the time.

A nation isentifled toknow aboutitsforces
because expendifure is incurred from public
fuird's, the nation provides the human
resources and above all the nation must be

confident of the security provided to them by
the state.

The media's role is made easier when ad-
versaries are two different groups of nations
such as the Axis Powers and the Allies, because
the entire resources of these two groups or na-
tions are mobilised to fight such wars. It is cer-
tainly more difflcult for the media when the con-
flict is an internal one as our present situation.

However, I believe good training, experi-
ence, skill, discretion, good judgement and
maturity on the part of the media representa-
tives should provide the nation with good in-
formation without prejudice to the military situ-
ation.

There are certain misgivings on the part of
the media regarding reporting objectively in our
present conflict. My answer to that is that the
media can have its own views. Facts are sacred,
comment is free.

The present military operation is one be-
tween two forces viz. the legally established
military forces of a legitimately elected govern-
ment versus an illegally raised rebel force. The
media should make up its mind on which side it
is in this respect and should not run with the
hare and hunt with the hounds.

I also wish to explain what "intelligence"
is. Some media persons mix up "information"
with "intelligence". Information is only one el-
ement in the intelligence process, which involves
sifting of information, evaluating it and making
certain deductions. Eventually a certain "mo-
saic" or "jig-saw plzzle" is built up.

Judging by the actions of the LTTE, Pottu
Amman must have a highly sophisticated intel-
ligence network and a well documented intelli-
gence library. They undoubtedly have dossiers
on the forces, the units, the ships, the aircraft,
the senior officers, the equipment etc. The me-
dia must not contribute to this data bank.
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However, they may not be able to piece all
these together until a revelation is made by the

media of the location of a particular unit or for-
mation, the name of its commanding officer etc.

They then know the characteristics of their op-

posing force and work around such informa-
tion.

On the other hand, our own forces do not
get any such information from the adversary's

media, they have to get it the hard way by inter-

rogating prisoners or relying on local informa-
tion. Our media must therefore, desist from pub-

lishing such information, which can jeopardise

operations.

I have been informed that certain officers
seek publicity and the media obliges. Both are

responsible for jeopardising national security-

Very senior commanders of course should

receive publicity and in any case their appoint-

ments appear in the government gazette. It is
always good for the troops to know who their

senior commanders are.

There is a need to train war correspondents.

War is too serious a matter to be left in the hands

of amateur journalists just as perhaps it is too

serious to be left entirely in the hands of
Generals. It will be ideal for young journalists

to join the volunteer forces of the country, don

uniforms, carry out the usual training and get

involved in the various operational, logistical and

administrative machinery of the forces.

Such a person, would be far more compe-

tent and realistic in his reporting. It is applicable

to those in the electronic media as well. Such a

person is very unlikely to jeopardise his own
life or those of his colleagues by careless re-
porting.

There has to be very close liaison between

the media and military at all levels with mutual

trust cultivated, so that the truth should not be

hidden, but the media must only divulge such

information that is not prejudicial to operations-

The electronic media is a relatively new phe-

nomenon in Sri Lanka. Although the electronic

media was used extensivd during the Vietnam

War and some gruesome battle scenes were seen

on the screens of Americans at home, informa-
tion revealing identities of units and their per-
sonnel were never given. One of the few ex-
ceptions was the Mai Lai massacre.

In Sri Lanka the electronic media, hardly
ever shows battle scenes, even when they are

reported to be of several hours duration.

The media has a very responsible task to
perform. Speculative reports based on "bar talk"
sometimes appear and is subsequently retracted

with an apology. This is dangerous and need

not occur if the media is more discerning in its
approach and reporting, whilst being familiar
with the battlefield and the happenings there.

Some media people suggest that media re-
lations on the military side should be handled
by retired persons. I disagree with this view. I
believe that trained serving officers of all three

services must play this role. Retired officers have

no role to play in the day to day running of the

forces and that should be entirely in the hands

of serving officers.

I can assure the public that in the Sri Lanka
Army, the majority of senior officers all of whom
I know personally are of high calibre matching
the professional standards of any army. There
are of course a handful of them who seek ad-

vancement through political patronage or me-
dia publicity - this happens everywhere all the
time.

There are also a few "floaters" who do no

wrong, but do nothing positive either, but ad-

vance in rank step by step. On the whole, how-
ever, our army has professional leaders of high
calibre.

Retired officers have a role to play in dif-
ferent spheres such as manpower mobilisation
and demobilisation (for which contingency plans

must be drawn up) in organising civil defence
and other auxiliary forces, rehabilitation, relief
and refugee matters and counselling services.

Certain very senior offrcers known for their
professional knowledge may also be consulted
in matters of strategy or the higher direction of
operations, but not in tactical matters.
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Some media personnel believe that infor-
mation technology has developed rapidly so that

a person in one corner of the world gets to know
what happens in another corner in an instant and

as such informaiion cannot be denied the en-

emy. I admit it is difficult, but information tech-

nology is controlled by the media and a disci-
plined media will ensure that only information
on a need to know basis is released.

In this context "Press Censorship" is irrel-
evant and only contributes to false information
being propagated.

We in Sri Lanka saw something of the
Falklands War and more of the Gulf War on our
TV screens. None of the footage that appeared

disclosed identities of persons, places or units
except in the case of very senior commanders,

whose names were almost household names at

the time.

Lastly, may I suggest that the media should

educate the public of Sri Lanka on the role of
the armed forces and their component
organisations, eg. the role of infantry, artillery,
armour, engineers etc. The manner in which
they are organised into formations and how such

formations are supported logistically.

Such information will not be prejudicial to
battle plans but certainly will assist the public to
know how their money is spent. Other aspects

such as the training imparted to officers and

other ranks, the emphasis on leadership; the

necessity of officers to make split second deci-

sions whilst on the field etc., will help the pub-

lic to realise the complexity of the military ma-

chine; the need for inter service co-operation;

the concept of coastal surveillance etc., etc.

It is also important that the public is suffi-
ciently briefed on the vagaries of war. Everytime
there is a setback to our forces there is panic

and despondency. People must realise that in
war or in a conflict thpre are ups and downs.
The 'ups' seem to be less emphasised than the

'downs'.

I trust these suggestions are not construed

to be a criticism of our very dynamic and ca-

pable media. It is a point of view from "the other

side of the hill" which hopefully would contrib-

ute to a more meaningful military
relationship.

media
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CARING FOR THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR TODAY
FOR OUR TOMORROW

Arn Vtce Menssal W. D. H. S. W. GooNetn.l.p.rp

I

Our near 16 year ethnic conflict has consumed the
lives of over55,000 of ourcountrymen and women which
includes well over 11,000 of our own militiamen from the

three services. As at the middle of last year (1998),
documented figures from the military high commands

reveals that over 2,100 familied men from the Army, and

over 400 each from the Navy and Air Force have perished

in the internecine warfare that we have witnessed in the
past | 1/2 decades. The stresses and strains on the lives
of those who have lost their loved ones, after the initial
outpouring of grief, needs no emphasis here, suffice it
to say that the impact and sense of hopelessness
amongst the immediately bereaving kith and kin is more
pervasive. We, in our organisation (ARFRO), in
conjunction with the Ex-Servicemens' Association
(SLESA) and the Psychiatric Association of Sri Lanka,
are on the threshold of providing some sorf of succour
to a category of persons most affected by the
psychological trauma of war i.e. The widows and
orphans of those who "gave up their today for our
tomorrow".

The idea of providing a counselling service for them
to pick up their lives after their tragic loss bore fruit early
last year when our Executive Committee met and
unanimously approved the proposal with the expectation
that the Psychiatric Association would help us in our
endeavours. This was readily forthcoming when it
passed a resolution at their annual general meeting at
end March 1998, to get involved in our programme. No
project of this magnitude could get off the ground without
substantial funds, therefore, for the next eight to nine
months, the undersigned as Chairman of the Armed
Forces Remembrance day and Poppy week November
1998 had to concentrate his efforts to raise the desired

monies not only for the existing welfare projects, but for
this venture, too. The outcome of it all was a generous

offer of a grant of Rs. 250,000 from the collections for
last year said to be the highest on record, thanks to the
generosity of the donors, who responded magnificently
to our latest appeal for promoting the cause of another
section of our own communiry in our own promised land,
unlike in the past. We are now ready to launch our new
activity, for which a sub-committee comprising members

of the medical profession, together with eminent public
persons who volunteered to participate, through
newspaper appeals, forming the nucleus of this
committee, numbering about 10 persons, under the

Chairmanship of this writer and Co-chaired by the

Secretary of the Psychiatric Association, has been

formed. We have had two meetings upto now after our

inauguration in December last year, in the first u eek :'r
January and February this year, and a welcome fear:-:
was the voluntary offer of the Chairman of ::-:
Presidential Task Force on rehabilitation and resettlern3rt
on an island-wide basis, Dr David Ratnavale, provid:.:-i
his services as a consultant to our organisation. I mui:
take this opportunity, on behalf of our association. :i
say a very big thank you to the Army Commander. L:
Gen Srilal Weerasuriya, who made the 4s Engineers \lesi
available for all our activities, no less the Commandrrs
Officer of this establishment at Narahenpita, Colone.
Barney Soysa who also provides the necessar',
administration facilities to conduct our affairs withou:
the slightest impediment.

Well, we have come a long way since we first mooted
this idea almost an year ago and we have now reached

the stage where we have called applications from u'ar-
widows who wish to be counselled, and those desirous
of being trained as counsellors, since the totality of
trained counsellors throughout the country is quite
inadequate for the task at hand. It was encouraging but
rather disturbing to note that, as at the first week of
February this year, the applications received from Armi
widows alone stood at 1070 with the numberrising dail1.'.

and those from the Navy and Air Force, although the

relative figures would be much smaller, are yet to be

received. The number of applicants for training as

counsellors is also very promising, and considering the

fact that no proper public appeal has been made upto
this point of time, we have been flooded with 48 written
applications (also, as at the first week of February).
without considering the numerous telephone enquiries
that have been made as to how one can be ofservice to

most of these bereaved families. Perusing through some

of these applications, the majority of which require
administrative solutions, which will be weaned by the

medical chiefs of the three services as they do not come
within the purview of our committee, the tales related are

really heart warming and heart rending. The one that
caught my eye was a child who lost his voice when the

father died and as yet has to regain his speech. Then,
there have been pathetic appeals from poor parents, who
had financial support from their sons when alive but
now having to fend for themselves as all dues are paid
only to the next of kin. Quite apart from the spectre of
unemployment for the older children and education
breakdowns, the younger ones yet to enter schools
encounter serious problems of admission to the better
known ones in the towns and urban areas that they reside.

The most serious problem as I see it, which is never
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I
rentioned in any application but is being talked about

.: knowledgeable circles in the military, is the co-

:ebitation of the young widow with her new found

reJamour, without marriage, so as to draw on the monthly

-nsion and simultaneously having a male presence

-ound in the upbringing of the children whist the latter

:robably is enjoying "the best of both worlds." In the

r.rnd of predicament that the young widow is placed in

:,:r reasons beyond her control I shudder to think what

:e social consequences of this war on these helpless

:amilies would be if it were to drag on to the next decade

r-s is likely according to present indications.

Be that as it may, our programme gets off the ground

aith an in-house three day workshop at the Wadduwa

Holiday Resorts Hotel of the Sri Lanka Army, through

te kind courtesy once again of the Army Commandeq

trom the 23'd to 25'h of April 1999, where the flrst batch of
epprox. 20 volunteers will receive their counsellor ffaining

under the guidance of about five experts' This will be

iollowed soon after with similar workshops for selected

persons drawn from the three services and other civilians

rl'ho will be hand-picked by a technical committee of
professionals, 20 at a time, after which they will fan out

to all districts in at least five provinces for the time being,

depending on their permanent place of residence and

that of those to be counselled. The three Service

Commanders also agreed to open out all their outstation

establishments on a dawn to dusk basis for the conduct

of the counselling service by the newly trained
counsellors so that those requiring our services will not

be inconvenienced too much by having to travel long

distances to benefit from these clinics. As always, the

prime consideration is funds for an on going programme

of this nature on a yearly basis and to help us get going

in our endeavours without too many financial constraints,

the military hierarchy has indicated that consumables

such as food and drink would be provided at special

rates for all participants. We intend to pick up these bills
and also ensure that the out-of-pocket expenses of every

participant would be paid out from our funds together

with the fees payable on a nominal basis to those

instructors on our panel. It is difficult at this stage to

work out a budget, not knowing the numbers involved,

but one thing can be certain, that as long as this war

persists these numbers will continue to rise making it
one of the biggest social and traumatic problems of our

time. It is in this context that t appeal to all of you readers

on behalf of those who magnanimously responded to

go along with our organisation, for your co-operation

and goodwill to stay afloat till Thy kingdom come or at

Ieast until our national problem disappears.
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A CIVIIAN PERCEPTION OF THE WAR

(Mn BnaolaaN WernarooN)

Introduction by Lr GeN J E D Psnpna VSV D. Litt., President ARFRO

Indies and Gentlemen, I must start with an apology because we should have had this lecture on the

17'h of December and we called it off at the last moment because another Thomian became Army
Commander on that day, Mr Weerakoon is also a Thomian, and Army Officers were not available to

attend the lecture. We didn't want to have an empty hall. I am grateful to Mr Weerakoonfor having
given us this slternative date. We are privileged to have a person of the calibre of Mr Weerakoon

to speak to us today. He is perhaps one of the most outstanding public servants the country has had
in recent times. As I said before he was a Thomian and true to being a Bradman he played cricket

for St Thomas' and the University of Sri Lanka, he then got into the prestigious Ceylon Civil Service

as it was known then and held various appointments. He was Secretary to five Prime Ministers and
one President, or the Prime Minister who became a President. So that means he was in the know of
all the important things that took place in this country on both sides. Both Governments the UNP
Government as well as the SLFP Government and was the ideal Public Servant having served both
Governments loyally. Subsequently he took up an International appointment at The International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) as its Secretary General, and on completion ofthat tour of
duty he came back to Sri l,onka as Chairman of Air lnnka and then he was Advisor to President
Premadasa and he had numerous appointments thereafter If I am to tell you what those appoint-
ments are it will take the whole evening. So anyway, we are very privileged to have a person of his

calibre speaking to us today, and he is speaking to us on a subject that most of you are familiar with
the conflict in the North and East, and he gives a Civilian Perspective on this situation. I don't
think there is any other person better qualified than he to give such a talk. May I therefore call
upon Mr Weerakoon to address us

General Denis Perera, other distinguished friends
at the Head Table, Ladies and Gentlemen, it's a tremen-

dous honour for a civilian to come before an audience

such as yours, one of distinction, one of valour and one

whom the entire country must necessarily be proud of.
It is with a great deal of pleasure that I accepted the

invitation. You don't often get invitations to speak to a

distinguished audience of this kind and I accepted Denis'
invitation with pleasure and the postponement too, it
was easy to find dates. I am going to talk to you on a
subject on which you are very familiar with, the conflict
in the North and East, but I am going to try and bring in
a perspective which perhaps in your very close and deep

involvement with the subject you sometimes may not
totally see. If you are too close to it you sometimes

don't see it and so when Denis suggested that perhaps

a civilian's view of the North East conflict might be of
interest to you I certainly agreed and I thought yes it
should be so. I want to first thank Denis for that intro-
duction, I think he was very comprehensive in detailing
what I had done over the years I've lived but there were

some points I think which may need to be stressed and

re-emphasised because they have a bearing on the sub-
ject I am going to speak about. I think there are four
points which I would really like you to keep in mind
which would explain in a way the perspectives and the

insights that I bring to bear on this srlbject. I think it's
true about everybody, you're a part of the total experi-

ence that you've had, and when you speak you reflect

some of those very deep, profound in a sense experi-
ences. I started my Civil Service career almost in Jaffna.
I was in Anuradhapura for about eight months. The

Civil Service has a period of probation called Cadetship
which I think all of you are aware of. My second Cadet-

ship was in Jaffna. I spent almost ten months there and

I passed both of my examinations in Tamil. One of the

great things about being there is that you get familiarity
in the subject. Proficiency in Tamil used to be a need to
get your first proficiency bar examination in the Civil
Service. So that ser.rice in Jaffna was very interesting
and important to me as a22 year old. I remember, over
that ten months there was an Independence Day and I
remember going to the Island of Delft representing the

Government Agent and taking part in the hoisting of the

National Flag on that Independence Day. I think the

entire population of Delft at that time about 8,000 includ-
ing quite a few donkeys and ponies who were also on

the outskirts of the crowd. Those who were familiar with
Delft will know, 8,000 people celebrated Independence
and many of them sang the National Anthem of course

in Tamil, but very harmoniously. 1954 was the year. I
also served in Batticaloa long after that in the 1970's

When a particular Government was in power and I was

out of favour, I had to go to the outstations and I was in
Batticaloa. I was in Amparai before that, I had two years

there and I got to know something about the life of the

people of the Eastem Province. Now I had something

about the North and something about the East. Then in
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think at the beginning it was with militant groups, there
were other militants also in the field. I am not talking
aboutthe JVP,I am talkingreally about the militantThmil
groups. Then what did that do as a response over time,
what it did was to lead to a Government and people's
response of a greatly strengthened Military capacity. I
think that anybody would admit that there has been that
and maybe, the first slide might explain that, the total
armed forces. That's a figure that I got from a UN
document, I don't know whether it is accurate, it's 1996
they say that Sri Lanka had a total armed force of 1 15,000
armed force people, armed personnel. It may not be
rightbut it's from the Human DevelopmentReportof the
United Nations. So I picked it up. But may be we can
correct that one. But what it does also show you in the
second column is that between the years 1985 and 1996,
we would take 1985 as 100 I think you people who know
these numbers know about indexes, and then you go
higher, the 1996 figure represerrts a 522Vo increase on
the 1985 figure. Now that's quite remarkable. So that
means that in 1985 that was 5 times less. Now whether it
refers then to Army alone, Army, Navy, Air Force, Police
I don't know, but this is the figure and it is interesting
that the United Nations figure comes out, that is between
1985 to l996,in 11 years the Military capacity in terms of
armed force personnel increased by 5227o. Now, that's
one. Then in addition to that, I have made a foot note
somewhere, "don't forget the Para-militaries". Now the
Para-militaries represent the, forfunately for us the Tamil
groups who are anti-LTTE. And although they may not
come under direct command and control of the Armed
Forces, they are there in a way on the side of the
Govemment. What's happened in terms of equipment,
also I thinkfrom the early days I recall this quite intensely
because I was also part of it at that time, when there were
many requests for equipment. More sophistication. I
remember once the Air Force wanting equipment which
would enable them to see in the night - night-vision
equipment. There were requests for helicopters which
like the Bell helicopter, I remember at that time people
saying that if we had that it would make such a big
difference. And perhaps no% we have those things.
There is a fair amount of sophistication, the Navy has
sophistication, the Army has, the Air Force has and
possibly the Intelligence has sophistication. So there is
a great deal of sophistication. We are not the Army or
the Military that we were say ten years ago. With not
only numbers, but its quality, qualitatively one has
improved. Then there is the opportunity of expert
technical advice from abroad. Now I don't know the
degree, because civilians dorr't know that, and Military
people know that much more but certainly the capacity
to avail yourselfofwhatever intelligence is available in
the rest of the world has been available and the rest of
the world has been in a way prepared, though not
prepared to sell sometimes what they call lethal
gquipment, but prepared to sell communication and
intelligence equipiirr:it. The amount of money rJrat's been

expended, can I have slide 2, Defense Expenditure has
apparently gone up from in 1985 it was $31 1 million, to
1996 - $867 million. Now if you multiply 800 by 60, you
get 48 so that's almost Rs.48 billion in 1996, 48 billion,
not million but billion in 1996. And 1991 and 1 998 maybe
more. May be it's now up to about 55 billion, some say
60 billion. What does that represent in terms of GDP,
that's the Gross Domestic Product, that is of all goods
and services produced in the country in a particular year,
while in 1985 Defense Expenditure was3.87o in 1996 it
represents 6.57o. So it goes somewhere hand in hand
with the earlier figures that you saw. So that's the kind
of size of the response, now this is the public response,
the Governmental response to the insurgency, armed
conflict etc. The last point on that particular area is I
think that we have had a very committed leadership.
The leadership has been not at fault at any point as I can
see as I was looking objectively fairly all along very
committed, dedicated Military leaders as Commanders
of the Army, as Secretaries of Defense and so on, no
body who's anybody could say "now that man hadn't
his heart in it". Everybodys, heart was fully in it and also
Political Leadership. I mean the Political Leadership has
been exceedingly strong. I'd just take out two cases,
Ranjan Wijeyeratne as one, and General Ratwatte today.
Very committed, very dedicated leadership. So, you've
had some variation in-between perhaps, but broadly a

civilian looking at this situation would say, "well the
country has responded to the challenge of insurgency
with as much as you can do, with regard to your troops,
equipment, money and leadership." Something more that
I have to list out, but I thought that that sounded likg a
fairly good size of things that you'll have done. Then
look at the popular support, because not only do you
have to do this, but you have to watch your back. How
do people react? Well I think that the popular support to
what the Military has been doing has been exceedingly
strong and sustained. Ordinary people very much behind
it. I have very rarely come across people who would
differfromthis view, there mightbe somebody who would
say that Soldier came back from leave and threw his
weight around in the village and you might have a case
of Sailors in Boossa going on the rampage, these are
things in the papers that I see occasionally. Then you'd
say well, that's part of the game. People do run offlike
that. But broadly most people would support very
strongly. Very strong support among the people. Media,
generally very strong support. Generally. I don't know
whether anybody here is particularly incensed about
Iqbal Athas, but there are occasional people. There are
Defense correspondents who'll write some rubbish or
you'll think it's rubbish and then you know you feel that
he shouldn't have really done that, but broadly they
support. If you take the normal column writers, there are

a whole lot of names like Ferdinando and various people
who write they are very strongly in support. They want
to give you all the support that you can. Do what you
have to do. A bi-partisan political consensus. Let's not
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forget that the political parties by and large the PA, the ing' going berserk and letting fly' but broadly thet' *'ere

SLFp or uNp have all along been torally io ,ffi. ailcfirin"a, professional forces' And the image on the

rheymighttalkuuortpufi"?,*Ja"otuiio''I'r:;;; ::Y::'j:ihrv 
bad' a fascist leadership' terroristic

to that but broadly on tn" JorrOuct of the war they are sometimes' sometimes straightforward' sometimes

with the Military. They might at times even vote agiainst terroristic in the operation, using children, so that even

the emergency but still I thiik tt 
"y 

ur" 
"ommitt"a' 

-ft'"t" 
people like ICRC' and MSF and the [nternatonal agen-

are probably three politicat groups which,are ,ot, u,d "i"' 
u"gun after a point to change and to say "no I think

rhar may be the CWC, perhaps tfre f-!--S1> d*uy. u'littl" the Military is doing the correct kind of job' and that the

doubtful about total support for a Military u"t on uno professionalapproachisbeingused'" whichmeanrthat

the TULF. The TUlF'stands for rhe Tamil u"ir"a lxternanyantindsofcounrrieswerereadytoherp'The

Liberarion Fronr, rhey *;;i;on a side. u", ur*Jr, uS, Britain, all kinds of Govemments and extemally our

the main consensus building political parties *htd, ;; own popular groups like Sri Lankan expatriate groups

the uNp and the pA have ueln totany behind. d;;; *" Y1T:i 
taking a fairlv low profile in the past are

social formations of civil society are also totally now coming o,t,"ry much, holding placards, walking

supportive but a more i.ouO". than civil society as is on the str. eets' doctois' lawyers' professional people liv-

normally spoken "b.r; 
i;; p"opt" gte ttre trlarra ing outside and sinhalese people' coming out'

il*r;tn" ottter religious groups to,o-I"ry strongly

supportive and may be;r"r r**t- foUU,ing g.o,Ip, Change has occurred over a period' Let's look at

iike the Sinhala Arakshaka Bala Mandalaya are ;;;;iy what-was happening to the economy and society here'

behind. The International community also particuriry And I have pui it down like this, there's been quite a bit

now, not so at a certain ii-" i, ,rt" past when "ii 
;il; of change' The emergencies bring about all kinds of con-

troubles were happening in the South and that.led to a trols' Emergencies bring about unhappy situations and

very difficult p".i.a r-ir-u" rights and handi;; ;h"; the thing.about an emergency is the censorship of the

and then the International community was 
" 
littb;&y Press or the censorship of the Media' Even as a civilian

about how rhey saw rhis, bur nor now, as a resul;";;;; I have to ask myself sometimes "what do I know about

good management. Excellurt management .r iow iti what's going on?" Because it's not reported in the way

portrayed and whar i, u"tuutty dine, Internationat ,Y::r^:"]ld normally expect it to be reported with a

community has come round and is in strong support' certain amount of frankness on both sides' And that

India which is such a crucial part of the whole equation comes.on very much in the case of those terrible trag-

now rotally n"ut urir"a. inaii could take a siae-as it aia edies that weive bee" through which the public don't

once and quite dramatically tilt the balance "r;;; 
;r, know. A death toll which runs sometimes very high into

whether it is our Soldiers, the Government or whatever it the thousands is first let out as 30' 40' 50' then a 100'

is. But now India totally neutralised and come out even then 200 and it seems to climb day by day as the authori-

with a thing called the Gujral Doctrine, *t Guput oo"trine ties who give information to the Press realise that it can't

is very interesring, ;;a;;noctrine rlu,v ,uv"i. b".1:11 Lack' I think that's unfortunate because the

we are a big country, Sri Lanta is a small counti;; ;" public is not being taken into confidence' Some argue

not even looking for reciprocity. Recipro"ity it:u'outty ihut it "mav ue gooa' and if we don't do that we',l help

a principle of Intemational relations. ff on" 
"o*"o, 

at"' th9 
9theruia"' 

*i' dn"lp the enemy'" But there must be

something the other country must do tr," 'u*"' 
vou a balance in this and my personal view is that take the

have to balance it, this is reciprocity. I think uiip".pr" public into your confidence and then you'd get the sup-

who,ve been exposed to diplomatic life too would.be po,t tt,ut you need. So emergency was one point and

fully aware of that' Sut what did Gujral Doctrine say?' Press censorship'

lno, *" are not bothered about reciprocity' We will do 
,,-rnrrrrnqtelw enother (

it,doesn,tmatterirsrir-antadoesnotdosomethingThenunfortunatelyanotherdevelopment,avlo-
back for us." So India has absolved Sri Lanka of thi lence prone society' Ovlrthe 15 years what's happened

need for reciprocity, it doesn't matter. rr,"t".l" ilgg"' to the Sri Lankan society in the sense of what I would

countries so they'Il allow us to get away wrttr it' Tut say "how do you settle your problems?"' "how do you

that,sthekindofneutralpositionthatlndiahasgotinto. 
settleyourprivatescores?" Youdon'tgotocourt'but
you hire somebody, you take a gun and settlethe ma:::ri

The general image of Government Forces is that i -"un that's a very broad statement' But a certarn

they are disciplined, thly are profession"r, t rpt"tt r".y am?unt of reluctance to use the processes of organised

well for everybrdy ;; it 
"f 

that earlier pe'i"i it '''t'i"i' society which might be the law which one had got used

they probably occasionally got arrogant, trr* *"r" to, and to use soriething else because that seems to be

things which *"." "u["d 
ub"Iutiorrr, those aberrations a little more prevalent' That has become a pattern' So it's

did take place. I recall quite vividlv Ktkk"d;;i;i; i:yl:: 
do with individual Militarv people' do but an

therewereotherincidentslikethattoowhichwerereally.environmentwhichhehasbuiltasaresultofthisaction.
sad because that didn,t reflect the entire ,piii"r ,rr"' So the society gets as people have put it "Militarised"'

whore because some individuar reany not understand- They ure not i"utty vtiuturir"d, but they think in Military

i
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terms. And of course security consciousness is built in

all the time and this is where the problem is not only in

the North and East, we're all security conscious' Some-

times I wonder whether those Government Officers, Sec-

retaries, Heads of Departments working in Government

offices today aren't protected too much' I don't know

what they are protected from, but they are protected

from the public itself. There were times when I was a

Government Agent in Batticaloa and Galle and so on,

where I would have had a hundred people outside my

door just waiting to come in and say something, get a

word of consolation, some sympathy, some relief' To-

day they don't come because they're outside the gates'

They won't come at all because they know they can't

get through. You can't go to the General Treasury with-

out passes, without being notified in advance, so that

whole easy link between Government and people which

I think is fairly important has undergone a profound

change. And Government and people have come a little

apart, more apart than they were, aiso as a result of the

conflict. And l must confess that sometimes I get really

peeved when I get pushed off the road by a convoy' I
don't know whether some of you retired gentlemen feel

the same, but you are driving along quietly to go to a

funeral or something and you find a huge noise behind

you and you are in the drain because somebody is whiz-

zing past. And you also find him at that funeral' He's

not going anywhere else, he's going to the funeral' Now

I had this actually happen to me, but never-mind the

people involved, but that's the kind of thing which re-

ally makes you feel, that this is a little too much'

The economy. What's happened to the economy

with the Military tilt. There is a tilt towards needs and if
I might say a kind of distortion of priorities' Maybe

some would say it's not a distortion, because you have

to do one rather than the other. But let's look at one or

two, slides. This shows Military expenditure as a per-

centage ofcombined education and health expenditure'

I was talking about priorities and how you tilt' You see'

in 1960 the percentage of Military expenditure as against

combined education and health, was only 177o' This is

an interesting point isn't it? There's such a small Mili-
tary expenditure that you're spending on educating peo-

ple, on keeping people healthy and only 17 of that total

was Military expenditure. But when you come to 1990

the Military expenditure was 10J7o' That is ovet lOl%o

of the combined education and health' I'm sure that's

interesting to all of you. It didn't strike me also like that

until I worked it out. And I thought that's certainly worth

putting it on a slide and showing' That's the change I'm
iutti"g about, the distortion if you can call it that' Is

there a danger in a sense of our economy, and I'm talk-

ing economics not really Militarist things, but are we

becoming an economy which is now so dependent on

war that you cannot do anything else about it' [t's a

very sad thing to reflect on but there's a very profound

thfng also that, in what happens if we stop the war?

What happens if 1 1 5,000 or 200,000 or whatever ihe =
strength is reduced, the Navy is reduced, the Air F - - :

is reduced and there is no demand for the kind of -s'-''':
that you need to keep that establishment going' i' '- -

going to have a very depressing effect 6n ths u:
economy? And if so then, is the economy in a u ar :
inevitably now tied to this? "you have to supph ri..'

"and do that". And if anybody has done econorr'':

this kind of idea of the multiplier in it, i.e. you put so::.:

money in it and it multiplies. Now what happens to nrL' -

of that income? I am told the 50 Billion or so, much !-' '.

goes for wages and salaries and allowances and so i:'
Now that's therefore contributing to the economic i=:'
tor too, because it goes into villages, it goes into ru:'
areas, it goes into village homes, it keeps the econon'".'

going. Its money can be used for buying rice or veset"-

bles or clothes or whatever and so the multiplier etfe;:

takes effect. Now that's the kind of argument that I'r:
heard and I am thinking about it, I haven't made up rn.'

mind on that but is there that possibility? And stran-sel''

though one hears very often, political people say "1ocr'

we could have done so much if not for the war," the 5

Billion on defence is really part of the GDP. It's part c:

the Gross Domestic Product it is not abstracted from it' ::

is what makes the GDP. The Gross Domestic Product r '
built also on that. So that's a very interesting thing tc

think about too. And Dr Peiris particularly says "Ah'

they're doing well. The economy is doing quite well

The fundamentals," what he calls "the macro economi'

fundamentals are impeccable" he says. Now he use'

such brilliant language, but that's macro economic fun-

damentals. The macro economic fundamentals means

things like inflation, employment, exchange, all doing

extremely well. So the war is not a great minus factor

We are not hopelessly off as a result of the war' Some-

how in this economy, the war and the economy seem tL'

be doing well together at a point. Of course there is

another side of it which I will come to in a moment'

Let's look at another area' the peace block and ne-

gotiated settlement and so on. That I would think is still

marginal, it's not the mainstream, the mainstream is very

much in support of "let's accomplish what we have to

do, Iet's finish it and do it that way", but there is a mar-

ginal thing which is going on, peace mix, business lobbl

for bipartisan consensus maybe one of those, the one

that's going on at the moment, some thing is happening

among the business community. Maybe they are look-

ing far ahead and they are saying things are not chang-

ing so we'd better get the two Parties together to see

whether they can get a consensus and if they get a con-

sensus then you can talk to the LTTE and you can get

peace in that waY.

And then there is the whole negotiated settlement

itself, the idea of the Government's draft proposals' I'm

not going into any detail on that, but I just want to touch

on that. I think they are very far reaching' In all mr
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;\perience of about 40 years of public life I have not
: Lrme across any Govemment proposal starling from the

3 rndaranaike - Chelvanayagam up through the Dudley,
i:nanayake through everything else, to match what the
\umaratunga Presidency has put forward as a draft for a
.:eotiated settlement. Very farreaching. I am talking of
::e Union of Regions. The Sri Lanka which we've al-
.i ay's been thinking of as a one is now a Union of Re-
:ions. The Regions take over and become a kind of Un-
. u. The Unit of devolution is not yet decided, but per-

-rps it will include a great paft of the North and the East,

:ren the powers to the Regional Councils on land, Iand
:r)wers will be with the Regional Council, not rvith the
Centre and Police powers too. So there are quite a few
:ifferences which make it quite different from the past

:roposals, certainly from the 13'h Amendment they go
:ar beyond. But it needs a2l3's majority and that's the
,rne that's stopping it and it is packaged with other Con-
.titutional reforms. I can't really understand how that
rappened, and that's the whole meaning of the word
''package". When they talk about the package, many
:eople use the word package loosely. A package means

something that cannot be untied. It has to be taken
together as a package. You can't leave one part and take
one part. If you do that then it is not a package. A
package deal means that I give you something, you give
me something. So the package here seems to be that the

Govemment has put in the Constitution things like Con-
stitutional Reform, say abolition of the Executive Presi-
dency may be one. So there may be political pafties

u,hich will go for that but not for the other. But you can't
have one and not the other, you must take it as a pack-

age. That is the importance of the package. And I think
it is important for all of us thinking people, to under-
stand what a package means. It's not jrst "ara
packajaya" which peoplejust refer to, but it is this con-
cept, no untying.

So that's the peace part of it and the negotiations
for peace, but let's look a moment a little more in-depth
at the North and the East and see the widespread dislo-
cation and devastation in the North. That's another sad

part ofthe scenario which I've been painting. I've been

painting five or six highlights, and I think one of those

highlights must inevitably be the dislocation there. Many
of you must have served there, or perhaps all of you
have serveC there. I served in another easier period when
Batticaloa was the dreamiest, sleepiest town in the world!
There was nothing happening, just the lagoon and it
also was almost a stationary lagoon. Except that the fish
would sing, but only sometimes. But what's happened

now? Quite dislocated, quite a different scenario there.

They say at one point there were a million displaced.
Health and education of children, I know is quite af-

fected, the economy, in ruin, lots of people impover-
ished, people who might have been quite well-to-do, are

impoverished. And very important at least half a million
people have left not only the North and the East, but left

the country. If you take the 15 year period, I would think
that about 500,000 people of the Tamil community have
left. I saw an interesting figure that a writer has said
about and he says the Tamil community must be about
67o of the population today. I don't know, we haven't
had a population census since 1981, so we are guessing
when we say the Sri Lankan Tamil community are 72.57o,

and I know my demography so I can talk on that, that
12.57o in 1 98 1 may be something much lower today. We

may be talking abottt9%o,87o,10Va nobody knows, be-
cause a lot of them have gone. And what we know is
that 100,000 might still be in South India. That's from the

lot that went, some came back and then some went again
and in the meantime the Indian Govemment always talk-
ing about a 100,000 Sri Lankan Tamils somewhere in
South India, either in camps about 60,000, out of camps
about 40,000. So that's one part of them. If you take
France, Germany, Canada, Britain, Australia, the
Scandinavian countries, you add up those totals which
I've been trying to do, you get close to about 400,000.
So about half a million of the Tamil population at that
point, in 1981 were not in Sri Lanka anymore. If you
have a census today you'd probably find that the figure
is about 9 or l}Vo or maybe lower.

Then again a civilian reaction. Civilian reaction
comes like this also, they are surprised at the resilience
of the LTTE. Let's face that. I've been surprised too.
How do they do it? They've got hammered, they've got
killed, injured, they've lost so much and they are pretty
strong as I mentioned and yet, they seem to be still able
to retreat back into their jungle area, come back again
and hit, sometimes very hard and go back again, so there
is a certain confusion again developing because of the
lack of good information among the civilians. "What's
going on?", "What kind of a war is this?" And you can't
be too surprised when you hear that because look at

them, they have no good logistical supplies, I don't think
so. I don't think they have the capacity to ferry things
around in ships, may be they have but one doesn't see

that so much. Certainly no air transport, though there
have been sightings, feelings that there is, that they are
building air capacity, but nobody has yet seen an LTTE
air plane. They have very rudimentary health support,
I'm not talking about fighting forces. How do they do
their operations? How do they treat their injured cadres,
what do they do with them? Kill them? Shoot them?
Cure them? Where do they get cured? Where are the
Sanatoria? Where are the hospitals? There might have
been a few when they had Jaffna, but in the Vanni, may
be one or two, but nothing like the capacity that we
have, the Sri Lanka Military has. No Indian support
after post-Rajiv. That's a huge, huge thing which they
lost. There was a lot of Indian support, tacit, direct and

so on. Now no Indian support. But it is said and India
also sayS "we are interdicting supplies coming in," we
are having sometimes they suggest joint patrols, some-
times they have their own patrols, how is it going on?
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And they lost Jaffna. Now that I think was the ultimate.
To have lost the peninsula and been thrown out of it
after that tremendous Riviresa operation they lost it, but
yet, after the defeat of Jaffna they were able to launch

Mullaitivu, and Kilinochchi. How on earth do they do

it?! They do it with women, with girls, with children,
how are they doing it? So that capacity is not only re-

stricted to the North and the East, it can even mount
serious attacks in the South. Look at Kolonnawa. Octo-
ber 20, 1995 - Kolonnawa. Jaffna was still not taken then,

Riviresa was going on, and that was not just a bomb
going off, it was an armed attack. I know as a civilian, the

stories one hears, they came in the night, there was a
number of them, they planted bombs; they did various
things and they destroyed a large part of the oil com-
plex. Three billion worth of loss. Central Bank, Galadari

and finally that absolute abomination, the desecration

of the Maligawa. Now even that wasn't a stray bomb - it
wasn't a car parked innocently on a side in the night
which goes off in the morning, a time bomb. No, it was

a armed attack from what I hear. They came through a

barrier or something, a group came and blasted the stor-

age tanks. So people are beginning to ask that question

also, "now how do they have the capacity?" Not only
to do it in the home-land or whatever they call it them-
selves, but out in this part. Or is that a part of the chal-
lenge we have to face? So a need to look at this and

maybe when I was reflecting on it, what can one can say

about them? Well, they're guerrillas, they don't fight
conventional war, they fight on their home ground, they
are highly motivated there's no doubt about it, maybe

they have desertions too, but they are fighting with a

cyanide capsule round the neck, and then is that for
killing oneself, and then if that's so, how much more
motivated can you be? Take the high percentage of
women mobilised. I was very happy to note that we
were also mobilising our women, but the women mobili-
sation of the LTTE has gone on for a very long time. I
don' t know what the percentages are but may b e 4O7o of
the force may be women, and one very serious point
which many people forget, an unchanged leadership

command of the strategies, and a political direction, un-

changed over 15 years. Now that's a luxury we didn't
have. We changed, we were changing from time to time.

But Prabhakaran has gone on, if he is living, he maybe

dead also I don't know. But unchanged leadership is
talked about. And they have been able to acquire a lot
of weaponry. Now if anyone talks about, the civilian
looks at and sees Air Force planes shot down and then

you say it might have been a SAM missile, it might have

been, it might not have been. It's a bit confusing, how
do they do that? How did they acquire them? And if
they did, how did it come in? Then all of the weaporry,
IrememberGeneral Ranatungatalking to me in my early

days of learning about weaponry, he was talking about

the Five Zero glun. And he said they have the five zero

gun and I was very impressed when he said that. But I
think now they have the 1 20 mm gun. Captured from the

Army, how do they do it ?

Again, a lot of use of indigenous technology. Now
technology is very important here and we've done our
technology, but I think in a way they've done their tech-

nology too. They've managed to build an indigenous

technology which reflected itself in the Johnny Mine
and then again I think they called it the "big baba" or
something like that, abig mortar. These are terms I used

to pick up at the National Security Council, so I remem-

ber some of that. But they used to talk of some of the

things that the LTTE also had.

Then they have money. No doubt about it. The

community support. Even if it is not local, that whole
expatriate 500,000 people that we're talking about, part

of them at least have the habit of sending money. And
somehow the money comes through, it comes in the

way of arms, in the way of drugs or whatever, there is

some support outside, may be the reluctant support of a
local community. Because the LTTE cadres who are fight-
ing, are the sons and daughters of the same Tamil peo-

ple. They are not outsiders, they are not Indians or
people from outside, they are people from there. So "our
sons and daughters are fighting, so the boys", I mean
the idea earlier used to be they were the 'boys' , I haven't
heard that phrase much now. And unfortunately the

Sinhalese Soldier who is fighting there, or the Army per-

son who is fighting there is an outsider. The language

tling is there, we didn't learn our Tamil so may be we are

regarded as outsiders, It is therefore very difficult to go

through a campaign of hearts and minds strategies which
most Governments have been trying to explore. So may

be that's the difficulty. Those are only just a fraction of
things that may be there, but I'm sure all of you are

pondering also in your mind, "why? Why can't we do

this quicker?"

What are our options? Let me spend five minutes

on that, given the situation there. I think there are three

scenarios. The first scenario is possibly what all Army
Commanders, what all Secretaries of Defense say, there

must be a politically negotiated settlement. I think I've
heard that from Military people not necessarily from
civilians, but Military people. So it's something in-
between the two positions. On the one side in a

Government Devolution Package, will they accept it, will
they reject and say "no, we are still for Eelam, we want
an independent state". Or will it be something in-
between? And do the Thimpu principles, which
Prabhakaraa in his last hero's speech two months ago,

emphasised is what they want. The four cardinal
principles of Thimpu, I thought it was important just to
bring that to recollection people say "well why are we

worried about Thimpu?" Well, that is their bottom line
as it were? If you are going in for a politically negotiated

settlement, one has to keep it in the back of your mind,
what is the enemy's position? What does he think? 1)

Recognition of the Tamils of Sri Lanka as a distinct
Nationality. That is, they move from a minority to a
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Nationality. 2) Recognition of an identified Tamil
homeland and the guarantee of its territorial integnty.
Now normally territorial integrity is only talked about in
terms of a State. So that Tamil homeland, whatever it be,
whether it is the Northern Province only, or North plus
Trincomalee, or North plus Trincomalee and Batticaloa,
excluding Amparai, whatever the combinations you do,
it seems to be whatever we have that's going to be fairly
autonomous, if not totally autonomous. 3) Based on the
above, recognition of the inalienable right of self
determination of the Tamil Nation. That is, must
determine one day, and that's not immediately perhaps,
but may be there is a time gap, self determination at
some point, and 4) The right to full citizenship and other
fundamental democratic rights of all Tamils who look
upon the Island as their country. So again a little bit of
give, it's not another country, it's our country, but the
'Island', it's not Sri Lanka but the whole is the country
and anybody who lives in the South, so a Tamil can live
in the South and have full citizenship rights and all
democratic rights. And may be in reverse, the Sinhalese
who live in the Tamil homeland can also have full
citizenship rights and full democratic rights. So take it or
leave it, that's the Thimpu Principle. Now why I put it up
is that I think not enough people know what is Thinpu.
They'd say "yes, we rejected Thimpu." Thimpu seems
to be the one consistent thing we are talking about over
the last 15 years, which I have noted, I keep a lot of
cuttings and filings and all that because this is a particular
area that I am interested in, and that is what I see. So on
the one hand the Devolution proposals of ours if we all
accept it and there's consensus and theirs. i.e. the
Thimpu proposals.

What is the in-between position? Is there an in-
between position? Second, forget about Thimpu, forget
about the Devolution proposals, finish the war. That's
what people think is the easy solution, but what people
say is not so easy. So how do you get about that? Put
the country on a wilr footing, spend not 50 billion, but
100 billion if you want to finish it. But then how practical
is it? And they also say conscription. Get the children
of the rich, not only the village folk to join the war. How
practical is that? Will that ever be done? What will
human rights groups say? And what will be then the
image which we've taken some pains to build, what
happens to aid and so on which comes as a result of a

good image? All those could be the minus factors on the
'finish the war' scenario. Third scenario, continue with
the same, go on as we are. That's a bit sad, but anyway
let's put up with it, go on, little more, little by little attrition,
try the attrition, hope one day that something happens
to the leadership on the other side, that there are changes
anil so on. But there is a little problem about that too if
it goes on too long, and I want to underline that and
probably stop soon after. That has to do with the evolving
situation in India. I think that's the absolutely key factor
finally. Because the North and East is 20 miles away from

India. The North and East is the North and East of this
Island. Tamil Nadu is going to be critically importantin
the 2 1" Century which we are almost on. If India displays
a tendency for more identity and Regional Nationalisms
as it's happening in the North Easr, it did happen in
Punjab, and it's happening possibly in Tamil Nadu earlier,
if that goes on, then we are going to be in a different
situation. Then I think we are have to be very careful
about what options we're going to have. Because the
possibility is then of an even closer link between South
India and the North and the East is on the cards.

What is my personal dream? I have a personal
dream. My personal dream may be it can't happen - it's
a united Sri Lanka as in the past. I have in my Study
these two photographs which I look at every day
because I pass by them. One is a photograph of the
Royal Thomian match of 1948. It was captained on the
Royal side by a Tamil boy called Parathalingam, on the
Thomian side by a Tamil boy called Thambiah. That
Thambiah later became a Professor in America at Harvard
and he got some notoriety by writing a book called
'Buddhism Betrayed'. But that was S J Thambiah. H. G.
Thambiah was the Judge and this was the younger
brother. But they were two Tamils, and there were several
other Tamils in those teams. So I look at that picture and
I said 'something different, I don't know whether it can
happen again, it might happen, it's a little more difficult
now.' And there is the 1950 University Tennis team
which I look at very regularly and that's got more Tamils
in the team than Sinhalese. Now that's the kind of
magnanimity which the majority gave the minority which
prevailed at that time, and that was the kind of United Sri
Lanka in which we grew up as children. But I'm not that
optimistic to feel that one can go back to that. Some way
we've got to sort it out, but not away back. And in the
meantime, how do we reduce at least if we can't do
anything else, the inter-communal hatred? Let me call it
hatred, because that's really what keeps hitting me very
often. Every act of violence one way or the other, the
Maligawa bomb on the one side, or something else
happening in the North and the East, really makes people
feel very bad about this and very strongly hostile to
what they perceived as the enemy. And it's very difficult
to say the LITE is the enemy, not the Tamil people. And
if we get into that, we tried very hard as Governments, I
tried when I was there to think of it as the LfTE you're
fighting, not the Tamil people. I think all our Army people
also got that message and tried to use it. But it is very
difficult to make the distinction. How do you make the
ilistinction? And I think that is a fundamental problem
that we will be faced with. If we are thinking in terms of
unify and if we are thinking not in terms of homogeneous
states, we can easily think of homogeneous states, but I
think the real beauty of a country, the beauty of Sri Lanka
as it wase was its heterogeneity. The fact that it was
diverse. The fact that it had many races, languages,
religions, cultures, it was the mixture that was great. So
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that's something that one would really lack. And as I
look back on my life not very many more years to live,

how much more can you go on living? But as you look

back the regret really is that, that over time there has

been this change.

I won't take anymore time Denis, thank you so much

for giving me the opportunity. I enjoyed talking to you'

Chairman : Now MrWeerakoon threw a challenge' He

is prepared to answer any questions, and remember he

is a retired Public Servant so he can't fix you if you ask

the wrong question. So the House is open to questions'

Discussion

General Cyril Ranatunga: This is not a question

really, when you speak of militarisation, of civil soci-

ety, '88/'89, and early pan of '90, all of us who were in

Service then, realised the problems the civil society

went through with the JVP insurrection or insurgency

or whatever you call it. At that stage I was a little
involved as you know and we invited the political lead'

ership to the Ministry of Defence and at the request of
these political parties we issued a large number of weap-

ons to the political parties. I issued them and gave a

letter to be given to the Army Commander Navy Com-

mander and the Air Force Commander where the ar-

mouries were to collect that amount of weapons' Now I
tried my very best before I left the Ministry to recall

them but none of the Secretaries who signed en block

for the whole amount, I can't remember the exact

amounts but it's thousands. Three / Four thousand

weapons per maior political party. But I was quite

shocked last Monday when Eric Fernando was inter-

viewing a certain gentleman on TV, and he said 'look,

the Ministry of Defence and the previous Government

has just given these things and we have no recotds

whatsoever' But that is totally incorrect' So what I am

trying to say here really, to what you said is that these

people do not want to give back their weapons, They

have kept and used themwhenever they want, and there-

fore civil sociery is more militarised by them, the Politi-

cians than the Mihary itself. I don't know whether

you'd like to say something on that.

The Lecturer: I think I'd take on the questions and

then answer the cluster of questions. Some of these

might be close to each other and I think this would save

time.

Major General Mike Silva - Very often we hear

and w e re ad of the te rm' ethnic c onflict'' We re ad ab out

and hear about it in Sri l,emka as well as abroad' Now

my question is, is there an ethnic conflict in Sri l-ttnka?

My comment is, that, there is no ethnic conflict in Sri

l-qnka. The Tamils are not fighting the Sinhalese and

the S inhal e s e are not fi ghtin g the Tamil s' Que stion N o' I'

Question No.2 is that for this major conflict, the prob'
lem we have in the NortVEast there has to be a solu-

tion commencing from the Government. The ultimate

responsibility is naturally of the Governtnent to main'

tain peace in the Island of Sri I'anka. Now they have to

tlelegate that responsibility according to the problem

to the dffirent depafiments or agencies, who are pro'

fessionally qualified to meet that. I mean in the case of
the NortUEast conflict obviously they delegated it to
the Armed Services. Now Sir my question is this - who

is responsible to the public to ensure that these respon-

sibilities are being implemented satisfactorily? To the

best ofmy knowledge today I have not read about any-

thing or heard any comments on the future of monitor-

ing those responsibilities, or you can say the imple-

mentation of these responsibilities. I will not mention

the names of any major Military operations, but at least

one or two maior Military operations have failed. No**

whose responsibility is it to find out from those Mili'
tary Commanders who initiated those Military opera-

tions, what were the strategies? what vtas your aim?

And why did they fail? Because the public cannot

openly ask those questions but they are all interested

in the question offailure. Thankyou.

Air Vice Marshal, Harry Goonetilleke - Bradman

I am asking you this question only because you have

served .five Prime Ministers so you have been in the

forefront, you know of the policy and decision making

and so forth. And you are probably aware of the man

that I'm going to refer to very shortly. You did mention

in the closing stages of your speech about the India

factor which I call it, which is very important and we

should take note of that. Having said that, we knou'

now that the man I want to refer to is Varatharajah

Perumal. Now he wds as the audience might know, he

lilas promoted by India to take over the North and the

East as Chief Minister. And of course when things didn't

work out, he declared unilateral independence and

took the next Indian Air Force plane back to India and

I see in Varatharajah Perumal's return to Sri l,anka an

Indian hand in this thing. Perhaps India wants him out

of India because they are spending a fortune keeping

him there, maybe he has come to lay his bones to rest in

Sri lnnka. But if it is not so, what do you think is the

politics of the war? Politics of war in the North and the

East with this man's reaPPearance?

The Lecturer: I'll take those three first. General

Cyril Ranatunga's observation, I totally agree with be-

cause it really was the political parlies at that time who

requested weapons for protection' not particularll
against the LTTE, because I think the LITE were maybe

coming close to discussions at that time, and the IPI(F

was there, it was as a defence against the JVP, and that

might have begun the whole process of arms anJ

militarisation of political parties' And once they got the

weapons as you said, there was no way in which lou
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munity is behind us and also India is noh) neutral. With

all this optimism, with all this positivism, tvith all this

dedication, devotion and all such adjectives why is it
that after so many, many years more than l5 years we

have not yet reached our goal? Why is it that we have

not reached our short-tem objective as well? Neither

the long-term goals nor the short-term goals have we

achieved. I don't know whether you will disagree, but

when I think of the short term goal for one, to give you

but one example, we wanted to have a MSR', a road

linked to the North which was not achieved. You all
know that it was not achieved. So that here is an exam-

pte of a short term goal that we have not achieved' You

talked of accountabiliQ. Now who is accountable for
all this? Peace loving people of this country in one

voice changed the Government in '94 because they

wanted, they cried for accountability but there was no

accountability. Those who undertook to account' also

are now accountable. Where do we go from here ? Who

is accountable? Now when the pendulum swings again,

those who have to account will they shoulder responsi-

biliry, and will the cycle be repeated? You are a very

good Historian Mr Weerakoon, **ill history repeat it-

self? Andwill more people die, more youngsters die?

As far as I know in this civilised world of ours today, no

civilised country ever Soes to rrar the way we do' You

know very well when America got involved in the Ku-

wait and the Gulf war there is a solemn undertaking

given by the President of America " I will finish this war

anrl come back, bring my men back in three months" or
whatever I'm not very sure of the deadlines given, but

he kept his promise, if he did not keep his promise he

knew that he was politically finished. Three months

and how many American lives were lost to win that

war? How many lives have we lost to lose our war, if
you call it the war? Who is answerable for these things?

Are only the politicians answerable or is it politicians

or those civilians who also help in the decision making

process, are they also answerable? Aren't they also

equally accountable? I would very much like to have

some answer because if I may put it this way, when I fall
ill I go to a Doctor. He diagnoses my illness, he tells me

' y ou are s uffe rin g from thi s' and he tre at s me' H e i s v e ry
dedicatecl, he's vetl devoted, he's very ethical to his

meclicalprofession. He comes to see mefive times a day,

he rings me at home, extremely dedicated, but no im-

provementit goesfrombadtoworse. What do I do? Do

I keep on going to him again and again? Or take a

tlffirent course of treatment? Now have we Sri lnnkans

done that? Have the civilian advisors advised the po-

litical leadership to do so? Or are they going to do the

same thing all over again when the pendulum swimgs

once again? So much for that.

You spoke of aviolence prone society' Ye's it is' It
is a violence prone society. When I was a I'aw student

of the same Universiry tu which you went I think, we

were taught that a man's home is his castle and I re-

member those days when you go to court and the com'

plainant were to say 'my lord, this accused trespassed

on my land' straight away made a iudgement againsr

that accused, because one's home was so sanctimoni'

ous? What is happening today? We are so far removed

from those standards ofdecency, civility and so on thar

I thinkmay be that anew generationhas beenbrought

up in these conditions that there is a new political cul'
ture and people don't even think about these aberra-

tions they think it is notmal. I remember in l97l when

one of our fellow Officers, Captain Noel Weerakoon

died in Vavunia how everyone felt. I was working in

Army Headquarters at that time, the feeling, nobody

was talking, everybody v)as conce,-rledwith their heads

bowed, going about their work, whispering to each

othe4 they were talking in whispers. Everybody felt the

pain. Today when there is some calamity somewhere it
is a very natural thing and what they ask is 'kee' denek

the machan?' that is the level it has come to - 'kee

denek the machan ?' N ow it is a game of numbers. That

is the extent to which the society has got benumbed as

a result of protracted war People don't go to courts

you said. Yes. If I go to court today, my grandchildwill
have to come to hear the judgement. Justice delayed is

justice denied. Law has not become a meafis to an end,

it has become an end in itself. It serves only the lawyers.

I had a small case Mr Weerakoon, I had to go to
Hulfisdorp one day and I had retained a relatively young

lawyer because I didnl have a lot of money to retain

these Presidents Counsel, being a retired man' so on

this day I totd him I can't go on like this like the Sri

Lankan w ar, I w ant t o finis h off thi s as s o on as po s sible.

He promised me that he witl see to it that the case will
be over that day. So when we went to court we found
that the Judge was not there. So I asked what hap-

pened? He came out and he told me 'ludge has Sone to

Pakistan'. I asked 'Why?, he was supposed to come

and hear cases today'. He said 'Yes, I also thought that

he'll be here. He has Sone to Pakistan to attend a

seminar on Laws Delays'. My lawyer was as despond-

ent as I was and he says, 'Brigadier, what can I do?

These people postpone our cases and go to Pakistan to

attend conferences on Laws Delays'. What have these

responsible administrators done to rectify these situa-

tions and restore confidence of the civilian poytl'ation

in our courts in our system of justice? In my village,

that's a bit of a notorious village I must confess that's

why I'm living in Colombo now, I met a man who said

'we killed that fellow's son'. I asked him 'why did you

do that?' He said that 'he killed my so and so, there

was a case and he was acquitted. And my brother-in'
law came and told me 'you see now that fellow is ac-

quitted.' I said'[Jsaviye theeranaya egollo dunna, ape

theeranaya api thennan', and he was killed that night

the day he returnedfrom remand prison. So that's how

it goes. What are we doing about these serious issues?

Are we doing any legal research to ensure that iustice
delayed is not justice denied?
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Chairman: Piease rrut*c n shon-

I have manl' more questions to ask but in defer-

ence to the Chair I'll stop there. Thank you'

The Lecturer: Actually it is very difficult to think of

what you can say when yo'u have to talk about a civilian

view of this, because you have to reflect the kind of

frustrations, the agonisation that a civilian feels' This

was certainly not meant by me at least to be a kind of

recommendation session in which I was going to tell

you what you were going to do about the future' If that

was so I wouldn't have accepted the invitation because

I do not know. Al1 I can do on occasions like this is

really try and put the picture like a civilian and perhaps

in a slightly different way. Not reinventing the wheel

but letting the wheel move in a slightly different direc-

tion. So pardon me if I didn't come up to your expecta-

tion on that score, but that's really all I came to do' I
didn't think that I would be able to say here what you

should do, or what you should not do because you would

ask me 'who the bloody hell are you?' So I didn't do

that. I just tried to put the picture as a civilian sees it and

may be some of us may have some thoughts about it'
may be some of it appeared in a different way from what

you had earlier conceived it to be.

You had a good point about who's responsible and

what are civilian advisors doing. I think there I would

not only take onboard civilian administrators but also

civilian military people who are hotding civilian posi-

tions at various times in their life. What happens to the

Secretary of Defence? A fotmer General, who is a civil-

ian, when he becomes the Secretary of Defence? So one

cannot say we blame so and so and not so and so' I
think there's nothing gained by pointing a finger and

saying the politicians did wrong, or the civilians did

wrong. It is collective, all of us are responsible for what

it has become, by what we have said, by what we have

done, by what we have not said, by both sins of omis-

sion and commission. The Christian religion talks about

commission and omission. May be that's where we are'

that we were all guilty, we have all abrogated some of the

responsibilities that we would have to had to face' So

may be that's a good searching thought to come to of

the questions you raised. There are lots of people who

say 'this is a useless war'. I've seen it in an editorial in

the Daily News, when Manik de Silva was writing edito-

rials. he once called it a useless war, a senseless war' So

there is a lot of feeling about it but yet one goes on

because there is nothing else to do. What else do"you

do? The thing is far too complicated to say 'here's a

simple solution'. And that's why even when in 1994 I

think the people rejected one Government and brought

in another on the grounds of peace. The primary thing'

the predominant message of the new Government which

was coming in, was 'I'm going to have peace' ' And even

that was not possible. And now there is a joint peace for

.* ar. \r'ar for peace tu.o-pronged approach. the p'-Iincai

and the military. So it's all struggling to hnd some kind

of solution and may be if somebody has got the brains

and the knowledge to say 'no, I know what to do' 1'ou

just go that way and you'll get it', we are waiting for that

deliverance. I think the Sri Lankan people whether it's
political, military, or civilian will give a great big cheer, if
somebody comes and says 'I know how to do it, this is

the way'. So it's all a question of going forwards, back-

wards, MSR, no MSR, backwards, forwards. Feeling

around, because we are fighting a very strange animal'

Some of the things I was saying was about the difficulty
of the problem. And if I had no answer after so many

years, and why no answer ? That's a reflection of the

profundity of the question, the challenge. It's not say-

ing 'no people were wrong, you did this, Premadasa did

this, he gave arms, he didn't give arms'. I mean, every-

body was trying. Everybody tried different techniques.

different tactics, different strategies, all of them so far

haven't worked. So let's wait for deliverance.

Admiral Ananda Silva - Sir I was interestedwhen

you harked back to your college days and the cricket

rcams and your universiQ days and was hoping for
better times, and I thought you sounded a little pessi-

mistic 'now will these days ever come back again?' Of
course I think this is a time we have to be optimistic

and try and ensure that the unity of the country is main-

tained. Now the question I want to ask you is that the

Government is adopting a two-pronged strategy. one is

to weaken the LTTE militarily another thing is to find a
political solution. Now I think everybody agrees that

ultimately this is a potitical problem and a Jinal solu-

tion has to be political. Now as I see it, one of the big-

gest impediments to this is the fact that in our political

system the two major parties have ffictively divided

the country into two. Because if we evolve a political

solution which has the support of the majority of the

people, or the majority of the maior community, I think

of course, assuming the majority community will also

look at the point of view of the minorities, that a politi-

cal solution will be more forthcoming- Now as I see it
the polarisation of these parties is becoming more and

more. So much so very eminent religious dignitaries

have recently said 'should we not have a parQ-less

democratic system?' Now is that the answerfinally, and

is that in the realms of possibility some sort of thing

v,here we can bring the people together, because weak-

ening the LTTE is one thing, but ultimately a political
solution has to be found. Can it be found in the present

potitical environment? If it cannot, how do we solve

that?

Major General Mike Silva- There is a lot of com-

ments and specially mentioned by Admiral Silva about

gtlitical solutions. We are all assuming I emphasise

the word assuming that both sides Prabhakaran's and

the Governmeflt are seeking political solutions and it
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is only if a political solution fails that we should pur-
sue a military one. There is a totally opposing or dffir-
ent approach. There is a group of people who are com-
pletely against this popular thinking. I belong to that
group whofirmly believe that Prabhakaranwho under
normal circumstances would have never got the politi-
cal leadership of any Tamil party, gained hi.c leader-
ship by wiping out his opposing Tamil parties and he
entirely depends upon this war to maintain his leader-
ship ofthe Tamil people, he has achieved his objective,
his objective was not Eelam but Eelam was merely the

means of achieving the objective which he has achieved
and today the cry for Eelam and the propaganda for
Eelam is only the means of maintaining the objective
he has achieved and therefore if a settlement is com-
pletely outside and he will always bring terms to make
it unacceptable by the majority so we are left with only
one road, the military road, and that is why I based my
earlier question, who is accountable, that's the correct
term, who is accountable for the military responsibili-
ties to cripple the military capability of the LTTE?

Chairman: One last question.

Air Vice Marshal Goonatilleke: - My question is
really related, it's running parallel to what Admiral
Silva and General Mike Silva just mentioned, it is that
the military for the last l5 years has been fighting this
war as everybody knows, and the military has actually
come out and said that we can fight the battles and in
this connection I had the privilege of meeting Denzil
Kobbefutduwa before he died, a couple of months be-

fore, and I asked him 'are you trying to defeat the LTTE
to turn things round?' He said 'No Sir that is not my
job. My job is to weaken the LTTE, bring them to the
conference table, and after that my job is ovec and thnt
job must be taken on by the Government.' I thought
that made a lot of sense then, but I think we are going

further and further away from that kind of situation.
But having said that, now the military wants to weaken
the LTTE, they said they willfight but eventually it has

to be a political solution. And there are a number of
countries, America, Britain, Yasser Arafat, Nelson
Mandela, Sweden, Australia, with so many peace ini-
tiatives and they have volunteered to help in a dia-
logue either as a facilitator or a mediator and how we

h,ave even the adversary saying 'okay, we are readyfor
talks,' whether we like to believe it or not, it may be a
bit of a joke, but anyway, that offir has been made. The

whole world is telling us, and as I said including the
adversary, and the military saying you have to find a
political solution, my question is why the indifference
of the Government not wanting to pursue a political
solution and preferring war as an instrument to obtain
peace ?

The Lecturer: That's the end. So that's the last
question then I've got the last word, so I can say what I

like. I think they are very vital questions, these are reall',
the heart of the matter. Let's try and see shortly whether
I can do justice to the value of the question, becaus..
these are very valuable questions.

First one on Ananda's point, taking part of it. Whr
can't the two political parties get together and have a

political consensus? Because that'll have t*'o
advantages, one is what he mentioned it will strengthen
all other people behind whatever effort you take whether
it's political negotiation or military. And secondly it will
give a signal to the other side that there is unity and
what is more important, continuity. continuity in what'11

go on on this side. Because the problem of continuity is
very important. If for example you can put yourself in
Prabhakaran's position, I think none of us can, but if
you did put yourself in the adversary's position, what
we are thinking is why come to a deal with one
Government when the next Government in the South
namely Sinhalese, will abrogate it and say 'We don't
know anything about that. We didn't participate in that.
and they are not coming with it. So it's very important
really for this consensus. The consensus between the
PA and the UNP is very important not only for
strengthening of this side, but for giving the correct
message to the other side 'whatever we agree, whether
we have political change on this side, it goes on'.

You raised the question of 'can you do without
parties?' I don't think so. The party-less democracy.? I
don't know. I think there is no satisfactory way in which
you can handle that so you have to have this party
system, that's the way that democracies function
generally. Unless you have one party, and if one doesn't
want that also, so you have multi-party system and that
gives you democracy.

One little point about Ananda's question that
bothered me is that if there is consensus, you get
consensus on the way you move forward politically, what
is that consensus going to be? Is it going to be as far as

the PA had said it will be if they can do it or is it less?
And if it is less, and if the idea of the consensus means
that you reach a common denominator at a lower point
than what the PA can do, then it may not be helpful very
much in the end. What I'm saying is if the PA says'we' ll
give you union of regions, we'll give you land powers.
we'll give you this power, that power and all that' and
the UNP comes along and says 'No, we can't do all that,
we' ll come together with you at a lower level.' So if that
happens you have political consensus, but you might
be further away from the ambition or the expectations of
the other side, the adversary. So you couldn't go very
far. Now that's the point I made to Lalith Kothalawala
and his business group where I said 'your idea is fine,
but even if you can achieve it what will it really achieve?
Have you gone down to the nitty gritty and seen what
will actually emerge as a result of consensus between
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the UNP and the PA. It might be a lower position than on, put your cards on the table, don't hold anything
whateitherof themcouldreachindividually. Nowthat's back, and I will fix you on something and then if you

the question. agree, that's agreement, I guarantee the agreement, ten
years, five years whatever it is, and you get fixed.

The second one was about Mike's point about,

again I think you were taking of accountability and about

Prabhakaran, I think it was a very impofiant point that

came up. What does that guy want? Is he really interested

in a political settlement or does he want to fight forever?

Does he get a lot out of being a fighting leader? And is

that the game? May be, he's a maniac, fascist, all kinds
of things, you can hurl at him. But there is a whole lot of
people around him and if there is a whole lot of support

that he's getting from the Tamil expatriate, the diaspora.

Look at the diaspora support and people there and what
they are talking of. A guy called Rudhrakumaran,
Sathiyendra, all these guys who are really the
intellectuals who are behind the LITE, they seem to be

saying something a little different and they will get rid of
him at the appropriate time or he will go. What is the

appropriate time? The deliverance of a homeland. So

that's why I think you cannot dismiss Prabhakaran

himself and say he has nobody else behind him. He's
got a lot of support. The support from all of those

countries I mentioned of Tamil groups in all of those

countries. Something like the Zion, something like the

Israel's Zion thing is working in my mind that that's the

kind of the dispersion of the Jews and then the coming

back of the Jews. Now if that is so, then Prabhakaran

himself is not the important factor. He's a tool, an

instrument for the achievement of something else. That's
the way that one might want to also look at it.

And the third point of Harry, a mediator. Why isn't
the Government with all of these people saying political
solution, the adversary, that is Prabhakaran also having

said 'well I'm ready for political solution, but I need a

mediator'. That rings a bell in my mind that maybe we

are looking for somebody who mediates, who comes in-
between and says 'well you have a point, you also have

a point.' Not 'you have all the points, you have no

point'. So that may be one of the reasons for indifference.

The diffidence may be that some joker will come along

from somewhere, Carter or Ramphal or United Nations
or whatever, and say 'look, you know that's not all that

bad, I think they have a majority in that area, they might
have some devolution in that area' and fix something.

And if they fix that then the Government might feel, 'I
say we are being led into a position which we can't get

out of, we don't want really to get fixed on anything.
We'd rather work in a fluid situation, wait for the thing to

develop and then do what we think we have to do. So

you sort of cut some options. I think the diffidence may

be that going to a mediator means the mediator will say

'okay, what is your position? How much are you prepared

to give?' Soyouwillsay'Rs.50'. He says'NoRs.100'.
'What are you prepared to give?' He'd say 'Rs.75'. 'okay

you come.' The mediatorworks like that. He says'come

iMajor General Mike Silva : You know, may be the
mediator is not acceptable, but what about the

facilitator?

The Lecturer: Now, facilitator is a different position,

it is a lesser position in which you say, no I'm not going
to come in and say what I think you should do, I'm just
going to provide the wherewithal, I'm giving you the

facility like in Norway or wherever and you come and

talk, and hejust hangs around outside the door. I don't
know whether that's another way. The weaker partner
usually in these things say 'I want mediation'. The
stronger partner says 'What mediation? You just take
your place, I'm going to deal with you.' So I think there
is some element of that in this. That's why I see the
Tamils saying 'let's have mediation, let's have apolitical
solution,' and the Government saying mainly 'Yes, let's
have a political solution, but let's first deal with the
military aspect and then welll have a political solution'.
There are some people Mike who have said 'What talk,
we'll do a political solution after the military solution' . I
can't really even begin to believe it. But I think some of
the Mahanayake's have really been saying 'me mona
boruwak the? Issella wede karala api passe desapalana

visandumak demu'. So there are all kinds, I mean this is
a very, very confused situation. When you try to explain
this to foreigners, they get mad. They can't understand
it at a11. It is hard enough to talk about it among ourselves,

but the foreigners are totally at sea on this and anybody
who feels that they can come in, understand it and settle
it is really having a big dream. Thank you.

Chairman: Thankyouvery much, that has been a
very interesting evening, now to complete the
proceedings I'll request Admiral Silva to propose the
Vote of Thanks. He's also aThomian.

Vote of Thanks: Indies and Gentlemen,
It is indeed a pleasure and privilege for me to

propose the vote ofthanks to our distinguished speaker
Mr.Bradman Weerakoon for his address this evening.
My pleasure is all the greater because, as the President
just said, MrBradman Weerakoon and I share one
distinction in common, namely we were both educated
at the same school by the sea at Mount ltrinia. The

President in his introductory remarks gave us an
outline of Mr.Weerakoon's career From this outline you
would agree that we could not have found a better
person to give us an analysis of the North East conJlict
and from a civilian view point.

Many of you present here today wouid have met
MrWeerakoon sometime during your career. Those of
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you y)ho have not met Mr.Weerakoon would have heard
o.f him. Mr.Weerakoon had a vey distinguished and
unique career in the public sentice. Not on$ did he

reach the highest rungs of the public seruice, he was

also Secretary and Advisor to five Prime Ministers. It is
not given to many persons to be acceptable at the level

of Secretary and Advisor to several Prime Ministers of
differing political hues, Mr. Weerakoon obviously
pos sesse s certain unique qualitie s.

I was personally very fortunate to come into fairly
frequent contact with Mr Weerakoon during my last
assignment in the Navy when he was the International
Affairs Advisor to the Late President Premadasa. I
always found him to be most helpful and his advice was

always very useful.

Much w as expected from Mr Bradman Weerakoon's

lecture this evening and he cefiainly did not disappoint
us. The level of interest evoked by his address can be

gauged by the number of questions that were raised
and the lively discussion that followed.

The North East conflict is essentially a political
problem. The government is ptrrsuing a two-pronged
strategy of weakening the LTTE militarily whilst
simultaneously advancing a political solution. I think

we are all agreed that a political solution is the

ultimate answer to what is essentially a political
problem, and that the military effort is directed at
encouraging the LTTE to the negotiating table while
militarily weakening them. The existing hostility
between the two main political paties is a factor that
makes the achievement of a political solution more
dfficult. This is the harsh reality of the political climate
that is prevailing in this country. Having said this I
wish to add only one more comment as an old sailor
The I'lavy has been expressing the view that the Navy

should be strengthened sfficiently to seal off the coast

ffictively, from Kalpitiya on the West coast North-about
to Trincomalee on the East coast. Successive
governments have accepted this as a necessitt'.
Unfortunately, this essential component of military
strategy has not been implemented, much to the cost of
the country. There is no doubt that, being an Island
Nation, we have to have a strong Navy, both in peace

and in-war. I am not saying this purely because I am a

sailor but because this is the reality of our geographical

situation. While emphasizing the need of a strong Navy
I am not in any way under- mining the importance of
the other two armed forces, namely the Army and Air
Force, who also have to make a vital contribution to

the security of the country.

Finally, on behalf of all ofyou present here today,

I wish to thank MxBradman Weerakooh for his very

interesting and instructive addres,s. Last but not least

it is my duty and obligation to thank the Commanding

Officer and Officers of the {'h Regiment Sri Lanka
Engineers for permitting us the use of this Officers' mess

with all the facilities that go with it. The Commanding
Officers and his Officers have been very tolerant of the

many intrusions which ARFRO makes to the privacy oJ

their mess. We are very grateful to them. But for their
indulgence, it would not be possible for ARFRO to car^'
on its work.

Thank you,
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